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THIS WEEK/NEXT WEEK 	 DISCUSSION ONE PAGE ONE 

RECORDED FROM TRANSMISSION: BBC-1 
DATE: 9.11.86 

MacCORMICK: 	 Chancellor of the Exchequer , let me begir 
by picking up a couple of points made by your two Conservative colleagues in Vivi 
White's report, Lord Bruce-Gardyne OOMMOMOIE) saying you're taking some risks with 
inflation, Hugh Dyke's welcoming the policy as a return to normal Conservative 
policies. Don't both these remarks suggest that in effect you have done U-turn? 

NIGEL LAWSON, MP, CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER: 	No, there's no U-turn at all. 
Let's, let's, you know I think that, if I may say so, commentators' vocabulary 
I find rather limited. And, you know, they have very few phrases that they can 
turn to, and U-turn is one of them and so they pluck that off the shelf. But let's 
look at the facts, what we're talking about is public expenditure, right? During 
the 10 years prior to our election in 78/79, that's the 10 years up to 78/79, 
public expenditure and this is indeed, this is total public expenditure to get 
the underlying trend, I strip away the privatisation proceeds altogether. Total 
public expenditure rose by 3% a year, in real terms. During our first parliament 
from 78/79 to 82/83, it rose at 2 1/4% a year, we got it down to that in real terms. 
During our second parliament from 82/83 now to this year, 86/87, the next four year 
period, it came down further to 1 3/4% in real terms. The figures that I gave the 
house on Thursday get it down further, to 1% a year in real terms. So will you tell 
me where and when the U-turn occurred? 

MacCORMICK: 	 Well, we used to hear ... 

LAWSON: 	 No, can you tell me? 

MacCORMICK: 	 Well, what, I'm trying to show a wider 
range of vocabulary than U-turn. We used to hear from the Government that public 
expenditure was virtually evil, that it was the old failed policies of throwing 
monies at things and would cause inflation, why is the increased public expenditure 
you've announced now not going to achieve these bad results? 

LAWSON: 	 NO, we've never said that. What we 
have said is that public expenditure needs to be got down as much as we can as a 
proportion of the total output and that the private sector take a larger and larger 
share of the total economy. And that is what we have achieved since 82/83 successfully 
and it's not just pie in the sky, we've achieved it ever since 82/83, and these plans 
would make it continue to do so. The argument for public expenditure has got nothing 
to do with the economy. Afterall, the vast amound of money we spend on Defence is 
because we consider it is important to have this country properly defended. When we 
spend money on hospitals it is because we need hospitals. But clearly when one is 
thinking of the economic performance of this country, one wants to get public 
expenditure declining as a share of the total economy. And therefore all we have to do 
and that's what I've sought to do, is strike a balance between the desire to get public 
expenditure a progressively smaller part of the total, while yet meeting these basic 
economic needs, non-economic needs for defence for the police, for health, the whole 
National Health service, and for Education. 

con t/ 	 
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MacCORMICK: 	 Now, let me just contrast something you 
yourself said a little while ago at the Conservative Party Conference, on this point, 
because you talked about not engaging in an irresponsible spending spree, 

LAWSON: 	 Quite right .... 

MacCORMICK: 	 And, and and never taking risks with 
inflation, and yet your former Treasury colleague, Lord Bruce GardynelipIMMIN 
has just been saying he thinks you are taking risks, and he says that you should 
cash in on what you've now decided to do as quickly as possible. That sounds 
as if he thinks you are on a pre-election spending spree. 

LAWSON: 	 No, he's always been of an apprehensive 
temperament, he was a very good Minister when he was a Minister, but he's always 
been of an apprehensive temperament. I don't believe, that, by any stretch of the 
imagination, when you have public expenditure continuing to decline, as a share of 
the total national output, you can call that an irresponsible spending spree. The 
problem was, that under previous Governments, we had public expenditure progressively 
going up as a share of total national output. And that caused many of the problems 
that we inherited when we came into office in 1979. 

MacCORMICK: 	 So if you're not doing very much really, 
is your colleague Hugh Dykes wrong to welcome, as a great improvement, what you 
announced last Thursday? 

LAWSON: 	 I'm very glad that the whole of the party 
from one end to the other, has supported and approved of what I announced, and I think 
that shows the unity of the Conservative Party which is something which I welcome. 

MacCORMICK: 
there, that you now have to explain to the 
be made, why in his words, you went haring 
before you changed your approach? 

What about Brfan Gould's comment on the film 
electorate whenever that explanation has to 
off in the wrong direction for seven years 

LAWSON: 	 But as I explained we haven't changed our 
approach, that's the whole point. And therefore the premise is wrong and the conclusion 
doesn't follow. 

MacCORMICK: 
then. 

Well at least the rhetoric used to be wrong 

LAWSON: 	 No, no, that's not true, nothing has 
changed. If you take the fiscal stance, which after all, it is the public expenditure 
is not important merely in terms of the share of G.D.P., that's certainly important, 
but it's also important in terms of where the fiscal stance is. The balance between 
public expenditure and taxation, how much you have to borrow. And I've made it 
absolutely clear that there is no way in which this will lead to a penny piece of 
additional borrowing. So there is no change in stance. 

• 
MacCORMICK: 
since your speech in the House 
Income Tax, are these still on 

On the fiscal stance, you've made it clear 
last Thursday, that you still want to see reductions in 
in your next budget? 

cont/ 	 
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LAWSON: 	 I've never said anything about the next 
Budget, nor shall I, nor would it be proper for me to do so, and you wouldn't expect 
me to do so Donald, but certainly that is our objective on the taxation front. When 
we shall attain it, I don't know, but we've already got it down from 33 pence in the 
pound to 29 pence in the pound, that's four pence off. And we've got another four 
pence to knock off. And when we shall do it, I don't know, but do it we shall. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Perhaps something you would like to 
comment on, and could comment on, would be the report in at least one Sunday 
newspaper this morning that you personally would like another two Budgets to go before 
the next election, so that you might make further progress towards the goal, the 
ambition of 25% standard rate of income tax. 

LAWSON: 	 I would be very happy with that, but, as 
you know, the question of the timing of the election is a matter for the Prime Minister. 
But I will say this. That I am absolutely certain, that there is no quick dash to the 
country in mind, and certainly, when I was putting forward my proposals, I had to put 
forward my proposals, which I did, on the basis that we were going the full term, and 
not merely that, that we will be continuing in office after the election. 

MacCORMICK: 	 In other words, in spite of what Lord 
Bruce Gardyne (J 	1) says again, I know he's got an apprehensive nature, but you 
yourself see no need 	 

LAWSON: 	 I know him very well, we wrote a book 
together once, and so I know his nature very well, and then it is, and that came 
out in that little .... 

MacCORMICK: 
you .... 

And discounting his psychological problems 

LAWSON: 	 They're not problems.... 

MacCORMICK: 	 (LAUGHS). You yourself see no need whatever 
to go to the country in 1987, sooner or later in that year, no imperative? 

LAWSON: 	 No imperative at all, it's a matter tor the 
Prime Minister, she has all the options open. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Thanks very much in the meantime. Let's 
bring in our guests here, Chancellor, just for a moment or two, first of all, Paul 
Ormerod, Economist and Forecaster. What's your reaction to the Chancellor's repeated 
insistence that nothing has changed, the policies continue as they always have been. 

PAUL ORMEROD, DIRECTOR, HENLEY CENTRE FOR FORECASTING: 	Well I think if we 
look at two different aspects and widen discussion somewhat, we can see quite clearly 
there has been a U-turn. First of all on monetary targets, the Chancellor was the 
author of the medium term financial strategy, which called for rigorous monetary targets. 
And gradually during the course of this year, they've been all but abandoned. But I 
think, more worryingly, in terms of the consumer spending boom, which is taking place, 
we have in 86 and 87 consumer spending growing nearly twice as fast as the economy 
overall, a classic pre-election boom, which is simply unsustainable. Uh, and I think 
that's a way in which Government economic policy has changed. First of all on monetary 
targets, but more generally in allowing simply a pre-election boom to take place. 

con t/ 	 
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_CORMICK: 	 What about these points specifically? 

LAWSON: 	 No, it's not true, on monetary targets, 
um, ever since I've been Chancellor of the Exchequer, we've targeted narrow money 
and broad money. The narrow money target we are well within the target range and 
remain there all the time. The broad money has become harder and harder to interpret, 
for reasons the Governor of the Bank of England set out at great length and very 
cogently in a lecture he gave at Loughborough, very recently. This 
is something which has been clear long before this year, it's not something 
new, it's something which I have alluded to myself in the past, we're certainly 
concerned with, certainly watch broad money very carefully, and that is why I 
continued this year with a broad money target, but it does require skill in the 
interpretation of it, and you cannot just look at the figures and conclude that they 
mean exactly what they used to mean, they don't. So it's a more complicated business 
and this is an opportunity for this country. And indeed the Germans, who I think have 
a very very fine reputation in monetary policy, in getting inflation down, has 
indeed. And the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and we've got inflation 
down. But if you look at the Germans, for the first time since they 
started targeting, in I think 1975, their monetary growth, they targeted a thing 
called Central Bank Money, is well above their target ranges. And yet they're not 
worried about inflationary upsurges in Germany, and I think quite rightly so, and 
it is a more complicated, more liberated, financially liberated world in which we 
live in, in which a certain amound of skill is needed in the interpretation of some 
of these aggfegates. 

• 
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PAUL ORMEROD 
DIREC,HENLEY CENTRE FOR 
FORE 	ING: 	 Well I think if Mr Lawson could deal with 
my second point really in terms of the unsustainable nature of the consumer 
boom which is taking place. THis year consumer spending is growing twice as 
rapidly as natllal output ; and that's a pre-election boom of the sort we saw 
in '63-64, '72-73. It simply is unsustainable. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Are you saying that's a departure from the 
straight and narrow of previous Conservative policy? 

CRMEROD: 	 Oh yes indeed, it takes policy outside the 
uedium term framework. It's simply short-termism, something Mr Lawson's accused 
the city of, but I think he's got a dose of it himself. 

MacCORMICK: 	 On that point - 

LAWSON: 	 NO, I don't quite understand, I don't 
understand that point. If you look at the recovery that we've had since the 
trough of the recession in the middle of '81 as a whole, you will find that 
investment has actually risen faster than consumer demand overall, during the 
whole of that period including this year. And that's something which hasn't 
happened in previous recoveries. Now, it is perfectly true whatPaul Ormerod 
says, that this particular year - 1986 - consumer demand has been rising much 
faster. But the forecast for 1987 shows a less rapid rise in consumer demand, 
with consumer demand going up four percent in real terms. And, indeed, non-oil 
exports going up at five and a half percent in real terms and investment going 
up perhaps a little over - that's non-oil investment because we all know 
what's happened to the oil industry recently - non-oil investment going up at 
perhaps just a little bit over three percent. So in fact what it shows is a very 
balanced picture in 1987. And I think just to pick out one particular year, 
when for reasons that's got nothing to do with the Government consumer demand 
happens to have been going faster than other parts of the economy, I don't think 
that proves anything at all. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Let me bring in Tim Congdon at this point 
because you have been, ever since 1979, a staunch defender of the Government's 
monetArist approach. DO you now think that the Government has abandoned that 
or relaxed it too much or what? 

TIM CONGDON 
CHIEF ECONOMIST 

L.MERREL AL;413 oloa, 
STOCKBROKERS: 	 Yes, in two ways. First of all I agree with 
a lot of what the Chancellor has said about monetvy control; there are problems 
in interpreting the figures. But there's also been in the last year an increase 
in broad money eighteen percent, compared with a typical figure in the early 
eighties of about eleven or twelve percent. Now, whatever the excuse is, that's 
a big change and it isn't really justified. The second thing I'd say is that 
the GOvernment set itself some targets for public expenditure. Those targets have 
been exceeded by about four billion pounds; perhaps in the event they exceed even 
more than that. 	 Cont'd 	/... 

• 
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CONGDON (Continued): 	 Well, there are some problems there and there's 
all sorts of pressures that the Treasurer has to cope with. But if the Chancellor 
really believes in sound finance on honest money, it seems to me he should say 
afterwards: 'spending's gone up, we have to pay for it and we certainly can't cut 
taxes'. But then, a day afterwards, or two days afterwards we hear that the 
eventual goal is to cut taxes. And I think that isn't consistent. Much better to 
say if the country wants this extra spending then the country has to pay for it. 

MacCORMTCK: 	 You yourself, Mr Lawson, said last Thursday 
you can't spend the same pound twice. 

LAWSON: 	 That's right. It's exactly the same point that 
Tim Congdon was making. You can't spend the same pound twice and taxes will be 
reduced only to the extent, and when, it is prudent to do so. There will be, as 
I indicated a moment ago, there will be not a penny piece of additional 
borrowing as a result of the expenditure, public expenditure, increases that I 
announced. These will all have to be fuky met by tax revenues, every penny out 
of them. And the question is whether - and time alone will tell, and as I 
indicated earlier I'm not saying anything about the next Budget - the question is 
whether, over &period of time then we will be able to reduce taxes as well. That 
is our objective, and I believe ultimately we'll be able to do it, but when I don't 
know. As for the uonetory targets, may I refer briefly? 

MacCORMICK: 	 Yes do. 

LAWSON: 	 I think that what Tim - this is I'm afraid a 
little bit technical that's why I didn't do it before - but since TIm raised it, 
if you look at PSL II which is the better broad uoney aggregate to get an overall 
view, because what happens is that because the banks are engaging in mortgage 
lending, whereas previously it was the building socities,that causes particular 
problems with the interpretation of sterling M III. If you replrattEL II that's 
going up at eleven percent at the moaent, it's nothing like the eighteen percent 
which Tim Congdon referred to. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Yes, but in broad layman's terns, in spite of 
the difficulties of the various measurements and so forth, perhaps the point Tim 
Congdon was making was, and the point Paul Oruerod was making as well, is that you 
have simply allowed too much money to go sloshing around the economy. 

LAWSON: 	 NO, that's not so. And indeed it is very 
inconsistent. Most of my, at least most of my critics are very inconsistent. Because 
most of my critics, at the same time as they are saying there's too much credit, 
too much money sloshing around the economy - I don't believe there is - say that 
interest rates are far too high. Well, they really can't have it both ways. And 
the fact is that the GOvernuent has been courageous and has raised interest rates 
when it has been necessary to do so, as quite recently, in order to keep nonetqry 
conditions on track. But you know people really can't accuse us at one and the 
sane time of having interest rates too high and allowing monetory conditions to 
be too easy. 

ID 	MCCORMICK: • 	 Well we cone on to interest rates and other 
details of economic policy shortly, but I want first of all to ask Lord Kearton, 
who is also with us, what, from where you sit as a uenber of an important Lords' 
economic comudttee, where you sit on how the Chancellor has behaved in his Autumn 
statement last Thursday? 

Cont'd / 
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LORD KEARTON 
SELECT COMMITTEE OVERSEAS TRADE 
1984-85: 	 Well, I think it's politically a brilliant 
budget, in every way. There's something for everyone and politically he has 
in fact stolen most of the Opposition's clothes. He's doing things which the 
Opposition Parties have advocated, he's doing things which the so-called 
Wet Wing of the Tory Party advocated; and I think, in fact, he showed himself 
to be an extremely clever politician. And I think the way he's put the whole thing 
together, the whole package, again is extraordinary well done. So, one can only 
compliment the Chancellor most warmly on a very clever piece of work. But I share 
the apprehension of Jock Bruce-Gardyne and looking ahead, twelve months, two years, 
three years, I think the country could be in trouble. But discussing inaediate 
effects of the budget, the immediate effects of the budget I think to be entirely 
beneficial. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Was there no ambition on your part last 
Thursday, Mr Lawson, to pinch a few clothes lying around? 

LAWSON: 	 Not at all, because the clothes that the 
Opposition Parties are wearing are horrific! Because what they are calling for 
is a massive increase in public expenditure, way way in excess of anything that - 

MacCORMICK: 	 Over five years is their proposal. 

LAWSON: 	 NO, no. They're saying in the very first year 
there should be an extra ten billion, and they say that the borrowing requirement 
should go up by six billion. I am not proposing a penny-piece of additional 
borrowing. The policies of the Opposition would be absolutely disasterous for 
for this country's economy; you would have run-away inflation and all the probleTrs 
we had in the seventies. 	I'm certainly neither stealing their clothes,nor have 
any ambition to wear their appalling garments. 

MacCORNICK: 	 To people sitting at home, Mr Lawson, that may 
sound as though you are saying that Opposition spending is sinful, your spending 
is virtuous. 

LAWSON: 	 It's a question of the quantity; it's a question 
of what the country can afford. What I have done is something which is well within 
what the economy and the country can afford. As I said, public expenditure under 
these plans will rise less rapidly than it has in the past in real terms, and will 
continue to decline as a share of total national output. Under their policies it 
would rise much faster than national output, and we would be int:he hands of, 
bankrupt and in the hands of the IMF before you could say 'Denis Healey'. 

(VT FOLLOWS) 
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MacCORMICK: 	 kW, CINou,alloe to begin by,going 
back to the beginning of that report by Will Hutton, Norman StRuss there, who 
used to be in Mrs. Thatcher's policy unit said that the strategy now:elevealed 
in the autumn statement, will do nothing to revive and restore those parts 
of Britain which are not sharing in prosperity and where so many people are 
out of work. What do you say to that? 

LAWSON MP: 	 They aEe sharindlhe prosperity 
but it's quite true that they are not sharinitPanything like the same 
extent, it is absolutely true that there is a'North-South divide, itls 
something which concerns me very considerably, it's why we do continue 
to have a regional policy, and it's something, which of course, has been with 
us for a very long time. I made a statement in Reading the other day, you may 
recall suggesting that one way of helping this is if there were some regional 
differentiation of wage rates, which certainly would help the situation very 
considerably, after all, living costs, housing costs and so on are very much 
more expensive in the South and it would make thg North of England a more 
attractive place. This, of course, was hOtA(40;icePtrade union leaders, 
who I am afraid didn't show the same concern for the problems of these 
areas that I was in a practical way showing, but it is a very difficult 
point. But let's be absolutely clear, although there are these differences, 
if we get the economy as a whole doing better, then everybody benefits, 
including the people in the North of England, in Soctland and in Wales. 

MacCORMICK: 	 did you mean anything more specific 
than that, the economy as a whole improving, when you said last Thursday that 
the prospects for some fall in unemployment are now more promising? 

LAWSON MP: 	 Yes, I was talking about the 
economy as a whole. I was talking about the economy as a whole and I believe 
that is the case, although, of course, as I went onto say, this could be 
jeopardised if excessive pay increases are continued to be agreed. This is a 
very important point, it is not so much the pay, although that is..it is 
taking pay and productivity together, what is happening to unit labour costs 
in this country, particularly compared with our competitors overseas, and it 
is a responsibility for industry, and industry accepts this, CBI is not in 
dispute with me over this, it is a responsibility of industry itself, management, 
to keep a better control of their unit labour costs. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Well, let's go to our other guests 
now for a moment as well, Lord Kearton before we had Will HUtton's report, 
you were saying, you were hinting darkly that you saw grim troubles for the 
economy coming up, what are these and to what extent are these influenced by 
Nigel Lawson's admitted concern about wages going up too fast? 

LORD KEARTON: 	 If I can go backwards just a little 
bit, the Chancellor made reat play of the fact that he is not raising taxes 
to pay forNAtieNs461 e 	anding out, in extra for education, extra for 
transport and so on, it depends on the64ickft.;.3 of- revenue, fundamentally, on 
a very active retail sector and  04 WAS  pct‘'..tE-acfiAtit. the commentary, this depends 
on the consumer boom, which in fact is fuelled by imports. The Chancellor 
is really looking forward to a continuation of consumer boom, and making 
lots of retail_pr94t„s and so on, whichkr4then pull back in part by taxes 
and therebutgaggs. This completely under estimates the colossal danger 
to our balance of payments and:have lived through twenty years where the 
balance of payments constraints was thing which really was a single overwhelming 
factor at the back of all governments minds. The best part of twenty years 
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0./Oht,i s  
all the stop go, the balance of payments7,..the Chancellor is forecasting a 
balance of payments deficit for next year, one and a half billion. It can 
only be an opinion, but I think that is much too low. Again, I think is 
one starts looking ahead to 1988, 1989 and so forth, the oil revenues 
will certainly decline. Cur oil.production will decline, 1986 is probably the 
peak of our oil production, evetthe Chancellor's own statement he forecasts, 
a modest reduction for next year, a 14..rikkr reduction the year after, unless 
some absolutely major finds, which is extremely unlikely now that exploration 
has been cut right back, then we shall be down on our oil production, down 
on our oil revenue, down on our oil taxes, and, if I may say so, even getting 
to the stage of oil imports, all at a time when we are in trouble. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Are you arguing in effect that the gradual 
sort of disappearance of oil from the economy, very gradual of course, is 
going to take us back to the days of twenty years ago. 

KEARTON: 	 Yes, it isn't going to be as gradual as the 
governments hopes, if one looks at the profile of the fields, they have all 
continued in production much better than people expected, but the total 
reserves haven't altered, so when they do start declining, the decline will be 
faster than is traditional inoil fields. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Tim Congdon, do you share this view of 
Lord Kearton's about the balance of payments and the disappearance of oil 
and the implications of all that? 

CONGDON: 
will repOn.injoil 
things7.WItsE say 
different, Britain 

MacCORMICK: 
Lord Kearton said. 

I don't...I think Britain 
exporter for many years, what always happens with these 
one thing and then what happens in practice is quite 
is essentially an oil exporter. The price of oil has fallen. 

Even with exploration being reduced as 

CONGDON: 	 In five years time the oil price will be 
fifty dollars a barrel and there will be more exploration, more development, thi 
this is one area where I think the critics are wrong. We have got very large 
foreign assets, eighty billion pounds or so, we have had a sequence of surpluses, 
if there is a small deficit in 1987, you have quite a large deficit, this is 
not something to worry about, I am worried much more about government policy, 
about government borrowinaand about money supply growth, my criticism would be 
that we have had with thevrtg'm strategy, we had five stable years and 
there have now been the two key parts of that strategy, monetary stability 
and low borrowing are now being threatened, and on the monetary side certainly, 
they have been broken and I think we are going to get, a little boom, perhaps 
quite a big boom, and there will have to be a correction of getting back into 
cycles and that's quite contrary to what the government said it was trying to do. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Well, I don't want to lose sight of that 
point and let me ask Paul Ormerod first of all, in specific of balance of 
payments dangers, foreseen by Lord Kearton, if you agree with that? 

41 
ORMERDD: 	 Yes indeed, I think it's potentially a 
major problem facing the British economy, earlier this year the Chancellor 
forecast, g,414( 	 forecast has changedby three and a half billion 
pounds through the course of 1986, he forecast a surplus, he now forecasts 
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the balance of payments will be in balance, ji6 I think the odds will be the 
Treasury's prediction next year of a deficit of a billion and a half, could be 
a substantial understatement and many outside forecasters looking at four or 
five billion pounds deficit on the balance of payments in 1987, which must be 
very worrying for the longer term future to the British economy. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Is it possible you have been too 
optimistic on that particular point? 

LAWSON MP: 	 Well, all forecasts are inevitably uncertain 
in subject to a margin of error, that's true and Paul Ormerod's forecast, 
just as much is as true of Treasury forecasts, I think it is fair to say, 
and I think the gconomist recently did a study, 4/41,14, showed this, that the 
Treasury forecasts have a much better track record than outside forecasts, 
and we have made, sincerely - 	the best forecast we can, and time alone will 
show whether it's right or not, but I think it is not at all surprising that 
there should be after a period, incidently, when we have had a cumulative 
surplus on the balance of payments current account of some twenty one billion 
pounds since we have been in office, there should be a short period of 
deficit, when you reckoned that the oil pricehilialved and also world trade 
has, because of the effects of the oil.price fall and the comnodity price 
fall in general, commodity price fall on a number of countries, world trade has 
fallen very considerably this yearr  It will, I think, rise again in 1987, but 
we have still got much lower oil earnings, but no, I believe that on this point 
that Tim Congdon's analysis is basically right. 

MacCORMICK: 	 You don't think that oil is going to 
become .gradually, decreasingly important part of the economy, thus haseng us 
back to the days as Lord Kearton fears, where the balance of payments constraint 
was a bug bear to chancellors of both main parties. 

LAWSON MP: 	 The output of, NOrth Sea output 
oil output, will be declining very gradually, certainly. Lord Kearton is quite 
right, 1986 is likely to be the peak year, but the decline will be a very very 
gradual one, much more gradual than he was implying, we have had a sharp fall 
in the value, because of the sharp fall in the price of oil, but that has happened 
that is behind us, we have coped with that, and I said, it is quite remarkable 
the way in which we have succeeded in coping with that and the fact that there 
is....the fact that it is a gradually declining trend from now on, to the end of 
the forecast period and no doubt beyond, is something we have fully taken into 
account in the forecast and in the policy. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Whab:about Tim Congdon's other point 
though, that we have had five stable years and that's now been thrown onto 
confusion and uncertainty. 

LAWSON MP: 	 There is no confusion or uncertainty, 
and there is no , we are continuing this stability. It is very important 
indeed, I mean, when we launched, and I had some part in the launching of it, 
when we launched the medium term financial strategy in 1980, the words medium 
terms were just as important as the words financial strategy, it was a desire to 
get away from these short-term expediency chopping and changing all of the time 
into a steady policy, which would continue in business and industry would know 
where it was and everybody would know where they were, and that's better for 
the economy, and, as I say, this is what we are continuing to do, the borrowing 
requirement continues to be under control, continues to be coming down as a 
proportion of GDP, far far lower incidently, even if you don't include the 
privatisation proceeds, far far lower than it was in the early Seventies and.. 
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narrow money, that is going along very satisfactorily within the target range. 
There is a particular problem, which we discussed a moment ago, about Lard 
money, but I am satisfied that the dipard money is not showing any signs of 
an upsurge in inflation, there is going to be a temporary ...inflation, as 
indicated in the forecasts I have put out, and then after that it will continue 
to come down again. 

• 

• 
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MacCORMICK: 	 Paul Ormerod, do you regard the inflation, 
the prospects for that, as being as good as the Chancellor says? 

OPMEROD: 	 Well I think almost all outside forecasters, 
outside the Treasury, believe inflation next year will be higher for a variety 
of reasons. The credit boom, wage pressure, falls in sterling; people are really 
looking at five and six percent at the end of next year rather than three and a 
half percent. But I think if we cculd ccme back to this question of the balance 
of payments and the short-term unsustainable nature of Government policy. In 
'86, in volume terms, imports rising at five percent, exports rising at one 
percent, that simply can't go on. I think that is really the fundamental question 
facing the Government, but obviously, as I said earlier, I think also inflation will 
be rising. But the balance of payments is really the worrying problem for '87. 

MacCORMICK: 	 In that worrying problem, Lord Kearton, how 
important is the plight, as was said inilMit Hutton's report of 
ffanufacturing industry? 

LORD KEARTON: 	 Well, I thought what was brought out in Imilswit.t. 
Hutton's report very clearly was the fact that we 've under-invested in industry 
for a great many years. And one of the drawbacks of the very high exchange 
rates of '80-81 and so on, was its absolute loss in manufacturing capacity of about 
twenty percent. A great deal of the manufacturing investment in recent years has 
been to make what we were making rather more efficiently. But there's been no net 
expansionof industrial production. Two years ago Mr Lawson made a very celebrated 
speech at Cambridge in which he rather played down the importance of the 
manufacturing industry. And I was one of the people who really toorsome exception 
to that. The impression I have Of some of his recent statements, he's changed his 
views a little bit and looking through his whole statement he's looking for 
improved performance in manufacturing industry and improved exports to rescue him 
in almost every way. SO, I'm very pleased he's converted to the view that 
manufacturing industry is critically important. I think getting manufacturing 
industry back to where we want it has been a long haul, and I think many of the 
steps the Government's taken, particularly in view, if I may say so, on vocational 
training, and I think that steps should be taken especially in education in order 
to get the universities more directly involved with manufacturing industry. 
Speaking, one of my own interests, I think the business of making chancellors, 
a lot of chancellors appointed recently have come from industry rather than from 
a state of distinguished social service or academia and so forth; I think the 
country's moving in the right direction. My worry is it's not going to move 
anything like fast enough to save some very serious trouble at the end of this 
decade. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Have you changed your mind a bit on manufacturing 
and its importance? 

LAWSON: 	 No, I've always felt manufacturing is very 
important. I think the speech which Frank Kearton took exception to - I was 
rather reacting to the people who were talking as if the economy was solely 
concosed of manufacturing industry. Manufacturing industry was the only thing 
that existed or nattered, whereas in fact it is only twenty-five percent of the 
total economy; very important, very important - 

MacCORMICK: 	 Fifty percent of exports? 

LAWSON: 	 Fifty percent of expo ,although if you look 
at our invisible earnings, these are one of the most 	parts of our foreign 
exchange earnings. But manufacturing exports I think, are going to go up next 
year. It's very important. I mean, our forecast is - and I say it's the best 
forecast we canmake - we have no interest whatever in putting forward phoney 
forecasts. 	 OOnt'd /... 
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LAWSON: (continued) 	 Our track record is a good one. Our 
manufacturing output going up four percent in real terms in '87, and non-oil 
manufacturing exports going up five and a half percent. Now that is a forecast 
of good news for manufacturing industry. And it's interesting that the roost 
recent CBI survey bears up the fact that manufacturers are far nore optimistic 
about the future than they have been for some time. 

LORD KEARTON: 	 I take with respect then, I agree the exports 
will go up. I think the exchange rate changes will make them go up. But we no 
longer make many things which the consumer wants. As the consumer boom goes on, 
as is made clear in Mr Hutton's report, we shall suck in a great many nore 
imports which we no longer manufacture ourselves. This is where the danger of 
balance of payments comes along. The exports will grow, but imports will grow 
even faster. 

LAWSON: 	 May I just say one thing on what Paul Ormerod 
said about inflation. Every year that I've been Chancellor, the outside 
forecast has been forecasting a much higher rate of inflation than the Treasury 
has and every single year it is the Treasury forecast that has been right. I 
have to say too, that even if you took his figure of five to six percent 
inflation, which I dcn't accept would lead you to that figure, that is a lower 
figure than the Labour Government achieved for the whole of their period of office; 
not in a single month did they give anything like as low as that. Our 
achievement on inflation, getting it down from what it was, twenty-seven percent 
or something, under Labour to three percent today is a remarkable achievement 
and we are determined not to throw that away. 

MacCORMaCK: 	 But would you be afraid that sterling might 
come under pressure because of the admitted balance of payments deficit you're 
going to have next year? 

LAWSON: 	 No, the market is well aware, the foreign 
exchange market is well aware that prospects of the balance of payments and 
that's already taken into account. But certainly, I have no wish to see sterling 
go any lower. There had to be a fall in the exchange rate in order to adjust 
for the very sharp fall in the oil price,that inevitably had to occur and that 
was explicit in my Cambridge speech, which frankly referred to sane three years 
ago, that was not some sudden after-thought, some sudden change of policy. 
But that has now happened, and I don't wish to see it go any further down. 

MacCORMICK: 	 What do you think, Tim COngdon about that 
particular point? 

CONGDON: 	 Well, I think the Chancellor is taking some 
risks with inflation, and it's not just a question of what's happening to 
broad uoney, eighteen percent growth; it's also what's happening to house prices; 
they're up by about fifteen percent on a year ago, and there's still plenty of 
mortgage credit coming into the economy. And also on the exchange rate. Now 
some of that may be because of the fall in the oil price. But the last stage of 
the fall, in terms of against the deutchnark from about three forty to two 
eighty in the sumer, was a very large fall in a period when the oil price was, 
if anything, firminlspi:  SO it seems to me that on both the house price side, 
.c% 	 ,semet.mj 	inflation, and the exchange rate that the 
Chancellor is wrong to be complacent. 

rf1711-tr4 / 
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CONGDON (Continued): 	 There is more inflation coming ahead and I 
thinklke4006ur, forecast is far too optimistic. I think that, looking ahead, 
one of the key things is how, I'm sure that sterling is going to weaken in 
'87. It's an election year and there's going to be some jitters on the foreign 
exchanges. What's going to be very difficult to judge, and I feel fir Lawson 
has a very difficult job here, is how he should react to a weak sterling. SHould 
he put interest rates up and blame it on the Opposition because the foreign 
people don't like what's happening in Britain, or is the exchange rate weak 
because of our own domestic mnetary policy. And I feel that there's an argument 
that it is because of what we're doing and we won't take corrective action soon 
enough and then there's inflation coming through in '88 and 89. 

• 

• 

• 
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MacCORMICK: 
going to deal with them? 

 

Are these dangerous and how are you 

LAWSON: 	 I think Tim Congdon's put his finger 
on one problem, which we've already seen, how, whether this problem will get any 
greater, uh, or whether it will diminish will depend on what people's, among other 
things, on what people think of the chances, uh, the possibility of the Labour 
Government getting into power at the next election. It is certainly true that 
the, those who hold sterling, are scared stiff of the damage, of the great economic 
damage, which they know very well a Labour Government would do, if it ever got into 
office. And that is something which I have to contend with. And it is, it may require 
interest rates to rise. If so, so be it. I certainly, that is a problem which is 
inherent in the situation, and it's not something which is going to dome, it's something 
which is already there at the present time, but of course as it looks more and more 
likely that Labour won't win the next election, then maybe that particular problem 
which I do have to grapple with, may diminish, we shall see. 

MacCORMICK: 	 But interest rates might have to go up? 

LAWSON: 	 As I say, if there is pressure on sterling 
then that is how we have responded in the past, as Tim Congdon mentioned, and that 
is how we would have to respond in the future. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Turning to the whole question of the 
competitiveness of the British economy, including manufacturing, which is essential 
if the whole thing, if the growth on which the Autumn statment was predicated is to 
happen, what's you key prescription and requirement Paul Ormerod, for a more 
competitive British economy? 

ORMEROD: 	 Well I think it's really, it's a longer 
term solution, it's not one which is amtAuxiitto short term measures. But it does 
essentially require a balance in the economy which gives much more weight to 
investment. Certainly much more than we've seen in the last six or seven years. 
The Chancellor referred earlier in the programme to the good investment record in 
Britain in the last few years, but you know that's choosing a very selective date 
to start from 1981. Certainly in any international comparison investment as a share 
of national output has been very low in Britain since 1979, and has actually shown 
a weaker trend compared to previous 20 or 30 years, and I think for a longer term 
that's a very worrying aspect about the current stance of policy. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Lord Keaton, do you agree with that? 

LORD KEATON: 	 I agree entirely with what Paul Ormerod 
said. I think we're lucky, if I may say so, to have Mr. Lawson as Chancellor, because 
I think he's got great courage, and I think he's got great panache in many ways. And 
I think he works on the good old phrase "Let holctmess be my friend" and I think he's 
being very bold, but he's going to need every ounce of luck which he can muster both 
for himself and for the country, to pull us through the next two or three years. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Care to respond to that paeon of praise? 

LAWSON: 	 Oh, I'm most grateful to Lord Keaton 

4111 	
all generals need luck, that's well known. But I'd like to say this, that it's not 
just the quantity of the investment that matters, it's also the quality of investment, 
which is a long term process, Raul Oimerod's quite right. But one of the reasons why 
I made a very, introduced a very radical reform of the corporation tax system, the way 
in which we tax the corporate sector, the company sector in this country, in 1984, which 
was phased in and came fully into effect for the first time this year, was to create 
a climate, and I'm glad to see incidentally, that reform's now been emulated by the 
United States, but it was to create a climate in which we will get a better quality of 
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L.WSON (CONT): 	 investment, and I think that is what we 
are seeing coming through, a better quality of investment, because that's what 
matters. The return that you get as a country from each pound of investment that 
takes place. It's not just the quantity of hardware that matters, but the quality 
of it. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Finally .... 

LAWSON: 	 The research and development too, it's 
not just hardware. And that's very important as has been said earlier. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Finally, Chancellor, just another question, 
on the timing of the next election. Lord Keaton has said you'll need all the luck you 
can get, you said every general needs that, but isn't there a case for going sooner 
rather than later in order to cut down the margin for luck that you need? 

LAWSON: 	 No I see no worries here beyond the normal 
worries and problems which there always are in an uncertain world, when we're subject 
to a lot of events throughout the world, beyond our control, and I am quite content 
to go the whole way until 1988, indeed it would have the advantage of an extra 
Budget this Parliament, but it is, as I said earlier, a matter for the Prime 
Minister. 

MacCORMICK: 	 Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Keaton, 
Tim Congdon and Paul Ofterod, thanks all very much indeed for taking part in the 
discussion today. And that's all from THIS WEEK NEXT WEEK until next Sunday at the 
usual time, one o'clock, please join us once again then, 'till then, from all of us 
here, Good Afternoon to you. • 
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Steven Wood Esq 
Private Secretary to 
The Lord Privy Seal 

Privy Council Office 
Whitehall 
LONDON SW1 10 November 1986 

Dear --Cfzu-eAn, 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: BACKBENCHERS' BRIEF 

I attach a note which describes the circumstances in which the 
Backbenchers' brief on the Autumn Statement was prepared and 
circulated. 

The note does not cover the more general issue of the role of 
Special Advisers (as set out, for example, in the Government's 
response to the TCSC Report on the duties and responsibilities 
of civil servants and Ministers). 

I 	am copying this 	letter to David Norgrove 	(No.10) 	arvi 
Trevor Woolley (Cabinet Office). 

ClArS 

AC S ALLAN 
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AUTUMN STATEMENT: BACKBENCHERS' BRIEF 

The brief was prepared in the Treasury by a Special Advisor. 

There was no prior consultation about the contents with 

Conservative Research Department (CRD). 

The cover sheet was provided by CRD. 	Because of the 

sensitivity of the information, the brief was reproduced in the 

Treasury, under arrangements whereby the cost was charged to CRD. 

Two Special Advisors deposited the copies in the Whip's office 

at 3.30 pm with instructions that they were not to be opened or 

released before the Chancellor had sat down after delivering his 

Statement. 

This procedure was followed, and copies were not made 

available to backbenchers until after 4.00 pm. 

The only advance distribution (outside the Government) of 

material connected of the Autumn Statement was that the usual 

copies of the Oral Statement plus press notices were given to the 

leaders of the Opposition parties, the Chairmen of the PAC and TCSC 

etc at 2.50 pm. Special arrangements were made to help the Shadow 

Chancellor, and a copy of the material was given to him at 2.00 pm. 

Copies of the backbenchers' brief were included in the 

material circulated to other Cabinet Ministers during the 

afternoon. 

The brief was marked 'confidential'. This is standard 

practice for CRD briefing given to backbenchers. 
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FROM: CATHY RYDING 

DATE: 10 November 1986 

MR WALTERS cc Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Gray 
Mr Allum 
Mrs Dunn 
Mr Dyer 
Miss Evans 
Mr Pickering 
Mr Porteous 
Mr Woodall 
Mr Rawlings 
Mr Roges 
Miss Wallace 
Mr Fray 
Miss Titmus 
Mr Jiwani 

LESSONS FROM THE AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your minute of 17 November. Generally, given the 

very tight timetable, the Autumn StatPment seemed to go very well 

from this offices point of view. This was due in no small part to 

the tremendous effort from the Registry and the Secretarial Unit. 

There were, however, a number of areas where there were problems 

and these together with our suggestions for improvements are 

detailed below. 

Other Department's Press Notices 

2. For the most part the arrangements for handling other 

Departments' press notices worked well and we agree they should be 

retained)subject to the changes suggested below for future Budget 

and Autumn Statement exercises. However, two of the press notices 

from other Departments were very late indeed - DoE and Customs. 

(This was for the second year running in the case of DoE.) When the 
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DoE press notice arrived, the original back page was in error and a 

new back page had to be stapled on. There was no apparent reason 

for the late arrival of this press notice. 	In future years, and 

perhaps even for next year's Budget, it might be worth sending a 

special letter to DoE. The letter might point out that it is in 

DoE's interests to see that their press notices arrive in this 

office in good time for inclusion in the packages we dispatch. The 

message they want to get across will have much less impact if their 

press notices are not widely available. 

We understand that the Customs' press notice was very late 

because at the last minute the Chief Secretary objected to the 

draft. 	It would be helpful to have details of the clearance 

procedure this press notice went through in order to see whether 

problems of this sort could be avoided in future. 

More generally, it might be worth considering whether those 

Departments whose spending plans are finalised early on in the 

round could be given a much earlier deadline - rather similar to 

the procedure we adopt in the Budget. 

Also, the fact that some Departments were issuing more than 

one press notice caused confusion in preparing the packages. 	It 

would be helpful if in future years these press notices could he 

separately packaged ie one envelope for each individual set of 

press notices. Also, it might be worth asking Departments issuing 

more than one press notice to put some markings on the front to 

distinguish them from one another. 

Backbench material 

It would be useful to consider well in advance whether any 

backbench material should be included in the packages circulated by 

this office. 	This year copies of the backbenchers brief were 

included in the packages for other Cabinet Ministers very much as a 

last minute thought. 
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Parliamentary Section 

There was also a last minute problem with the number of 

packages required by Parliamentary section - in particular for the 

House of Commons Library. 	Although the Aide Memoire correctly 

specified the number of packages required by Parliamentary Section, 

it would be helpful if it could detail exactly who the packages are 

for. This office has to address the envelopes for the packages and 

this is very difficult if the information is not readily available 

in the Aide Memoire. This is very much in line with Miss Evans' 

point in your minute that the distribution on arrangements in the 

Annexes to the Aide Memoire were not easy to follow. 

Outside Distribution 

There was some confusion over the distribution of packages to 

Neddy, CBI, etc. (listed in the Aide Memoire as being the 

responsibility of this office) where we and the press office gave 

different times for collection of the packages. It might be worth 

investigating whether in future the press notice should handle all 

external distribution. 

C 

CATHY RYDING 
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FROM: CHIEF SECRETARY 

DATE: 10 November 1986 

MR F E R BUTLER 

cc: 
Principal Private Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Mr Anson 
Mr Monck 
HEGs 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1986 

Now that the Public Expenditure Survey for 1986 is 	(almost) 

completed I want to convey my thanks to all those involved in 

the Treasury. I have, once again, been impressed not only by the 

quality of advice and briefing often produced at very short notice 

but also by the unfailing good humour displayed in often trying 

circumstances. While I realise it would be wrong to single out 

divisions or individuals, the greatest workload inevitably falls 

on the General Expenditure and Running Costs divisions and their 

role in co-ordinating the Survey so efficiently and effectively 

is greatly appreciated. 

2 	I would be grateful if this message could be passed right 

down the line. I realise that much essential work is done behind 

the scenes by people who do not come to meetings, and I would 

like to take this opportunity to acknowledge their contributions 

as well. 

fl 

JOHN MacGREGOR 
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From: R B SAUNDERS 

411 	 Date: 10 November 1986 

fttr 
MISS C EVANS cc 	Cha ce or 

Chi Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Monck 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Gray 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Dyer 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: FINAL PROOF AND PUBLICATION ARRANGEMENTS  

Sir. Peter Middleton has seen your minute of 7 November. He is 

content with the proof copy of the Autumn Statement attached 

to it. But he wonders whether it is really necessary, as suggested 

in your paragraph 4, to circulate the document before publication, 
since there is after all very little, if anything, that is new 

in it. 

6 
	 R B SAUNDERS 

Private Secretary 
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• FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 10 NOVEMBER 1986 

MISS C EVANS cc: PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middlpton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Monck 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Gray 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Dyer 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: FINAL PROOF AND PUBLICATION ARRANGEMENTS 

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 7 November and the 

attached proof of the printed Autumn Statement. He is content with 

a low-key presentation on Wednesday, although he feels Mr Culpin may 

well like to use the occasion to get across some of the points which 

have still not been taken. 

The Chancellor is content with the Press Notice, subject to 

the addition of "full, printed" before "Autumn Statement". 

On Chapter 1, he feels there can be no changes to the Press 

Notice. In particular, Mr.Sedgwick's insertion about the margin of 

error on the PSBR would lead commentators to believe we were retreating 

from the forecast in the oral statement. 

One omission from Chapter 2 is any reference to the pledge on 

the PSBR and the fiscal stance. The Chancellor would be grateful 

if Mr Scholar could draft a new paragraph to be inserted after the 
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present 2.04. 

The Chancellor feels that paragraph 2.01 should be redrafted, 

after the first two sentences, to read: 

"These plans should ensure a continued deceleration in 

the growth of public spending. In real terms, the average 

growth in general government expenditure, excluding 

privatisation proceeds in order to show the underlying 

trend, is expected to be 1 per cent a year over the next 

3 years (14 per cent for the planning total). This compares 

with growth averaging almost 3 per cent in the decade 

up to 1978-79, around 24 per cent in the period 1978-

79 to 1982-83 and around 14 per cent in the period 1982-

83 to 1986-87. The plans also provide for public spending 

to decline as a proportion of GDP, as it has done over 

the last four years. Between 1982-83 and 1986-87 there 

was a decline of [21/2] percentage points. With economic 

growth continuing at present rates, there will be a further 

decline of more than [2] percentage points, bringing the 

ratio back to the levels of the early seventies. These 

trends are set out in tables 2.1 and 2.2". 

The Chancellor feels that the penultimate sentence of 2.03 should 

be amended to read: 

"This in part reflects the fact that last year no decisions 

were taken about appropriate levels of local authority 

current expenditure in 1987-88 and 1988-89, and provision 

was set at the same cash level as in 1986-87, with an 

adjustment for realism in the shape of larger reserves 

for those two years". 

In table 2.3 the heading "increase over 1985/86" should be "change 

from 1985/86 outturn" - and this needs to be carried through to the 

other tables. 
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The first sentence of paragraph 2.20 should be amended to read 

"Provision for gross capital expenditure on housing has been increased 

by about £450 million in 1987-88" - as in the oral Statement. 

In paragraph 2.21 words "amounting to about £100 million over 

the 3 years" should be deleted. It is very important not to sum over 
several years. 

Paragraph 2.22 should start "The revised plans take account 

of some increase in rent payments, and additional expenditure on 
maintenance on ....". 

Paragraph 2.23 should start "Provision in 1987/88 has been 
increased substantially. This will allow for ....". 	More generally, 
the Chancellor feels the tenses in Chapter 2 need to be tidied up; 

at present the draft has "is", "has been", and "will be". He feels 

that we should say "provision has been" and, where appropriate, 
"spending will be". 

In paragraph 2.25 "teachers pay offer" should be replaced by 

"package on teachers' pay and conditions of service". 

The Chancellor feels that the original paragraph 2.30 should 

be reinstated and the sentence at the end of the previous paragraph 

deleted. He feels that otherwise there will be jibes about our hiding 

increases in unemployment in the footnotes. 

In paragraph 2.33 what are the "other adjustments"? 

In paragraph 2.34 delete the second sentence. 

In paragraph 2.36 change "estimated" in the third line to 
"forecast". 

In 3.01 move the mention of the cut in the Treasury supplement 

from second place in the list to last place. 



Is • 
18. 	In 4.02 amend the middle sentence to read "The fall in the oil 

price means that some fields will not start to generate profits on 

a scale sufficient to generate PRT liabilities until much later than 

expected..". 

A C—SlcirLAN 
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effect of general inflation as measured by the GDP deflator. 



• AVERAGE GROWTH IN PLANNED PUBLIC SPENDING IN REAL TERMS COMPARED 
WITH PAST TRENDS 

1968-69 1978-79 1982-83 1986-87 
to to to to 

1978-79 1982-83 1986-87 1989-90 

GGE* excluding 
privatisation proceeds 
	

2.9 	2.2 
	

1.7 	1.0 

GGE (general government expenditure) is the combined 
expenditure of central and local government including net lending 
and debt interest. 
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Date: 10 November 1986 

cc Chancellor 
Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Monck 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Gray 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Dyer 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: FINAL PROOF AND PUBLICATION ARRANGEMENTS 

Sir Peter Middleton has seen your minute of 7 November. He is 

content with the proof copy of the Autumn Statement attached 

to it. But he wonders whether it is really necessary, as suggested 

in your paragraph 4, to circulate the document before publication, 

since there is after all very little, if anything, that is new 

in it. 

• 	 R B SAUNDERS 

Private Secretary 



 

FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 10 NOVEMBER 1986 

MISS C EVANS 

 

cc: PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Monck 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Gray 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Dyer 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: FINAL PROOF AND PUBLICATION ARRANGEMENTS 

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 7 November and the 

attached proof of the printed Autumn Statement. He is content with 

a low-key presentation on Wednesday, although he feels Mr Culpin may 

well like to use the occasion to get across some of the points which 

have still not been taken. 

The Chancellor is content with the Press Notice, subject to 

the addition of "full, printed" before "Autumn Statement". 

On Chapter 1, he feels there can be no changes to the Press 

Notice. 	In particular, Mr Sedgwick's insertion about the margin of 

error on the PSBR would lead commentators to believe we were retreating 

from the forecast in the oral statement. 

One omission from Chapter 2 is any reference to the pledge on 

the PSBR and the fiscal stance. The Chancellor would be grateful 

if Mr Scholar could draft a new paragraph to be inserted after the 



present 2.04. 

The Chancellor feels that paragraph 2.01 should be redrafted, 

after the first two sentences, to read: 

"These plans should ensure a continued deceleration in 

the growth of public spending. In real terms, the average 

growth in general government expenditure, excluding 

privatisation proceeds in order to show the underlying 

trend, is expected to be 1 per cent a year over the next 

3 years (11/4  per cent for the planning total). This compares 

with growth averaging almost 3 per cent in the decade 

up to 1978-79, around 21/4  per cent in the period 1978-

79 to 1982-83 and around 11/4  per cent in the period 1982-

83 to 1986-87. The plans also provide for public spending 

to decline as a proportion of GDP, as it has done over 

the last four years. Between 1982-83 and 1986-87 there 

was a decline of [21/2] percentage points. With economic 

growth continuing at present rates, there will be a further 

decline of more than [2] percentage points, bringing the 

ratio back to the levels of the early seventies. These 

trends are set out in tables 2.1 and 2.2". 

The Chancellor feels that the penultimate sentence of 2.03 should 

be amended to read: 

"This in part reflects the fact that last year no decisions 

were taken about appropriate levels of local authority 

current expenditure in 1987-88 and 1988-89, and provision 

was set at the same cash level as in 1986-87, with an 

adjustment for realism in the shape of larger reserves 

for those two years". 

In table 2.3 the heading "increase over 1985/86" should be "change 

from 1985/86 outturn" - and this needs to be carried through to the 

other tables. 



The first sentence of paragraph 2.20 should be amended to read 

"Provision for gross capital expenditure on housing has been increased 

by about £450 million in 1987-88" - as in the oral Statement. 

9. 	In paragraph 2.21 words "amounting to about £100 million over 

the 3 years" should be deleted. It is very important not to sum over 
several years. 

Paragraph 2.22 should start "The revised plans take account 

of some increase in rent payments, and additional expenditure on 
maintenance on ....". 

Paragraph 2.23 should start "Provision in 1987/88 has been 

increased substantially. This will allow for ....". More generally, 

the Chancellor feels the tenses in Chapter 2 need to be tidied up; 

at present the draft has "is", "has been", and "will be". He feels 

that we should say "provision has been" and, where appropriate, 
"spending will be". 

In paragraph 2.25 "teachers pay offer" should be replaced by 

"package on teachers' pay and conditions of service". 

The Chancellor feels that the original paragraph 2.30 should 

be reinstated and the sentence at the end of the previous paragraph 

deleted. He feels that otherwise there will be jibes about our hiding 

increases in unemployment in the footnotes. 

In paragraph 2.33 what are the "other adjustments"? 

In paragraph 2.34 delete the second sentence. 

In paragraph 2.36 change "estimated" in the third line to 
"forecast". 

In 3.01 move the mention of the cut in the Treasury supplement 

from second place in the list to last place. 



18. 	In 4.02 amend the middle sentence to read "The fall in the oil 

price means that some fields will not start to generate profits on 

a scale sufficient to generate PRT liabilities until much later than 

expected..". 
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AUTUMN STATEMENT 

My Secretary of State feels the Chancellor should be aware of the 
unnecessary embarrassment for the Treasury caused by the way in 
which territorial departments' expenditure was presented following his 
oral statement on 6 November. 

He understands that the figures were aggregated in a line for 
"Territorial and Other Departments" to allow for any last-minute 
adjustments to territorial departments' figures as a result of changes in 
formula consequentials before the Autumn Statement is published. Such 
adjustments do affect the underlying figures right up until publication 
of the White Paper but Scottish Office officials had agreed with 
Treasury officials on 5 November the figures for the Scotland 
programme to appear in the Autumn statement so there should have 
been no difficult about revealing them with those of every other 
Department. I am afraid the result of the Treasury's aggregation has 
been to create mystery and confusion where there need have been 
none. This has enabled Opposition spokesmen to make mischief in a 
way which reflects embarrassingly upon the Treasury. 

Mr Rifkind agrees with the Chancellor that the figures should not now 
be released until the Autumn Statement is published but in case this 
combination of circumstances whereby a table has to be published in 
advance should ever occur again, he wishes it to be clear that he would 
ask for the territorial departments' figures to be shown separately at 
the same time as everyone elses. 

I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh Office) and 
David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 

JSS31403 



Yr\ - 

A G TYRIE 

  

S 
CHANCELLOR 

FROM: A G TYRIE 
DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1986 

cc Chief Secretary 
Minister of State 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Culpin 

AUTUMN STATEMENT BRIEFING 

The attached note went out to the full circulation list 

for the weekly members' brief, Conservative members, 

candidates etc. as a special mailing last Thursday. In view 

of this I think it would be difficult to persuade the Party 

Chairman to give us a full side or more in next week's 

Members' Brief, the more so since they will have the Queen's 

Speech to cover. 

2. 	Nonetheless I have asked for space; we should probably 

be able to get a section referring to the earlier brief, 

and making some of the points from your 'This Week, Next 

Week' interview. I have sent Judith Chaplin the transcript 

and she is preparing a draft. 



Conservative Research Department 	BRIEFING NOTE • 
TRiv ?flP1TMW 	IATPm12-N1 

Public Spending Since 1982-83, public spending has been 

declining as a proportion of national  output whether privatisation 

proceeds are included or excluded. It is set to fall again 

this year. The Statement reflects the Government's determination 

to ensure tnis trend continues. Within this constraint, the 

Government has announced increases in the planning total for 

1987-88 and 1988-89, encompassing more spending in key priority 

areas such as education, health, housing, law and order and 

roads. 

Strategy 	By 1989-90, public spending will be at its lowest 

level as a proportion of GDP since the early 1970s - 11%. 

This will reduce the burden of the State on the private sector. 

Spending has been increased by £43/4  billion for 1987-88 and 

£511 billion for 1988-89 within this overall constraint. 

The economy is in its sixth year of steady growth while inflation 

stays at its lowest level since the 1960s. Growth should be 

faster next year than this, with manufacturing output increasing 

by 4%. In this upswing, fixed investment has risen at an annual 

average rate of 44% whereas consumption has risen by 23/4 %; by 

contrast, in Labour's upswing, investment increased by 14% 

and consumption by 3% per annum. 

Fiscal policy The Government's overall fiscal stance was 

clearly set out in the Medium-Term Financial Strategy published 

at the time of the Budget earlier this year. There will be 

no relaxation of that stance. 

Labour's plans 	The profligacy of Labour's commitments which, 

when in full swing, would amount to a further £28 billion, 

would mean higher taxes, higher interest rates and probably 

1 



Al/d to a repetition of IMF-imposed drastic cuts in capital 

spending. 	The 
e,114- 	rf-smel 

J.JuJavkAA. vvV ,GLitmC44t, 	 4d'.3tiU/W1 .L.Py 

36% and health service capital spending by 30%. 

Programmes  

Local authority spending current provision for 1987-88 has 

increased by £4 billion. 	The Aggregate Exchequer Grant, 

the contribution taxpayers make to local government spending, 

is up almost £11/2  billion, about 10%, next year on this year's 

settlement. This generous provision should keep rate rises 

low, between 2% and 4% on average, if local authorities 

spend in line with plans. 

Education provision for the DES in 1987-88 (including LA 

relevant expenditure) is up 15% on 1986-87 plans. There 

is an extra £60 million in 1987-88 and £70 million in 1988-

89 for universities. 

Health expenditure will again rise by 21/2% in real terms 

in 1987-88; capital spending is up by 31% between 1979-

80 and 1985-86. Under Labour it fell 30%. 

Roads 	Provision for roads investment is up £65 million 

in 1987-88, and £75 million in 1988-89, mostly for local 

authority roads. 

Social security 	Total benefit expenditure has risen 35% 

in real terms since 1978-79, and on the long term sick and 

disabled by 55% in real terms. 

Employment 	The 1986 Budget measures added £290 million 

to Department of Employment spending in 1987-88. 

Housing 	Gross capital provision up £450 million in 1987- 

88 and £350 million in 1988-89. 

Law and Order 	An increased provision will mean 300 extra 

Metropolitan officers and 500 more officers in provincial 

forces in 1987-88. 
2 



&Defence provision for 1987-88 and 1988-89 remains as planned 

w in the 1986 Public Expenditure White Paper. 

Privatisationk proceeds have been increased slightly from 

£04 billion to £5 billion for 1987-88 and 1988-89. 

Public Spending Outturn in 1986-87 is likely, for the planning 

total, to be about £11/4  billion more than the 1986 White Paper 

figure. Other expenditure items, such as debt interest, outside 

the planning total, are likely to fall short of Budget forecasts 

reducing the total overrun on the expenditure side to about 

01 billion. North Sea oil revenues will be about £1 billion 

lower than estimated, but this will be more than offset by 

higher non-oil revenues, particularly VAT and Corporation Tax. 

Total non-oil revenues are now expected to exceed the Budget 

forecast by £2 billion. 	This means that net revenues are 

expected to be El billion higher. This will be reduced to 

£1/2  billion, the same as the projected expenditure overrun, 

by the change in oil taxation announced on 6 November which 

brings forward certain repayments in Advanced Petroleum Revenue 

Tax. The forecast PSBR for 1986-87 is therefore unchanged 

at £7 billion. 

The Economic Forecast The Industry Act Forecast foresees 

growth rising to 3% in 1987 from 211% in 1986. The balance 

of payments is forecast to move into a current account deficit 

of about £111 billion in 1987 before the full benefits of higher 

effect. This follows a cumulative surplus 

the past six years (1980-85). Inflation 

to 33/4 % for the 

non-oil exports 

of £21 billion 

is forecast to 

take 

over 
stay low showing a small rise 

RPI in the fourth quarter of 1987; but with the underlying 

level remaining broadly stable. The Government's commitment 

to squeeze out inflation by a policy of sound money remains 
picking undiminished. With economic activity 	 up next year 

and the growth in the labour force slowing down, the prospects 

for a fall in unemployment are more promising. Employment 

has been rising continuously for the longest period for almost 

30 years. Manufacturing output, which has already risen 10% 

3 



siAce the 1983 election, is forecast to rise a further 4% in 

111,. Over the past 5 years, manufacturing exports have held 

their market share better than at any period in recent history. 

Conclusion The Government's policies are bringing results. 

The economy is now enjoying sustained growth with low inflation 

and steadily rising living standards, a combination that has 

eluded successive governments for a generation. 

6th November 1986 

Printed and published by Conservative Research Department. 32 Smith Square. London SWIP 31.4H. 
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FROM: THE CHANCELLOR 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1986 

MISS M O'MARA 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

I should like to say a particular word of thanks to you and the rest 

of EB for the immensely long hours you put in painstakingly 

preparing all the briefing for the Autumn Statement. It is a great 

comfort to know that all the relevant material is there, and in a 

readily accessible form, so that all queries are answered quickly 

and accurately. 

NIGEL LAWSON 
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FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 12 NOVEMBER 1986 

cc 	Miss O'Mara MR SCHOLAR 

LA/49 

AUTUMN STATEMENT TABLE 2.3 

The Chancellor was most grateful for your (manuscript) note 

of 11 November. He felt he should have spotted the point earlier 

himself. He would be grateful if the numbers could be covered 

in the briefing for the TCSC hearing. 

A C S ALLAN 
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2.041When he announced these changes /on 6 November 1986 the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer reaffirmed the Government's commitment 

to the fiscal stance set out in the medium term financial strategy 

published at the time of the 1986 Budget. The Chancellor said that 

there would be no relaxation of that stance, and that the PSBR in 

1987-88 would be held to li per cent of GDP. 
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Parliament Street, London SW1P 3AG, Press Office: 01-233 3415 

Telex: 262405 

12 Novembet 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

As foreshadowed in the Chancellor of the Exchequer's Oral 

Statement to the House of Commons on 6 November, the Treasury 

today published the Autumn Statement. 

PRESS OFFICE 
	 /86 

HM TREASURY  
PARLIAMENT  STREET 
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Economic prospects for 1987 

1.01 GDP is forecast to grow by 3 per cent in 1987, 
following growth of 

21 
 per cent this year. Inflation should remain low: the recent rise in 

mortgage interest payments will add about half a per cent to R.PI inflation 
for the next year taking it to 31 per cent in the fourth quarter of 1987. 

Assumptions 1.02 The forecast for the UK assumes that fiscal and monetary policies will 
be as in the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) in the 1986 Financial 

N"----  - ---- 	

thc_2E2posed change in oil taxationt For 1987-88, the forecast assumes, as in 

_ 	

the 1986 MTFS, that the PSBR will be 11 per cent of GDP. The sterling 

„. 
1 	

index is assumed to stay at broadly its present level. 

1.04 It is assumed that North Sea oil prices 
average $15 a barrel over the 

1.05 GNP in the major industrial countries has been rising by 2-i-3 per cent 
a year since 1984. Domestic demand has been rising quite strongly over the 
last year, but a fall in exports to countries outside the OECD area, including 
OPEC, has held back overall GNP growth and caiipil a larger fall in the 
growth of industrial output. Low inflation seems likely to contribute to the 

strong growth in domestic demand in most major economies 
through 1987, 

le exports to countries outside thc OECD area should tail less than this 
year:Ulf-loss for UK manufactures are forecast to grow by about 

41 per i1 /4  

cenvin 1987pcompared to a likely 2 per cent in 1986. 

1.06 UK domestic demand has grown strongly in the last year, but for most 
of the year sluggish world demand has restrained exports. In 1987Ad

0mestic  

spending is expected to increase at a similar rate to this year and exports to 
continue their recent recovery. GDP is likely to rise by close to 3 per cent 
with manufacturing output increasing by almost 4 per cent. 

1.07 Employment has continued to rise with around 200,000 extra jobs in 
the year to June 1986. Unemployment appears to have stopped rising during 

the last six 
months. Prospects for some fall in unemployment areipromising 

as activity picks up and growth in the labour force slows. 

1.08 Inflation has fallen this year with the retail prices indexrsing by 
3 per cent in the year to September compared to 51 per cent in the year to 
the fourth quarter of 1985. The low rate of inflation is likely to lead to some 
reduction in pay settlements. At the end of 1987, pi inflation is forecast at 
31 per cent, but excluding mortgage interest payments inflation should be 

much the same as it is now. 

Sucarnary 

- 

_Statement and Budget R.eport (FSBR.). 

( 0.,-c..,..., 	be k7 
billion,41e-Itigher--that Budget thsvven after taking account of 

. 1.03 TotYcovernment borrowing (the PSBR) for 1986-87 is expected to 

next year. 

World economy 

.1, 

n 	i 
Le.,,p,spek - 

Demand and activity 

Labour market 

bafiation 



ezonomic prospects for 1987 

Trade and the current 1.09 The decline in oil prices, coupled with a pause earlier this year in the 
account growth of world trade, means that the current account is likely to be close to 

balance in 1986. The volume of UK non-oil exports has been growing 
again, and this should continue in 1987 at a pace reflecting the faster growth 
in UK markets and the UK's improved competitiveness. At the same time 
the volume of imports is likely to continue to rise as domestic activity 
expands. The current account may show a deficit of some £11 billion next 
year. 

World economy 
44 cc :10.4r es Recent developments 1.10 Real GNP in the major seven OECD Go+ki+t-Fie6 has been growing at 

per cent a year since the end of 1984. Industrial production in 1986 has 
)/ 	grown slowly/ reflecting the weakness in exports to OPEC and other 

developing countries. 

1.11 In the second quarter of 1986 domestic demand in the seven major 
countries was about 4 per cent higher than a year earlier. But exports have 
been weak, while imports have grown rapidly. Both thcse developments are 
in part the result of the fall in primary commodity prices and the collapse in 
oil prices. The producers of oil and other primary commodities have had to 
reduce their imports while consumers in the industrial countries, enjoying 
lower inflation and large increases in real incomes, have now started to spend 
more. Consumer prices in the major economies are now only 1+-2 per cent 
higher on average than a year ago; in Japan and Germany they are lower. 

1.12 In the US, lower inflation and interest rates have given a fin-tiler fillip 
to demand, after one of the longest post-war periods of expansion. Only in 
recent months has there been any sign of improvement in the trade deficit 
despite the dollar's decline since March 1985. A number of reasons have been 
suggested. The strong growth in consumers' expenditure has sucked in 
imports from abroad. Oil imports have risen to replace high cost domestic 
production. The dollar has not depreciated significantly against the 
currencies of some important trading competitors (e.g. Taiwan and Korea). 
Filially the US has probably been experiencing some of the normal 
"J--curve" effects of currency movements, which have been exacerbated by 
the size of the initial trade imbalance—the value of US merchandise imports 
is half as large again as that of its exports. 

1.13 Japan and Germany arc both experiencing a contraction in the net 
external demand for their products as a result of the strength of their 
currencies arid the weaknesses in the developing world. In Germany the 
growth of consumption has risen, which, together with an investment 
recovery/  has helped to raise the growth of domestic demand and counter the 
external slowdown. In Japan, however, investment has weakened and real 
GNP growth has fallen well short of potential. Largely as a result of sharply 
reduced oil import bills and the initial j-curve effects of their exchange rate 
appreciations, both countries are seeing large increases in their current 
account surpluses this year. 

6 
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,Economic prospects for 1987 

Chart 1.1 Real commodity prices in-rehrtiotrrcrpricegijnimmtrfacttireg  

1.14 Oil prices fluctuated in the S8—S15 per barrel range over the summer 
months, moving towards the top end of the range when OPEC announced a 
short-term production agreement for September and October—now 
extended to December. Non-oil commodity prices, particularly food prices, 
fell during the first half of this year industrial materials prices reached post-
war lows in real terms in mid-1986. Since August the prices of industrial 
materials have risen slightly. Charts 1.1 and 1.2 show past developments in 
real non-oil and oil commodity prices. 

1.15 World import volumes seem likely to rise by about 4+ per cent in 
1986, partly as a result of increased trade in oil. The growth of world trade 
in manufactures has probably been below the growth of total world imports 
in 1986. 

Chart 1.2 Real oil prices ipaelottion to-priees-of-manufacutios 
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,1 Economic prospects for 1987 

Prospects 1.16 World oil demand may have increased this year, following the decline 
during the past five years. Further increases are likely in the next few years 
partly in response to the lower real oil price. At the same time, low oil prices 
may lead to lower production in non-OPEC countries and cutbacks in 
development activity. There should be scope for OPEC to increase 
production in line with increased demand and any cutbacks in non-OPEC 
production. The forecast assumes that North Sea oil prices average $15 a 
barrel next year—a small premium over world prices. 

1.17 Food prices are unlikely to strengthen significantly, as rising subsidies 
to farmers will bolster supply over the next few years. But there is likely to 
be some rise in industrial materials prices in real terms as industrial 
production recovers in the major countries. 

Table 1.1 World economy 

Per cent changes on a year earlier 
Forecasts 

1985 	1986 	 1987 
Major Seven countriesl: 

Real GNP 	 3 	 2i 	 3 
Industrial production 	 3 	 1 	 4 
Exports of goods (volume) 	 4 	 2 	 3 
Consumer prices 	 4 	 2 	 2 

World trade, at constant prices 
Total imports 	 3 	 4 ii 	 4 
uji_txpekt4nat,464462 	 4 	 2 

	
41 

L'S, Japan, Germany, France, UK, Italy and Canada. 	2  ft0PROMPOSIfiliiikst.4. ioLk: 

1.18 Table 1.1 shows thy forecast for world activity and trade, and for 
consumer price inflation. Low inflation should continue to sustain domcstic 
demand in the major economies. However in the US the combination of a 
fall in the dollar and an end to the once-and-for-all effects of lower oil prices 
may lead to a modest rise in inflation. This/could contribute to some 
slowdown in the growth of domestic demand. The effect of a lower growth 
in domestic demand on real GNP may be offset by improved trade 
performance following the dollar's depreciation. 

1.19 The economic recovery in Europe seems set to continue; indeed, in 
many countrievincluding Germany, output may grow faster next year. 
Japanese growth, however, may be relatively modest next year as its 
traditionally strong export performance suffers from the yen's appreciation 
and domestic demand does not grow sufficiently to offset this. 

1.20 The major seven industrial countries are expected to grow on average 
by 3 per cent in 1987. Domestic demand growth is likely to be a little faster 
and, together with the prospect of some recovery in commodity prices, 
should lead to some improvement in the financial position of many non-oil 
developing countries. As a result their imports should start to rise again. The 
oil producing countries, on the other hand, may have to cut their imports 
further. 

"r•—*-ci 
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1.21 Growth of total world trade in 1987 may be slightly less than this year. 
Imports into non-oil developing countries and countries whose exchange 
rates have appreciated are forecast to grow quickly. By contrast there may 
be some slowing in US import growth, while further large cutbacks in 
OPEC imports are expected. Trade in manufactures, however, may grow 
rather faster than in 1986. As Table 1.1 shows, world trade in manufactures 
is estimated to have grown rather more slowly than total world imports in 
1986, but is forecast to grow at a similar rate to world imports in 1987, at a 
little over 4 per cent. 

 

Exchange rates 

I  t7 
 

Trade and the balance of payments 
1.22 The dollar has declined during most of 1985 and 1986jand compared 
with its peak in February 1985 is now almost 40 per cent lower against both 
the Oeutschimark and die )1en. The sterling index rose by about 7 per cent 
between the two halves of 1985, but has declined by about 13X per cent since 
oil prices began to fall at the end of 1985. During 1986 sterling has remained 
broadly unchanged against the dollar, but has fallen against the other major 
currencies. The forecast assumes that sterling remains close to its present level 
in both dollar and effective terms. 

Chart 1.3 Exchange rate and oil prices 

• Relative costs and prices 1.23 There has been a marked improvement in the UK's cost and price 'el —9 
- 	 competitiveness since the second half of 1985 as the depreciation of sterling 

following the fall in oil prices has more than offset the extent to which 
labour costs have been rising faster in the UK than in most other major 
countries. 

Trade prices and the 1.24 Prices of exports of goods have been rising during 1986, following a 

terms of trade small fall at the end of last year. In the third quarter of 1986 export prices of 

(excluding oil) manufactures were some 4 per cent higher than a year ago. Import prices 
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were weak until very recently since lower world prices for many 
commodities offset the effects of sterling's depreciation. The non-oil terms of 
trade, therefore, have remained relatively steady. They may worsen slightly 
over the next year as a result of rises in some commodity prices and the 
recent depreciation of sterling. 

Trade volumes (goods 1.25 As Chart 1.5 shows, the share of UK manufactured exports in the 
ocher thansiltii4 volume of world trade has been broadly steady since 1980—following the 

fr erratics) decline of earlier years. Non-oil export volumes fell in the early months of 
1986 when world trade growth was sluggish but have risen again in recent 
months. In the third quarter of 1986 exports of manufactures were some 
3 per cent higher than in the first half of this year. World markets for UK 
manufactures are expected to grow more rapidly in 1987. This, together 
with the lagged benefits from this year's gain in competitiveness, suggests 
that exports should continue to grow steadily. As can be seen from ChartAr 144 

ts. rising trend in UK non-oil exports has been evident since the second quarter 
of 1986 when world trade began to recover from its slowdown during the 
winter. The forecast is that a continuation of this trend will bring growth of 
51 per cent between 1986 and 1987—a sharp rise over the 1 per cent growth 
between 1985 and 1986. 

Chart 1.4 Export volumes (excluding oil and erratic items) 

• 
1.26 Non-oil imports grew relatively slowly in the first half of this yeaVbut 
have tended to rise more rapidly in recent months. The volume of imports 
has risen rather more rapidly than domestic demand, although the increase in 
import penetration has been less rapid than during some previous periods 
with similar growth of domestic demand. Manufactured imports rose 
particularly fast: some 8+ per cent up in the third quarter over the first half 
of the year. Imports of food have also been unusually high this year as a 
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result of the poor quality of last year's harvest. Imports seem likely to 
continue to rise strongly in 1987 as domestic activity expandis-4-although the 
lower exchange rate together with a return to more normal revels of food 
imports will tend to slow the rate of growth. Imports of goods are forecast 
to rise by 61 per cent in 1987 compared to 5 per cent in 1986. 

Chart 1.5 Export share and import penetration 

sj  Oil trade 

CIO)/ 

1.27 Net oil exports are likely to be some k4 billion lower in 1986 than in 
1985 as a result of lower world oil prices. About half of this effect on the 
current account will be offset by lower payments of interest, profits and 
dividendsito foreign companies from the North Sea. Production from the 
North Sea in 1987, which is likely to be close to the centre of the range of 
110-130 million tonnes published in the Department of Energy's 1986 
Brown Book, is likely to be lower than in 1986. At the same time domestic 
demand for oil may grow modestly in response to both lower oil prices and 
rising activity. The oil trade surplus may therefore decline by a further 
?CI billion or so in 1987. 

.I.c 
Te-12-11 trade in goods 1.28 Table 1.2 shows the main movements in the terms of trade and trade 

volumes for both total visible trade and trade excluding oik The UK's terms z•-k- 
of trade in visible trade have declined in 1986, as a result of lower oil prices, 
and are forecast to show little overall change next year. The volume of 
visible exports, which has been recovering in recent months, is forecast to 

)/ 	 rise further in 1987/although the overall growth will be held dtvon by a 
lower volume of oil exports. The volume of visible imports, which was 
almost 5 per cent higher in the first three quarters of 1986 than a year earlier, 
is forecast to show/ similar growth in 1987. 

1 
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Table 1.2 Trade in goods 

Per cent changes on previous year 
All goods 	Goods less oil and erratic items 
Export 	Import 	Terms 	 Export 	Import 	Terms 
volume 	volume 	of trade* 	volume 	volume 	of trade* 

1985 5+ 3 1 i 7 4 
1986 Partly forecast 2 5 —6 1 5 
1987 Forecast 3 5 i 51- 61 -1 
* The ratio of UK export average values to import average values. 

Invisibles 1.29 The surplus on invisibles is likely to rise significantly in 1986 as higher 
earnings from interest--profitsarrei-clitriciencis 41PD, more than offset a lower 
surplus on services. The decline in the surplus on services in the first half of 
this year was partly due to a fall in net tourism earnings, some of which was 
attributable to fears in the US about terrorism in Europe. The transfers 
balance, which depends largely on the size and timing of government 
transactions with the EC, has been in smaller deficit this year although there 
has been a tendency for other transfer payments abroad to rise. 

1.30 The surplus on IPD rose in the first half of 1986. This reflects not only 
lower payments from the North Sea but also the effect of sterling's 
depreciation on UK earnings overseas. The surplus on IPD seems likely to 
increase further in 1987 as the full-year effects of sterling's depreciation are 
reflected in earnings in sterling terms. 

Current account 

Table 1.3 Current account 

J billion 

Manufactures Oil Other Invis- Current 
goods 	ibles 	balance 

1985 	,Lc 
1986 	artly forecast 
1987 forecast 

3 

—5+ 
— 

8 
4 

—7+ 
—7 
—6f 

5+ 
81 
9 

3+ 
0 

—1+ 

t 

1, / 

1.31 The current balance of payments recorded a deficit in the third quarter 
of 1986, following a surplus of about L:1 billion in the first half of the year; 
for the year as a whole the forecast is for broad balance. In 1987 the current 
account is forecast to be in deficit by around Lli billion. The main factors 
behind the changes between 1985 and 1986 have been described in 
paragraphs 1.24-1.30 above. Between 1985 and 1986 the fall in the net oil 
surplus and the increase in the deficit on manufactures more than offset a rise 
in invisibles. The forecast for 1987 is that with rising world trade and the 
benefits of improved competitiveness the current account may show no 
further deterioration from the second half of 1986. 
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Chart 1.6 The current account of the balance of payments (surpluses and 
deficits as a per cent of GDP) 

Overseas assets 1.32 The large current account surpluses of the early 1980s, when the value 
of oil production was at its peak, have enabled the UK to build a large 
stock of net overseas assets. This stock was about £80 billion, equivalent to 
22 per cent of GDP, at the end of 1985. It has probably risen further this 
year. 

Demand and activity 
1.33 Over the five years since the end of the 1979-81 recession, GDP 
growth has averaged 21 per cent a year. After adjusting for the coal strike, 

cr_lp 	bl  A; 	 eINFIEW144G-figNallall-a*elagt440611664- 4 per cent in 1483=ased 1984, but slowed 
els 3 ,..}2,-.4k) 	down during 1985 as exports weakened. GDP in the first half of 1986 is 

estimated to have been around 2 per cent higher than in the first half of 1985,4 

)1 	
and about 11 per cent higher after excluding the direct effects of the recovery 
from the coal strike. Economic activity has started to rise more quickly 
again, at an annual rate of about 2+ per cent over the two most recent 
quarters. 

1.34 Spending by the personal sector has been strong this year. In the first 
three quarters of 1986 consumers' expenditure was almost 5 per cent higher 
than a year earlier, and the buoyancy of demand in the housing market has 
started to show up in higher private residential investment. 

1.35 Output of the service industries (accounting for 56 per cent of the 
economy's total output in 1985) continues to expand quite rapidly: the 
estimated 3-1 per cent growth over the year to the second quarter of 1986 is 
only a little less than the growth rate recorded over the previous two years. 
Manufacturing output is estimated to have fallen by about 1 per cent over 
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the year to the second quarter of 1986, after a two year period in which 
output in manufacturing had been expanding faster than the rest of the 
economy. In recent months the trend in manufacturing output has been 
upwards again. For 1986 as a whole, manufacturing output is expected to 
remain at about the same level as last year. 

• 

Personal sector 1.36 Real personal disposable income has probably grown by some 
expenditure 4 per ccnt hi 1986, 4t1 real consumers' spending/by almost 5 per cent. The 

saving ratio has fallen again this year in line with falling inflation. Both 
earnings and the consumers' expenditure deflator are forNast to rise less in 
1987 than this year: the saving ratio is assumed not to change much from its 
current level. Consumers' expenditure may rise by about 4 per cent next 
year, with spending on durables rising rather more. 

fett;0 
Chart 1.7 RPI and personal saving rates 

1.37 Increased demand for housing has led to a pick up in house prices over 
the last year and housebuilding has risen as a result. Private housing starts 
were about 10 per cent higher in the first three quarters of 1986 than in the 
same period of 1985. The rise in starts since early 1985 is beginning to show 
up in the number of houses completed. Spending on improvements to 
dwellings should continue to reflect the general buoyancy of personal sector 
demand, so that total private investment in dwellings should show growth 
of more than 5 per cent both this year and next. 
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Company incomes and 1.38 The net real rate of return earned by industrial and commercial 
expenditure companies (ICCs) in 1985 was 11.9 per cent, the highest since 1964. The rates 

of return earned by non-North Sea ICCs and by manufacturing companies 
were the highest since 1973 and more than double those earned in 1981. In 
the first half of 1986 non-North Sea ICaprofits net of stock appreciation 
were some 17 per cent higher than in the corresponding period of 1985. 
North Sea companies' profits fell by 54 per cent, however, reflecting the fall 
in the oil price. 

1.39 Company spending has been relatively subdued in 1986. As expected, 
the advance warning of the reduction in capital allowances given in the 1984 
Budget caused some capital spending to be brought forward into 1985 from 
1986. Non-oil business investment nevertheless seems likely to rise this year 
by almost 3 per cent, compared with 6 per cent last year. North Sea 
investment 
time.412..the_falLia_ail.prices_an4- now seems likely to record a soimegitiel fall 
this year. 

1.40 Companies' expenditure on stocks has been running at a low level this 
year: stocks in manufacturing industry fell in real terms in the first half of 
1986, as they had done during 1985. Again, reactions to the 1984 Budget 
corporate tax changes will have been an influence. Chart 1.8 shows the 
relation between non-North Sea ICCs 'disposable income, ande..mpeirtflitiar4. 

61.9.4-41en.k., 	t h•cic-b•tacti-As • 

Chart 1.8 Company income and expenditure (non-North Sea industrial and 
commercial companies) 
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1963 	65 	67 	69 	71 	73 	75 	77 	79 	Ii 	113 	85 	1967 
imam 

Note: Figures are approximate, adjusted for estimated effects of privatisation and do not take account of certain transactions between 
North Sea oil companies and other industrial and commercial companies. 

1.41 In 1987 non-oil business investment is expected to grow at a similar 
rate to, or slightly faster than, this year reflecting the current high level of 
profitability and the recovery in demand in domestic and foreign markets. 
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A further sizeable fall in North Sea investment is expected: without this, 
growth in total investment next year would be about half a percentage point 
higher. 

1.42 Stock ratios have been falling since 1980, and surveys-tie-Het suggest 
Aoki 	 that stocks havebret reached desired levels in relation to output or sales. 

Stock ratios are expected to fall further over the next year; but less steeply 
than in recent years as most of the adjustment to highet Lusts of stockholding 
may now have taken place. Higher stockbuilding next year than this is likely 
to make a positive contribution to growth. 

Prospects for demand 1.43 The strength of consumer spending evident in European economies in 
and activity recent months suggests that the benefits of the oil price cut are starting to 

come through, so that UK exporters should face a more favourable world 
environment next year. At home stronger growth in investment should 
offset an expected slowdown in consumer spending, so that domestic 
demand in total is expected to grow next year at much the same rate as this 
ycar. The prospects overall are for balanced growth, at a rate very slightly 
above the average experienced over the last five years (see Table 1.4). 

Table 1.4 Domestic demand and GDP 
Per cent changes on a year earlier 

1985 
Forecasts 
1986 1987 

Domestic demand 3 31 31 
Exports of goods and services 6 1 3 
Imports of goods and services 3 5 41- 
Domestic production: GDP* 3f 2f 3 

* 40erage measure 

1.44 North Sea output will probably be slightly higher on average this year 
than in 1985, but is expected to fall in 1987, as envisaged in the 1986 Brown 
Book. Thus the increase in non-oil exports and growth of the non-oil 
economy are rather higher than the increase in total exports and GDP. The 
forecast for manufacturing exports implies a recovery in manufacturing 
output; the manufacturing sector is expected to grow faster than the rest of 
the economy next year (see Table 1.5). 

Table 1.5 Real GDP and manufacturing output 
Per cent changes on a year earlier 

Forecasts 
1985 	1986 	1987 

GDP (average measure) 	 31 	2f 	3 
GDP, adjusted for coal strike* 	 3 	 2 	3 
GDP, adjusted for coal strike and 
excluding oil output* 	 3 	 2 	3f 
Manufacturing output 	 3 	 0 	 4  

* Adjustments are approximate 
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Chart 1.9 Unit labour costs in manufacturing 
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Inflation 
1.45 The Fetail-pric-es-indexiRPI) rose by 3 per cent in the year to 
September, compared with a rise of 51 per cent in the year to the fourth 
quarter of 1985. Falls in mortgage interest rates earlier in the year have 
contributed to lower RPI inflation: retail prices excluding mortgage 
payments rose by 31 per cent in the year to the third quarter of 1986. 

1.46 Other price indices have also recorded substantial falls in inflation 
this year. The deflator of GDP at market prices is expected to rise by only 
3 per cent in the present financial year, compared with a 6 per cent rise in 
financial year 1985-86; and in September producer output prices (for 
manufactures, excluding food, drink and tobacco) were keireluser 4 per cent 
higher than a year earlier, compared with an increase of 6 per cent in the 
year to the fourth quarter of 1985. 

1.47 Between the spring of 1985 and August this year the prices of materials 
and fuels purchased by manufacturing industry fell almost continuously. The 
recent falls in sterling and a modest recovery in some non-food primary 
commodity prices meanj_this decline in industry's input costs may have come 
to an end. (;(4.14;a4.ecit 

1.48 In spite of the fall in price inflation there has been no decline so far in./ 
the underlying rate of growth in average eamingsNnderlying growth of 
real pre tax earnings is likely to be above 4 per cent in 1986. 

1.49 Even though employers' other labour costs (in particular their 
contributions to pension funds) have been growing more slowly than 
average earnings, unit labour costs in both the non-oil economy as a whole 
and manufacturing will probably have risen by around 5f to 6 per cent in 
1986, much faster than in most other major industrial countries (see 
Chart 1.9). 
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Prospects 1.50 With RPI inflation 3 percentage points lower than it was at the start of 
the last pay round, pay settlements are expected to be a little lower than last 
year: indeed, there have already been signs of a move towards lower 
settlements in the private sector in recent months. Despite an increase in 
overtime working, growth in average earnings is expected to fall somewhat 
in the present pay round. Productivity growth should pick up as compared 
with this year: actual unit labour costs for the non-oil private sector may rise 
by around 4 per cent next year, and manufacturing unit labour costs by 
rather less. 

Table 1.6 Costs in manufacturing 

Per cent changes on a year earlier 

Unit labour 
costs 

Cost of materials 
and fuel' 

Estimated 
totalicosts2  

Output 
prices' 

1984 3 84 5 54 

1985 4 4 44 64 

1986 Partly forecast 6 —114 4 4 

1987 Forecast 24 2 34 34 

I Producer prices excluding food, drink and tobacco. 	 2  Including costs of bought in services. 

pay-t...us 
1.51 The increase in retail prices excluding mortgage interesteras over the 
next year is not likely to be very different from what it has been over the last 
year. However, the increase in mortgage rates in the second half of October 
will add just over 4  point to RPI inflation. Nationalised industry prices in 
aggregate continue to reflect lower energy costs, and food prices the general 
weakness of world prices. The pattern of price increases this year and that 
expected next year means that the annual rate of inflation may rise slightly in 
the middle of next year before resuming its downward path towards thc end 
of the year. 

Table 1.7 Retail prices index 

Per cent changes on a year earlier 
	f 	QC.A.1S 

Weight in 
1985 Q4 

Forecasts 
1 E— 
I 4,-- 1986 1986 Q4 1987 Q4 

Food 184 31 4 24 

Nationalised industries 1.1  6 54 34 11 

Housing 144 91 64 101 

Other 61 5i 2i 3 

Total 100 54  
31 (34)% Z 

2 	PSBR forecast in brackets. _ 	I , a 	.....- -.LI • 
I 1  Includes water: gas is included in " other" prices. 

     

1.52 The GDP deflator measures the price of domestic value added—
principally unit labour costs and profits per unit of output—and excludes 
import prices. It is sensitive to movements in North Sea profits, which may 
fall by 50-60 per cent in the current financial year: this is part of the reason 
why the deflator for GDP at market prices may rise by only 3 per cent in the 
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current financial year. In 1987-88 the assumption of a stable oil price, and 
hence little further change in North Sea profits, implies a slightly higher 
increase in the GDP deflator than this yea5 at about 3i per cent, the same as 
was assumed in the MTFS. 

1.53 Money GDP is forecast to grow by 54 per cent in 1986-87, less than 
was expected at Budget time. Both inflation and, to a lesser extent, output 
growth have been revised down since the Budget. Money GDP is forecast to 
grow by 7 per cent in 1987-88, as output growth picks up and the growth 
of the GDP deflator reverts to its underlying path following the temporary 
effect of falling North Sea profits in 1986-87. 

Productivity and the labour market 
1.54 The results from the 1985 Labour Force Survey have led to an upward 
revision of the estimated growth in employment since 1983. Total 
employment in Great Britain is estimated to have grown by about 1,050,000 
between March 1983 and June 1986. Almost half of this increase is accounted 
for by growth in self-employment. Estimates of the number of employees 
are subject to revision when the results of the 1984 Census of Employment 
become available. 

1.55 Over the last year growth in employment has slowed down, reflecting 
the weakness of output during 1985. In the year to June 1986, the employed 
labour force grew by around 200,000 (see Table 1.8). Employment growth 
in the service industries remains very strong: the number of employees in the 
service industries increased by almost 250,000 in the year to June. However, 
the number of employees in manufacturing industries fell by 90,000 while 
almost 50,000 jobs were lost in the energy and water supply industries. 

Table 1.8 Employment 

• 

Thousands, change in GB seasonally adjusted 

Employees in employment Self- 	HM 	Employed 
employed 	Forces 	labour force 

  

une 1983 to 
une 1984 
une 1984 to 
une 1985 
une 1985 to 
une 1986 

Male Female 
full-time 

Female 
part-time 

—37 + 5 +221 +275 +4 +468 

+ 46 + 3 +174 + 108 0 +337,f ,f,t 

seer 
—59 —30 +172 +122* —4 +1:9" 	s 

r Figure for self-employment over the last year is a projection based on self-employment growth over the previous four years. 

1.56 Productivity growth has fallen back during the last year, as is normal 
during a period of slower output growth. The average annual growth in 
manufacturing productivity over the period from 1979 is estimated to be 
3 per cent, close to the rate in the sixties (see Table 1.9), and much faster than 
that achieved in the seventies. Growth in output per man hour in non-
manufacturing has been rising at about 2 per cent pik-asaitum since 1979. 
However, the large rise in part-time employment has brought down the 
growth in output per head in non-manufacturing to around I per cent a 
year. 

0... Li4o. 
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Table 1.9 Output per head of the employed labour force 

Annual averages, per cent changes 

1964-73 
	

1973-79 	1979-86 

Manufacturing 	 31 	 3 
Non-manufacturing* 	3 

* Includes private sector and nationalised industries other than in manufacturing and oil. 

Unemployment 1.57 The increase in unemployment has slowed down over the past year, 
and seasonally adjusted adult unemployment was at the same level in 
September 1986 as it had been in March. 

1.58 The impact of the employment measures announced in the Budget, 
including the Restart scheme to help the long term unemployed, and the 
pick up in *lite economic growth now underway, mean that the immediate 
prospects of reducing unemployment are more favourable. The slower 
growth in the labour force projected for the rest of the decade should 
improve the chance of a reduction in unemployment over the next few 
years. The extent of any reduction will, however, depend crucially on what 
happens to pay. 

Financial conditions 
1.59 Market short term interest rates, which fell by nearly 2 percentage 
points after the Budget, have risen by about 1 percentage point since the end 
of August. Real short term rates remain high. Long term interest rates fell 
sharply in the spring, dropping below 9 per cent in April, but in the last two 
months the weakening in world bond markets and the rise in UK short term 
rates have caused them to move back above 101 per cent. The forecast 
assumes that short term interest rates will be set to maintain monetary 
conditions that are consistent with the counter-inflationary aims of the 
MTFS. 

Chart 1.10 Monetary aggregates and money GDP 
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1.60 The year-on-year growth in MO moved slightly above the midpoint of 
its target range of 2-6 per cent over the last few months mainly reflecting 
earlier falls in nominal interest rates and strong growth in personal incomes 
and expenditure. Following the recent rise in interest rates MO is expected to 
grow more slowly. 

1.61 Throughout the current financial year growth in kM3 has been above 
the target range in the MTFS, with growth in excess of 18 per cent in the 
year to mid-September. In part this has reflected the increased attractiveness 
of interest-bearing bank deposits relative to other retail deposits. PSL2, 
which includes most of these other deposits, rose by 14 per cent during the 
year to mid-September. For the past six years, high rates of growth of broad 
money—largely the result of financial innovation and liberalisation—have 
been consistent with appropriately tight monetary conditions and thus a 
substantial fall in inflation. 

Fiscal developments 
1.62 Tables 1.10 to 1.1/ show details of general government expenditure 
and receipts and of public sector borrowing for 1985-86 and 1986-87, 
together with changes from the FSBR estimates. The PSBR in 1985-86 was 
£5-8 billion, just over k1 billion lower than the estimate in the 1986 FSBR. 
Lower central government borrowing accounts for the major part of 
downward revision. In the first six months of 1986-87 the PSBR wa 

NAillion, in line with expectations attidget time:Taking inia-  account t e 
roposecange in oi taxa ion the PSBR forecast for the year as a whole is 

unchanged ati47 billion. 	;.rt.U. —  *Os 	 , •••foJA. 	efew- o-r4.4...al 
---466i-allog2.4,44,._ • 	 'en.f 

diattl 
1.63 Table 1.10 shows the relationship between the planning total and 
general government expenditure in national accounts terms. The estimated 
outturn for the cash planning total in 1986-87 is kli billion more than 
ant.ic4atati at Budget timsa implying a rise between 1985-86 and 1986-87 of 

42 ;cite az. 
5 per cent. The projected increase in general government expenditure is 
smaller, at under 4 per cent. The difference between general government 
expenditure and the planning total is little changed from the FSBR forecast. 

Table 1.10 General government expenditure 

L billion 
1985-86 1986-87 

Public expenditure planning total 133f 1401 

Interest payments 17f 17f 

Less public corporations'market and overseas borrowing - I -1 

Other adjustments 61 55 

General government expenditure in national 
accounts terms 1585 1645 

(.145c/Ae,I. 

3) 
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1.64 The estimates in Table 1.11 of taxes on income, expenditure, and 
capitalx depend on the estimated growth in money incomes as well as tax 
rates and allowances. The projected fall in North Sea revenues of just under 
Z7 billion to £4-1- billion in 1986-87k  means that the forecast increase in 
general government receipts4  for 1986-87x at 3 per cent, is significantly 
below the 51 per cent rise forecast for money GDP. North Sea revenues in 
1986-87 are now expected to be Z1-1- billion lower than forecast at Budget 
time. Part of this downward revision is the result oUshange in the 

.ifiTngements for the repayment of/APRT 	 ich reduces 
revenue in 1986-87 by £0-3 billion. Most of the rest of the shortfall is 
accounted for by a lower dollar oil price in-the-fiLict-lalf.,z,f-the year than 
assumed at Budget time. Non-North Sea taxes and national insurance 
contributions are forecast to increase by 444#4y 9 per cent in 1981_ 

)per cent hither than thc itiLtease in money GDP. The forecast of non-oil 
receipts in 1986-87 has been revised upwards by nearly Z2 billion since the 
1986 FSBR, largely as a result of buoyant VAT and corporation tax receipts. 

sekt 

Hut] 

)0 	tki$1 

Oveel 

nac re 

Table 1.11 General government receipts 

41 

k billion 

1985-86 1986-87 

Taxes on income, expenditure and capital 
National insurance and other contributions 
Interest and other receipts 
Accruals adjustments 

1141 
241 
13 

118 
261 
12 

Total receipts 151f 156-1 

of which North Sea revenues (including allowance 
for the change in AdsiossaefiRT in 1986-87) 111 41 

1.65 Table 1.12 shows revised estimates of government receipts, expenditure 
and borrowing in 1985-86 and 1986-87. 

Table 1.12 Public sector borrowing 

k billion 

1985-86 1986-87 

General government expenditure 1581 1641 
General government receipts 151/ 1561 

General government borrowing requirement 7 8 
Public corporationsl  market and overseas 
borrowing - 1 - 1 

Public sector borrowing requirement 6 7 

as percentage of GDP 1i 11 
Money GDP at market prices 360 380 

1.66 Table 1.13 summarises the changes since the 1986 FSBR. 
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>45- 	
Table 1.13 Changes to the estimates of public sector receipts, expenditurexand 

borrowing 
billion 

1985-86 	1986-87 

---)Expenditure 
General government 
Public corporations' market and other borrowing 

Total 

/ Receipts 
Non-North Sea receipts 	 +2 
North Sea revenues (jeluding 
effect of policy change for 1986-87) 	 •Tig 

Total receipts (.~.4•14ing-effeet-e& 
Nerth-Sea-pelier-ehenge-in-498(.87) 

PSBR 

 

+2 	+X-1  
-1 

 

+1 

+1 

Table 1.14 Economic prospects 

1985 

Forecast Average errors 
past from 

to 1986 	1986 to 1987 	forecasts' 

A. Output and expenditure at 
constant 1980 prices 

per cent changes 

Domestic demand 
of which: 

34 	 34 1 

Consumers' expenditure 5 	 4 11 

General government consumption 14 	 14 1 

Fixed investment / 	 25 21 

Change in stockbuilding (as per cent of 
level of GDP) 0 	 5 1 

Exports of goods and services 1 	 3 24 
Imports of goods and services 5 	 44 3 

Gross domestic product: total 24 	 3 i 
: manufacturing 0 	 4 24 

£ billion 

B. Balance of payments—current account 

C. Inflation 

0 	 -1+ 

per cent changes Q4 to Q4 

3 

3* 	 31 

per cent changes on previous financial year 

2i Retail prices index 
( 

1986-87 	4287-88 s 

iL' . Deflator for GDP at market prices 3 	 3i 
per cent changes on previous financial year 

2 

D. Money GDP at market prices 54 	 7 

The errors relate to the average differences (on either side of the central 
figure) between forecast and outturn; they are relevant to the forecast for 
next calendar or financial year. The method of calculating these errors has 
been explained in earlier publications and Government forecasts (see 

Economic Progress Report June 1981). The calculations of average errors 
are based on forecasts made between 1975 and 1984. The errors are after 
adjustment for the effects of major changes in fiscal policy where excluded 
from the forecasts. 
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Table 1.15 Constant price forecasts of expenditure, imports and gross domestic product 

k billion at 1980 prices, seasonally adjusted 

General 
Consumers' 	government 
expenditure 	consumption 

Total 
fixed 
investment 

Exports 
of goods 
and 
services 

Change 
in stocks 

Less 
Total 	Imports of 
final 	goods and 
expenditure services 

Less 
Adjustment Plus 
to factor 	Statistical 
cost 	adjustment 

Gross 
domestic 
product at 
factor cost 

GDP index 
1980 = 100 

1981 136.9 49.0 37.8 62.7 - 2.5 284.0 56.4 30.1 -05 197.0 98.7 
1982 138.2 49.6 39.4 63.3 -11 289.3 59-5 30.4 0.7 2001. 100.3 

1983 143.8 50.5 41-7 64.7 0.7 3011 618 31.5 -0•1 207.0 103.8 

1984 146.9 50.9 45.5 69-0 -0.1 312.2 68.5 32.7 1.8 212.8 106.6 

1985 152.0 51.1 46.3 73.3 0.6 323.4 70.6 33.8 1.5 220.4 110.5 

1986 159.3 52.0 47.k 3 74.1 0.7 333.4 741 35.0 1.2 225.5 113.0 

1987 1651U, 52.8 48.4 76.5 1.4 344 7 77.5 36.2 1.2 232.2 116.4 

1985 HI 75.1 25.6 234 36.8 

36.5 

36.5 

0.5 161.3 35.2 16.8 0.5 109.9 110.2 

H2 76.9 25.5 22.9 0.2 1621 35.4 17.1 1.0 1101 110.8 

1986 1-11 78-5 25.7 214 0.4 164.5 35.9 17.3 0.6 111.9 112.2 

H2 80.8 26.3 23.9 37.6 

38.0 

38.5 

6 

1 

3 

0.3 16811 38.3 17.7 0.6 1131 113.8 

1987 HI 81.6 26.4 

26.4 

23.9 0.7 170.5 38f 3 17.9 0.6 114.9 115.2 

H2 84.0 24,4 0.8 174.2 39-2 18.3 0.6 1171 117.6 

1984 to I 985 

Per cent changes 

31 2 3 34 34 34 

1985 to 1986 5 14 2 3 5 34 24 24 

1986 to 1987 4 14 24 34 44 34 3 3 

E
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2 Outline public expenditure plans 
for 1987-88 to 1989-90 

PIC WtACtI 

A i^-1-0-e- 

(2,  

TAA 1-V. A_ (—DCA:,   

3 A 4"01 000 c,•., 

C 	Cet,  
-7 

2.01 Thuublic expenditure planning totals for 1987-88 and 1988-89 
are E144r7i\billicui and a54-24billion respectively, compared with 
£143-9 billion and L148.7 billion in the FSBR. The planning total for 
1989-90 is set at al61-51,bi1lion. 
expenditure 
-ex-pendiwre.). compared with the 
bellnper cent a yearThis co 
ar,ound+141-per---cent_in_ 

steadily decli 

- - 

C 	 Vroskt OvO-r-11/1,4 

st outturn for 1986-87 is expected t 
res with 

I.per cent 

e_is_expected to continue-to-accountfura 
-GDP-By-1989-90-,-it-shou1d-he-back-to4he 

-trends--are--set out in Tables-24-and-22-, 

1986-87: outturn 
2.02 The estimated outturn of the planning total for 1986-87 is 
,a140.4billiont around 1 per cent above the plans set out in the Financial 
Statement and Budget Report (FSBR). The main increases in expenditure 
compared with those plans are in local authority expenditure and in 
demand-led programmes, notably social security. Details are given in 
Table 2.3. 

ok.ovvs, 	4_ in./1•12./Vt- 
C--)( 

2.03- 	. 	. • 	 omit-growth-since-the early 
1980s,Ahe dec ing trend of public eW-peA4-44e as a percentage of GDP over 
the last fo years will continue. Between 1982-83 and 1986-87 there was a 
declin s a percentage of GDP of1311,percentage pointst by 1989 94, it is 

a fur-ther-[244percentage points lower. 1,c4oc_ 
c 	t.;-, 	 C2.31.t.A, 	 - I 

„t 

Future years: main changes 
2.O 3  Compared to the plans published in Cmnd 9702 there have been 
increases in planned expenditure on services to which the Government 
attaches high priority, such asitnealthk,  ecitoand law and order. Extra 
provision has also been made for capital expenditure, approaching kl billion 
in 1987-88ain particular on housing, schools and roads. In addition provision 
has been made to cover substantial growth in demand-led areas, the most 
significant of which is social security. The plans envisage a substantial uplift 
in provision for local authority current expenditure. This in part reflects the 
fact that no decisions were takenkabout appropriate levels of expenditure in 
1987-8 and 1988-89 	 This-wes- 

d in the higher level of-Reserves for.those-two-v 
----fiiassal\There are also increases in the external financigig-limits for so -

-

nationalised industries in 1987-88 and 1988-89, prticu1arly the energy 
industries 

Cy 
'Li  
7  an,.., fAl'ivIc (aA t,101f3 t-eile 
/ et,I7 tV42 slawSi 0.11311 le,40 
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2 Outline public expenditure plans for 1987-88 to 1989-90 

Table 2.1 Public expenditure trends 

£ billion 

Planning total' General government expenditure2  

Cash Real terms3  Cash Real terms3  Per cent of 
GDP 

1978-79 65-7 124-0 74-6 140-7 43/ 
1979-80 77-6 125-2 89.7 144-7 431 
1980-81 92-6 126-1 108-3 147.4 46 
1981-82 103-9 128-7 120-1 148-8 461 
1982-83 113-4 131-0 132-6 153.1 461 
1983-84 120-3 132-9 140-2 155-0 451 
1984-85 129-8 137-6 150.1 159-1 45-1- 
1985-86 133-6 133-6 158-6 158-6 44 
1986-87 140-4 136-5 164.4 159-9 431 
1987-88 148-6 139-3 173-7 162-8 421 
1988-89 154.2 139.6 179-6 162-7 411 
1989-90 161.5 142-1 187-8 165-2 411 

$1).---  

General 
uji-te 1986-87; plansfor 1987-88 onwards. 

General government expenditure as defined in the National Accounts 
and in the Medium Term Financial Strategy ( M c) 

Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by excluding the effect of 
general inflation as measured by the GDP deflator at market prices. The 
GDP deflator is assumed to increase by some 3 per cent in 1986-87, and 
by 31,31 and 3 per cent respectively in the years 1987-88 to 1989-90. 

Table 2.2 Public expenditure trends excluding privatisation proceeds 

£ billion 

  

   

Planning total' General government expenditure2  

Cash Real terms3  Cash Real terms3  Per cent of 
GDP 

1978-79 65-7 124-0 74-6 140-7 431 
1979-80 77-9 125.8 90-0 145-3 431 
1980-81 93-0 126-6 1n8.7 117.9 46 
1981-82 104-4 129-3 120-6 149-4 461 
1982-83 113-9 131-6 133-1 153-7 47 
1983-84 121-4 134-2 141-4 156-3 461 
1984-85 131-9 139-8 152-1 161-3 461 
1985-86 136-3 136-3 161-3 161-3 441 
1986-87 145-2 141-1 169-2 164-5 44+ 
1987-88 153-6 144-0 178-7 167-5 44 
1988-89 159-2 144.2 184-6 167-2 421 
1989-90 166.5 146-5 192-8 169-6 42/ 

3 
e- 

----20utturn stp4e 1986-87; plans for 1987-88 onwards. 
2  General government expenditure as defined in the National Accounts 
and in the Medium Term Financial Strategy ( MTFS). 

3  Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by excluding the effect of 
general inflation as measured by the GDP deflator at market prices. The 
GDP deflator is assumed to increase by some 3 per cent in 1986-87, and 
by 31, 31 and 3 per cent respectively in the years 1987-88 to 1989-90. 
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Outline public expenditure plans tor 196/-68 to 1989-9U 

• 

2.04 These increases are in part offset by reductionslin planned expenditure 
in respect of the latest estimates of the United Kingdom's net contribution to 
the European Communities and/departmental-spending by the Department 
of Energy. The expected level of receipts from the Government's 
privatisation programme has been increased from £41 billion to £5 billion 
in each year. 

41- 

"••••'-- F.-f>"' j" C." 

t7m3\ vv‘ce-4 v4.,/t"i (ANA 	() gg 

Reserves 
2.04 The plans include Reserves of aiStbillion in 1987-88, a5•5ibillion 
in 1988-89 and kg•nbillion in 1989-90. The Reserves will be available to 
meet contingencies not covered elsewhere in the plans, including estimating 
changes. 

Public expenditure White Paper 
Full details of spending plans, including detailed information on the 

outputs expected to bc achieved from individual programmes, together with 
information on running costs and manpower\ will bc published in the 
forthcominOublic expenditure White Paper: — 

Departments 
2.01( ',Table 2.3 sets out spending plans by department includin_g local 
authority spending and nationalised industry external finance 

into-depart-Tents 1.viflte-earried thyough into separate chapters 
fi r the ublic Expendare White Paper andlito the classes for Estimates, 
t. - •Vmaking it easier- to--make comparisons between the various 

nTables 2.3A to 2.3C show separately the elements within the 
departmental totals—nationalised industries' external finance, local authority 
relevant current spending, and other departmental spending. The following 
paragraphs indicate, in brief, the main changes to departmental programmes. 

8 
Defence 2.04X The estimated outturn for 1986-87 reflects an increase in provision as a 

result of carry-forward of capital underspend from 1985-86. This increase 
has been met from the Reserve. For 1987 88 and 1988-89 the provision 
remains as planned in the last public expenditure White Paper (Cmnd 9702) 
after allowing for the net effect of minor changes, including a reduction in 
estimated Falklands costs. These costs fall markedly over the period and will 
in future be subsumed in thZ efence budget. Provision for 1989-90 
represents an increase of £4 million over the previous year. 

01 
Overseas development 2.111 TheZoverseas aid programme is being maintained in real terms at its 

administration 1986-87 level throughout the three years. 

C K 

‘,1 
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Table 2.3 Public expenditure plansl. 2  /7  /••• 

C 
hr(w% 

cv.ti 

><, 

Departments (including local 
authority spending and nationalised 
industries external finance) 

Outturn Cmnd 
9702 
plans3  

1985-86 1986-87 
Ministry of Defence 17 972 18 530 
FC 0 —Diplomatic wing 605 640 
FCO 	 al  lib  • 1 245 1 320 
European Community 831 650 
IBAP and other CAP expenditure 1 857 1 540 
Domestic agriculture, fisheries and food 912 840 
Forestry Commission 51 50 
Department of Trade and Industry 1 524 1 300 
Export Credits Guarantee Department 319 300 
Department of Energy 677 120 
Department of Employment 4--  3 342 3 920 
Department of Transport 4 572 4 790 
DOE—Housing 2 861 2 760 
DOE—Other environmental services 3 910 3 660 
DOE—Property Services Agency -97 -90 
Home Office 4 728 4 960 
Lord Chancellor's Department 525 590 
Department of Education and Science 14 480 14 320 
Office of Arts and Libraries 721 730 
DHSS—Health and personal social services 16 640 17 720 
DHSS—Social 41 466 42 800 security 
Civil superannuation 1 017 1 190 
Scotland 7 221 7 570 
Wales 2 780 2 900 
Northern Ireland 4 262 4 520 
Chancellor's departments 1 819 2 010 
Other departments 334 430 
Privatisation proceeds -2702 -4750 
Reserve — 4 400 
Adjustment's\ C -290 -670 

Planning total 133 580 139 100 
General government expenditure 1586OQi 163 400 

1 370 
250 
170 

3 970 
4 920 
2 850 
4 070 
-90 

5 260 
620 

15 950 
800 

17 960 
44 500 
1 140 
7 810 
3 060 
4 530 
2 070 

450 
-4750 

— 
-700 

Incr 
Q4r 
1985-86 

Changes 
from 
plans 
1986-87 1986-87 

630 -70 
60 30 
70 

260 440 
-330 - 20 

10 80 

-160 60 
-70 - 50 

-510 50 
630 40 
350 130 

- 10 90 
160 420 
10 -\ O 

530 3(X) 
100 30 

1 470 1 630 
80 70 

1 320 230 
3 000 1 600 

120 -60 
590 240 
280 150 
270 10 
250 60 
110 20 

-2 050 — 
-4400 

-410 -30 

140 400 	6 800 	1 300 
164 400 	1-5,900 1 000 

Estimated 
outturn 

1986-87 
18 600 

670 
1 320 
1 090 
1-560,1C) 

920 
50 

'In this and Tables 2.3A to 2.3C some figures may be subject to detailed 	3  Plans as set out in the last public expenditure White Paper 
technical amendment before publication of the 1987 public expenditure 	 (Cmnd. 9702) adjusted for Budget measures and other minor changes of 
White Paper. 	 °j''-,--, 	classification and allocation. 
2  The rounding and other conventions used in this table and 2.3A to 2.3C 1:71Double counting of agricultural spending in Scotland and Wales which 
are as follows: planned figures are rounded to the nearest £10  million,,A ci ci., ,1/4  is also included in the total for domestic agriculture, fisheries and food cA AA 

except for social security and the planning and spending authority totals 	and and IBAP and other CAP expenditure( The 1986-87 plans and 	LI-4,4),IS 

which are rounded to the nearest ‘100 millio4Outtunt figures for 1986-87 	*imated outturn figure include, external finance of — £400 million for 
have also been rounded to reflect their provisional nature. Differences have 	nationalised industries to be privatised that yea5 ck e•al ctv. c-4,tot,sactv,c..Q. 
been calculated on unrounded figures and rounded in the same way as their 	 •• 
equivalent total: total: figures may therefore not sum to totals or changes shown. 	(4.- • C53."V‘^ 14-,  t-eok t....) ...iv, 1,..k Ic.A. te Win.,.kk.' 	Po  

CAN,leJA  -f),/Z-:.,  Vs.SV-1,  (V,/ i \A. CII.,a,rock.A.0-c--z,  
1,1,1 NcL coik.. of--we,t-ki cr./cal-0 ev'C' A I,  Cok t>ZA,N.A • lure , NA,' C 	l-4-1,.. l 	i.--, 	N,,,.., et IL-16kts,-0,,,CL,Li  
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Table 2.3 	Public expenditure plans" 2—continued 

Cmnd 9702 plans3 	1.Plans Changes between 
Cmnd 9702 
and r4d plans 

Departments (including local 
authority spending and nationalised 
industries external finance) 

1987-88 1988-89 	1987-88 	1988-89 	1989-90 1987-88 1988-89 
18 820  18 990 	18 790 	18 980 	19 470 -20 -10 Ministry of Defence 

660 690 	700 	730 	750 40 40 

10 

FCO—Diplomatic wing 
1 350 1 390 	1 360 	1 400 	1 440 10 FCO--- ling-OJDA) 
1 150 950 	870 	440 	1 060 -280 -510 European Community 
1 630 1 660 	1 660 	1 780 	1 880 40 120 IBAP and other CAP expenditure 

830 840 	880 	900 	900 50 60 Domestic agriculture, fisheries and food 
50 60 	50 	50 	60 0 0 Forestry Commission 

1 090 940 	1 110 	960 	950 20 20 Department of Trade and Industry 
220 . 130 	160 	110 	50 -60 -20 Export Credits Guarantee Department 

-550 -280 	-10k9 0 -50 	-250 450 230 Department of Energy 
4 030 4 220 	4 050 	4 240 	4 340 20 20 Department of Employment 
4 840 4 810 	5 140 	5 080 	5 140 300 270 Department of Transport 
2 840 2 890 	3 200 	3 020 	3 090 360 130 DOE—Housing 
3 560 3 580 	3 850 	3 890 	3 930 290 310 DOE—Other environmental services 
- 130 - 130 	-90 	-90 	-90 40 40 DOE—Property Services Agency 
5 010 5 050 	5 540 	5 700 	5 870 530 650 Home Office 

610 650 	670 	720 	770 60 70 Lord Chancellor's Department 
14 400 14 470 	16 600 	17 350 	17 840 2 200 2 880 Department of Education and Science 

740 760 	810 	830 	860 60 80 Office of Arts and Libraries 

18 460 19 140 	19 100 	19 840 	20 720 630 700 DHSS—Health and personal social services 
44 300 45 800 	46 000 	47 500 	49 300 1 700 1 700 DHSS—Social security 

1 310 1 400 	1210 	1 360 	1 430 -40 -40 Civil superannuation 

7 410 71 	 g toz) 	-2L&3 
7 430 	 -- 	-\- 

5.4(.:, -\-- 67 0 
-\- Scotland 

2 940 
xt cic 	33e,'. 	..31;; (‘ 

3 000 	-\-- . 	...c- 
z.So 
4\--  

s3c:x) -‘- Wales 

4 690 ti-i1,. 	(4-ci ,s-0 	s i sc_l 4 820 	--.- 	-..- 	-4,- , z_i_; -\- t foC3 -\- Northern Ireland 

2 050 2 070 	2 230 	2 320 	2 420 180 250 Chancellor's departments 

490 510 	570 	600 	620 70 90 Other departments 

-4750 -4750 	-5000 	-5000 	-5000 - 250 -250 Privatisation proceeds 

6 080 7 870 	3 500 	5 500 	7 500 -2 580 -2320 Reserve 

-260 -270 	-260 	-270 	-280 Adjustments*- (° 

143 900 148 700 	148 600 	154 200 	161 500 4 700 5 500 Planning total 

169 500 174 700 	173 700 	179 600 	187 800 4 200 4 900 General government expenditure 

S 	 - 	 1.) c1 	( CC 

VQ"e'-aQ_ 	• I 	0; LA} i 	I 	 c>.421 
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2 Outline public expenditure plans for 1987-88 to 1989-90 

Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office 

(diplomatic wing) 

0 
2.11, Changes include extra provision for security works to protect 
diplomatic staff and property overseas, and for the introduction of the visa 
regime announced on 1 September and reported to the House of Commons 
on 21 October by the Home Secretary. The costs of the new visa regime are 
expected to be largely recovered from fees. 

European Communities 2.111 The estimate of outturn in 1986-87 includes subscriptions to tlie-\ 
rEi7dopean Investment Rank of £48 million, of which £33 million is to) 
maintaiijhe e_cu yL_lu_Fo_fpa_id in capital.)The changes since Cmnd 9702 
represent the effects of the Iatest pii,4ecNon of the United Kingdom's net 
payments to European Communit)bnsiitutions. The profile implies a drop 
in payments in 1988-89, followed by an increase in 1989-90. This mainly 
reflects the assumption that the United Kingdom will benefit from a large 
correction to its 1987 abatement during 1988k 

Domestic agriculture 
Rs 	Po no( 

Forestry Commission 

2. 
2.A Provision is made to meet the cost of operating the Common 
Agricultural Policy in the UK. Most of market support expenditure is 
ultimately financed from EC Budget receipts which are reflected in the UK's 
net contribution to the EC. 

2.1)( Small additions to provision have been made in a number of areas, in 
particular on flood defences. 

2.A The reduction shown reflects increased estimates of receipts from 
harvesting of timber. 

0-LL 
Intervention Board for 

Agricu turA Produce and 
other CAP expenditure 

Trade and'industry 2.4 Allowance is made for increased spending on industrial support 
measures including research and development. 

Export Credits 2.1V The net reductions reflect latest estimates of the cost of interest support 
Guarantee Department for fixed rate export finance. 

Energy 
-7 

2.111 The increases in provision relate mainly to the external finance of 
British Coal and Electricity (England and Wales) partly offset by reduced 
expenditure on mineworkers redundancy costs. 

Transport 
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2.11 Major new enterprise and employment measures since last year's 
Autumn Statement were announced in the 1986 Budget and these are now 
reflected in existing plans. Additional expenditure since thenknotably on the 
Technical and Vocational Education Initiative, on an increase in the number 
of Job Clubs, and on payments from the Redundancy Fund) is offset by 
savings elsewhere. 

11 
2.20 Additional provision has been made for capital expenditure on roads. 
Provision for local authorities current expenditure is also increased. External 
finance for transport nationalised industries has been reduced in-later.-years, 

(we.-& T wL — 
0 , 

Employment 

rvt c 	exvi meva 
py93 num vvie 
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4.4 

Environment--lousing 

0 
Environment-21ther 

2.2%, 404987 	84provision for gross capital expenditure on housing will-be 
. The 

Government is fully meeting its commitment to local authorities that initial 
allocations in 1987-88 would be no less than 80 per cent of the 1985-86 
level. Extra resources are being provided for the renovation of the local 
authoritit‘,thousing stock through the Urban Housing Renewal Unit. The 
Housing Corporation will also have additional funds and will be able to 
embark on privately financed housing association schemes. The success of 
thc Government's Right to Buy policy is reflected in die higher level of 
capital receipts ..se•Ftle-k-9.5u1million_tnore than 	cereeast) over the 
Survey period. 

2.2t There will be an increase of k50 million in the provision for capital 
spending on local environmental services in 1987-88. In each of the three 
years there is provision for £40 million more to be spent on urban renewal, 
and there will be increased resources for rural employment and 
environmental protection. These increases in gross expenditure are partly the 
results of the extra capital receiptvameentittrie-about-k-100-millien-ever 
the 	three-ycarsi which are expected' from the sale of new town assets. 

I 	9  : 	: 

Environment—PSA 

Increased provision is also made for local authority current expenditure. 

, 
2.21 The revised plans take account of tif1434044e194e increases in rent 

ou-.21 payments,trole additional expenditure on maintenance, 'X "spend to 
save" estate rationalisation projects which have the highest rate of return and 
for some major new works projects for which PSA retains financial 
responsibility. 

- 	 14vt-Le tircd t‘-tth-tAik 

Lord Chancellor's 
Department 

Department of 
Education and Science 

Office of Arts and 
Libraries 

K 3  
2.22k 
made-te allow for increases in police establishmentyatlel for the design'( 
work on further new prisons,bringing the number of prisons in the building 
programme to twentyiand for other law and order iiiiiiaLivcNetuvision is 
increased for fire service capital. Additional provision is made to cover the 
increasing demands on the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme. 

2.24 Allowance is made for extra staff to meet the expanding workloads of 
both criminal and civil courts (partly offset by fees) and for the cost of legal 
aid. 

cel;0 0- 
c 	 kezteln9..; 	cA.Ai 

r 
2.45-  Provision has been increased for both current and capital expenditure 
on schools. The enhancement includes the extra provision needed to cover 
the costs of the teather-sLiaa.y-offer announced by the Secretary of State. New 
funds have been made available for the initiative on City Technologly 
Colleges. Funding for the universities has been increased, on the basis Offeted 

-4,-tate43---2u4 of a commitment to greater selectivity, rationalisation, 
better financial management and improved teaching standards. 41-4et,iii1tAI 
pnivi 	6e,e,44 iNtacte fry- sci tmce 

2.2t Additional provision is made for local authority expenditure on 
museums, galleries and libraries; and there is also an increase in Government 
grants-in-aid to national institutions. The arts will also benefit from the 
measures on charitable donations in the last Budget. 
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• Health and personal 2.241  Additional provision has been made to allow for demographic pressure 
social services and service improvements in the Hospital and Community Health Service. 

In addition health authorities will have available extra cash released by their 
improvement programmes (expected to yield a further k150 million in 

1986-87 on top of the 	million cumulative savings achieved prior to 
that). Planned provision or the Family Practitioner Services allows for 
higher forecast demand. Provision for personal social services has also been 
increased. 

kr,S,  

Social security 
,t c-LA 

4 (NItc.‘- r oc--)\Q 
1,:s•ie)1 - - 	p.(1-Q_) cL 
0." Q y C 
12.;z 	K.An 	p 

2.21 The provisionLreflects the latest estimates of benefit expenditure ove*; _ _ 
the Survey periO4artakes account of the upratings andtchapgesto benefits 
announced by the Secretary of State for 1-leeit 	Social See4sity on 
22 October 1986 and allows for further upratings of benefits in April 1988 
and April 1989 on the basis of the assumed rise in prices over the relevant 

sof periods.1- 
• _ 

c_41 

30 [For the purpos of these estimates, 't has been assumed t t the RPI 
wilkrise by 3.75 per cent etween Septemb 1986 and Septemb 1987 (the 
basis fhe April 1988 uprat s) and by 3.5 pèçcent in the year to 
Septembtr,1988 (the basis of th pri11989 uprat s). The actual up tings 
of individuaIlKnefits will be anncitsnced when the re ant RPI figures "a 
known.] 

2.1 
2.3k The net changes in these programmes mainly reflect the effects of 
changes in comparable programmes in England.Vhe Secretaries of State.  
have discretion to allocate this expenditure taking account of local factors 

2.3/ Allowance is made for additional staff in the revenue departments 
required to deal with increases in work load and to strengthen controls 
against drug smuggling. Around one third of the overall increses reflect  the 
changes in the estimates of the cost of providing tax relief on 1,ife Assurance 
'Premiums and Itkortgage interest to non-taxpayers. 

2.3A Most of the additional provision is for revised estimates of the cost of 
the new Crown Prosecution Service. Allowance has also been made for 
increases for Parliament and the cost of the new Serious Fraud Office. 

Nationalised industries 
2.34 External Financing Limits (EFLs) for nationalised industries in 1987-88 
are listed in Table 2.4. In total, there is an increase from provision in 
Cmnd 9702 of £680 million. This reflects a number of changes but is 
primarily the result of additional provision for stse- Electricitypupply 
Itteltiotcy, the South of Scotland Electricity Board, and for British Coal 
(formerly the National Coal Board). Table 2.3A shows the total provision 
for nationalised industries' external finance in each of the three years and 
how this is allocated between departments. A progressive reduction in the 
external financing requirements of the industries from the level in 1987-88 is 
expected in 1988-89 and 1989-90. 

Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland 

Chancellor's departments 

I, 

Other departments 
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e, 
Table 2.4 	External financing limits for the nationalised industries 1987-88 

k million' 

Natiortai-Goal-Beafel- GP-) 	((Do:. I 727 
Electricity (England and Wales) 1305 
North of Scotland Hydro-electric Board -1 
South of Scotland Electricity Board 84 
British Steel Corporation 66 
Post Office -57 
National Girobank -3 
British Railways Board 751 
British Waterways Board 45 
Scottish Transport Group 1 
British Shipbuilders 49 
Civil Aviation Authority 15 
Water (England and Wales) 35 
London Regional Transport 275 
Other industries2  10 

Total 690 

Z 6.1 6,‘ 
L 	ksl BClaNAAfx,‘ :j  

I Figures are shown rounded to the nearest .41 million. 
2  Allowance forIgil.twhich is expected to be privatised in 1987-88 and forelBC, where external financing 
requirements will depend on the progress and timing of the industry's disposals programme. 

Current 

ec-h-v,AGALJ 

c c> p 	 s 
pct.:3  

tî 1^1  

Local authorities 

IA In 1986-87, local authorities in Great Britain have budgeted to exceed 
Cmnd 9702 provision for local authority current expenditure relevant for 
rate support grant by around ,Z2-2 billiori No decision was taken last year 
on provision for 1987-88 and 1988-89 and the figures in Cmnd 9702 were 
set at the same cash levels as for 1986-87. This was taken into account in 
setting the level of the Reserves for those years. 

2.* Provision for the three forward years has now been set at levels which 
show annual increases on the estimated outturn for 1986-87 of 4-1- per cent, 

..--GaRt44444-241-per-cent 

2.31f For 1987-88, Aggregate Exchequer Grant to local authorities has been 
set at Z16-4 billion, £1.4 billion above the level for 1986-87. The 
Government also proposes to abolish grant recycling in England and 
Wales—the process whereby4guant-forfcitrd-by overspettder-s-is-Ehetrtheted to 
all ether authorities*Oe-er-elergivesauthonties greater certainty ebeet*tetr- _ 
their grant entitlements andA 
authouities. Guidelines-and grant penalties for exceeding them will continue _ 	_ 

Z 	rck-r 	 0\ 1 

ck.AA 
iS 

(3,,z3virk.re_ 

Liz 

ing 

in Scotland. 

4 per cent and 2i per cent. 
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General government expenditure 
as a percentage of GDP 
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2.0utline public expenditure plans for 1987-88 to 1989-90 

IP- 

2.3i' Local authority gross capital spending in Great Britain in 1986-87 is 
forecast to be k6-5 billion. After allowing for capital receipts, net spending 
is eLtirneued  to be £4.1 billion, k0.5 billion higher than provided for in 
Cmnd 9702. These figures remain subject to some uncertainty. 

2.34 Gross provision for spending in 1987-88. has been increased by 
£0-7 billion to L6.6 billion. Provision of k6•Nioillion and £6-5 billion is 
made for 1988-89 and 1989-90 respectively. Within this provision the 
amount which is issued as allocations will take account of the expected use 
by local authorities of the spending power available to them from other 
sources, notably capital receipts. 

2.41 On the main local authority capital cash limit in England—DoE/LA!--
allocations of over £26 billion will be issued in 1987-88. The reduction 
from the £2.7 billion issued in 1986-87 will be more than offset by the 
growing spending power from capital receipts—estimated to be £2.8 billion 
in 1987-88, £0.2 billion higher than in 1986-87. 

Privatisation 
2.4 The estimate of net proceeds from privatisation in Cmnd 9702 has been 
increased to £5 billion in each of the three years. The effects of excluding 
privatisation proceeds from the public expenditure figures are shown in 
Table 2.2 

sf.-J 

Chart 2.1 Public expenditure trends 

180 — 

170 — 

160 — 

150-

140 — 

130 — 
1 

General government expenditure 
in real termst 

—180 billion 

...rim 

	

Excluding privatisation 	.•• 	.. 

	

Ie. 	MI MD MO 0 ° 

	

proceeds 	,..—.••• 	...' .. 	—160 

—150 

—140 

—130 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 

1979 	1981 	1983 	1983 	1987 	1989 
—80 	—82 	—84 	—86 	—88 	—90 

1 Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by eicludirig the 

effect of gesieral inflation as measured by the GDP deflator. 
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Table 2.3.A Nationalised industries' external financing by department 	vv 1 /4 ,)-4 

Outtuin 

1985-86 

Cmnd 
9702 
Plans 

1986-87 

Estirr ated ;Incmly 
outturn 	,Rdier" 

10'85-86 

1986-87 	1986-87 

Changes 
from 
plans 

1986-87 

Cmnd 9702 
Plans 

(3lans 
ts.) 

Changes between 
Cmnd 9702 and 
new plans 

1987-88 1988-89 1987-88 1988-89 1)89-90 1987-88 1988-89 

Ministry of Defence 
IV; 

—2 a — 6 — 	4- — — — 0 - — 
6i.A;s/T-1-10` 	igriculture, 	heries and 

16 10 20 0 10 10 10 20 20 20 10 10 
Department of Trade and Industry 388 120 90 —300 —30 ISO°  —70 60 —00 —100 —10 —30 
Department of Energy —197 —690 —690 —490 0 —1140 —880 —580 —510 — 660 560 370 
Department of Transporit 1 033 1 090 1 110 80 20 1 020 990 1 050 910 860 30 —80 
DOE—Other environmental 
services 214 140 120 

240 
20 

—90 —20 30 30 50 40 —10 10 
Scotland)' Z.  233 240 10 0 0 —120 90 —20 —170 90 100 
Wales'k 3  28 20 —10 0 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 
Total's' 4  1 712 530 510 —1200 —20 10 —30 690 350 —60 680 380 

6411-Minis ricultrnr7Fisherierrmd Food. 
ItThe figures for 1985-86 include public expenditure which is both 
local authority relevant current spending and nationalised 
industries' external finance. The sum involved is £115 million. 
In 1986-87 and subsequent year; the public expenditure figures 
count this money as local authority relevant only. 

Z:k,is for footnote's.; the sum involved is £40 million. 
As. fi)rfoornott 11: the sum involved is £ 7 million. 

'TM-orals include an allowance of — LX400 million 1986-87 in 
respect of litiSCkind 11714,hich are due to be privatised in that year; 1..6 t,,,i.--il-l-, (1, (,-, 	G.-pc.,-,..t. e.,... I c,,,,,,,-; ,•-• 64,,,,,,l , 
similarly, allowances are included forrI&d BAAtn 1987-88 

L 1,, j  ,-,,x-,„.‘,.. i K., ,,,:, ( C-,..-ty.A.,,,j, 	/ 	' -'1  andfor 	in 1988-89. 

1 
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vant for RSG by department 	ilk A (i4 ; 
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Table 2.3.B Local authority expenditure rele 

Local authority expenditure 	Outfilin Cmnd 	Estimated ka Increase 	Changes Cmnd 9702 	Oans 	 Changes between 
relevant for RSG 	 9702 	outturn 	calor 	from 	Plans 	 IQ 0---. 	 Cmnd 9702 and 

Plans 	 1985-86 	plans 	 rgi..E‘.Crtke-il plans 
ciA.4--tuft^ 

1985-86 1986-87 1986-87 1986-87 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1987-8R 1988-89 T989-90 1987-88 1988-89 

Domestic agriculture, fisheries and 
food 
	

105 	100 	130 	20 	30 	100 	100 	120 	120 	130 	20 	30 

Department of Trade and Industry 	71 	70 	80 	10 	10 	70 	70 	80 	80 	80 	10 	20 

Department of Employment 	92 	80 	100 	10 	20 	80 	80 	100 	100 	110 	20 	20 

Department of Transport' 	1 785 	1 750 	1 HO 	90 	130 	1 750 	1 750 	1 950 	2 010 	2 060 	200 	260 

DOE—Housing 	 155 	„VA i Lt-c) 130 	-30 	- 20 	140 	140 	140 	140 	140 	-10 	-10 

DOE—Housingvate fund con-
tributions to housing revenue 
account --- 	 522 	3-361 at3  450 	-60 	140 	330 	330 	444) 	450 	460 	110 	120 

DOE—Other environmental 
services 	 2 683 	2 640 	27f() 	80 	120 	2 640 	2 640 	285C 	2 940 	3 010 	210 	290 

Home Office 	 3 742 	3 860 	4 150 	410 	290 	3 860 	3 860 	4 330 	4 460 	4 580 	470 	600  

Department of Education and 
Science 	 10 987 	10 820 	1228(1 	1 300 	1 470 	10 820 	10 820 	1285C 	13 500 	13 880 	2 030 	2 690  

Office of Arts and Libraries 	408 	400 	430 	30 	40 	400 	400 	45C 	470 	480 	60 	70 

DHSS—Health and perscnal social 
services 	 2 406 	2 520 	1  6S0 	270 	150 	2 520 	2 520 	2 85C 	2 940 	3 010 	320 	410  

DHSS—Social security 	 162 	140 	1-S0 	I 1 0 .20 	i 0 	40 	140 	140 	21C 	190 	200 	70 	60  
Scotland' 	2 870 	2 970 	3151) 	280 	180 	2 970 	2 970 	331C 	3 440 	3 530 	330 	460  

Wales'   1 126 	1164) 	1 230 	1(X) 	60 	1 160 	1 160 	1 30C 	1 350 	1 390 	t S ,zi ixi.. 	risci lig c'ri 

Walesate fund contr:butions 	14- 
to houskrdvenue accounts 	 `44. 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	C 	0 	0 	0 	0 

Total local authority 
expenditure relevant for 
RSG 	 27 117 	27 000 	29 600 	2 500 	2 700 	27 000 27 000 	31000 	32 200 	33 000  zo o 

I For 1985-86 includes nationalised industries' external finance described in footnotes 2.3  and to Table 2.3.A. 
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Table 2.3.0 	Other departmental spending Table 2.3.0 	Other departmental spending 	tAAUuL tAA UuL 
?s ?s 

Departments (excluding local 	Outturn Cmnd Estimated' Departments (excluding local 	Outturn 	Cmnd 	Estimated' Mira* 	Changes 	Cmnd 9702 	Plans Mira* Changes Cmnd 9702 Plans 

authority spending relevant for 9702 outturn 	eat authority spending relevant for 	 9702 	outturn 	eat 	from 	Plans 	 N 0-•-: from Plans N 0-•-: 
RSG and nationalised industries' RSG and nationalised industries' 	 Plans 	 1985-86 	plans Plans 1985-86 

on..i- 1 wev. on..i- 1 wev. 
plans 

Changes between 
Cmnd 9702 and 

'llieviset1 plans 

e 	1 857 	1 540 	1 515(1,2-C 	—330 	20 	1 630 	1 660 	1 660 	1 780 	1 880 	40 	120 

96ouble countine of agricultural spending in Scotland and Wales which is also included in the totals for domestic agriculture, fisheries and food and IBAP and other CAP expenditure. 96ouble countine of agricultural spending in Scotland and Wales which is also included in the totals for domestic agriculture, fisheries and food and IBAP and other CAP expenditure. 

Domestic agriculture, fisheries and 	 . 

DOE—Other environmental 

Department of Education and 

DHSS—Health and personal social 

Adjustments' 	 —290 —270 —300 —10 —30 —260 —270 —260 —270 —280 

Total 	 107 615 112 000 115 000 	7 400 	3 000 	115 600 118 600 
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3 National insurance contributions 

3.01 The Secretary of State for Social Services has conducted his annual 
review of national insurance contributions, as required by the provisions of 
the Social Security Act 1975. Full details were set out in a statement by the 
Secretary of State on 6 November 1986. The main proposals are as follows: 

trbi-Yhe Class 1 insurance rates for employers and employees should remain 
unchanged for 1987-88. 

ittif he Treasury $upplement should be cut from 9 per cent of 
contributions to 7 per cent. 

vi•-c-The lower earnings limit should be increased from April 1987 from the 
present level of £38 a week to £39  a week in line with the single rate 
retirement pension. 

,.4he upper earnings limit should be increased from £285 a week to 
£295 a week. 

,74-44he earnings limit for the reduced rate brackets should also be increased 
from £60, £95 and £140 a week to £65, £100 and £150 a week. 

c_ 

C 

This would give the following structure of national insurance contributions: 

Weekly earnings 	 Percentage NEC rate on all earnings 

Employees 	 Employers 

Below £39 
k39 to £64-99 
£65 to £99-99 
£100 to £149-99 
£150 to £295 
Above £295 

nott. 
-c44-401•' ) 

, 

(No NICs payable) 
5 	 5 
7 	 7 
9 	 9 
9 	 10-45 
9 nn £299 	 10-45 

  

3.02 The necessary orders will be laid shortly with a report by the 
Government Actuary on the likely effect of the changes on the National 
Insurance Fund. In accordance with normal practice, the Government 
Actuary has been provided with working assumptions for use in preparing 
his report. These assumptions, which are not forecasts or predictions, will be 
summarised in his report and include the following: 

7 IC 	utjhe number of unemployed (GB, excluding school leavers etc) averages 
3-1 million in 1986-87 and 3-05 million in 1987-88. (3-05 million has also 
been assumed for 1988-89 and 1989-90 in the estimates of social security 
spending shown in Chapter 2.) 

1 
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6-'the increase in average earnings is expected to decline from about 
per cent between tax years 1985-86 and 1986-87 to about Q2, 
per cent between tax years 1986-8/ anc11987--88A-T413-1-3-eetwi3tertt-- 

The report will also allow for an uprating of benefits in April 1987 on the 
basis of the 2.1 per cent increase in the RPI over the eight months ending in 
September 1986, as announced by the Secretary of State on 22 October 1986. 

3.03 The estimated effects of the proposed changes are shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Estimated total payments by employers and employees of national 
insurance contributions in 1986-87 and 1987-881  

Great Britain 	million) 

Employers Employees Total 

National insurance contributions: 1. 
1986-87 	 12 3/0 	11 520 	23 900 
1987-88 	 I 	13 1A0 	12 460 sit) 25020  

Total change 	 1/ + 8k0 	7/1  + qo 	+ 1 720  

of which: 	
I 680 

Change in contributions from 	 1? 	C 	i 
increased earnings, etc2 	 +970 	+8/0 	+1 810 

Change in contributions from 	 C 	2, 	 3 
increase in earnings limits 	 —1/0 	+A) 	— 110 

I Figures are rounded to the nearest £10 million. Detailed figures for national insurance contributions will be 

included in the Government Actuary's report on the draft of the Social Security (Contributions, Re-rating) (Q2) 

Order 1986. As in previous years, figures in this table are on a receipts basis excluding self employed and 
voluntary contributions. Figures include NHS and Employment Protection Allocation contributions. Employers' 

contributions are net of deductions in respect of statutory sick pay and, for 1987-88, statutory maternity pay. 

2 1ncluding population and employment changes. 



4011 taxation and revenue ready 
reckoner 

Repayment of Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax (APRT) 

Irie Government 
announced on 6 November its intention to introduce a Bill early in the neN 

Session of Parliament-These-erf-this-Nvettlei-bt to bring forward te-ti 
€41ffent-fmaftc-iftl-yeat certain repayments of APRT due to the oil compani,  
which under the present law would have been spread over the next three"...  

\Pito;QI 

C 
4.02 APRT advances the payment of Petroleum Revenue Tax (PRT) int4 

c 	
the early years of an oil field's production. These advance payments may b 
set against future PRT. Under the provisions of the 1983 Finance Act, the! 

1A-...)
t 
e...v..a.CrA._A-e( 	payments were, in any event, coming to an end: the last period for which 

APRT is payable ends on 31 December 1986. The fall in the oil price meal 
that some ie is wi no s art to generate 	 PRT 
liabilities until much later than expected (if at all) and so will not be able tc 
utilise their APRT credits. Under current law, APRT would not be repai4 
until 1988 or later. The proposed measure would bring forward to March 
t4Te=rm-m-:-n4qf.n-m-iytear repayments of APRT credits on fields that had n 
reached payback by 30 June 1986, up to a limit of Q5 million per compai 
per field. 

   

p._ 	 7 
4.03 This measure ve44--mcfease4he 
(44442.)-4H-4-986.- 	up to £310 million, bott+-thefe-will--be-a 

fri-the PSBR- k130 million in 1987-88, £120 
million in 1988-89 and £60 million in 1c89-90) 

Revenue ready reckoner 
4.04 The tables below show the effects of various illustrative tax changes 
receipts of tax in 1987-88 and 1988-89. 

4.05 The effects of tax changes depend on economic variables, such as 
prices, earnings and consumer expenditure. The estimates shown are 
consistent with the economic forecast given in Chapter 1. _ 	_ — 

4.06 An illustrative rate of inflation of 31 per cent has been used to show t 
effects of indexation and revalorisation in 1987-88. This is in line with the 
annual rate of increase in the R.PI forecast for the fourth quarter of 1986. 

4.07 The tables show estimates of the direct effects of tax changes. In 
practice, tax changes will themselves affect economic variables, which in 
turn will have further effects on tax yields and un thc PSBR.. The estimatc 
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direct effects are not, therefore, the same as the effects on the PSBR. The 
approach used here is explained in the Annex to Chapter 4 of the Financial 
Statement and Budget Report published in March 1986. 

4.08 The estimates of the effects in 1988-89 assume that the levels of 
allowances, rates of duty etc set for 1987-88 continue to apply in 1988-89. 

.For 

Indexation of allowancfs, 4.09 Tables 4.1 to 4.3 sho tax allowances, thresholds, and bands for 1987-

thresholds and band or 8 after 3Ipe-r ce—t-n i-n-aexation: Faiinding follows the rules laid down iii the 
87-88 1980 Finance Act 

Estimates of the revenue effects of these changes are 
shown in Table 4.4. 

wekart 	6.7L 	cattlitaii 	Let -) 
otawl. 	11.41 Iclfl  FiAo$,Ace4ce9 

Table 4.1 Income tax 

L million 

1986-87 1987-88 

Allowances: 
Single and wife's earned income allowance 	 2 335 2 415 
Married allowance 	 3 655 3 775 
Additional personal and widow's bereavement 
allowance 	 1 320 1 360 
Single age allowance 	 2 850 2 950 
Married age allowance 	 4 505 4 655 
Aged income limit 	 9 400 9 800 

Income tax rates 	 Bands of taxable income 

Per cent 	 rprigion. 
1986-87 1987-88 

29 0 	172(X) 0-17800 

40 17 201-20 200 17 801-20 900 

45 20 201-25 400 20 901-26 300 

50 25 401-33 300 26 301-34 500 

55 33301-41 200 34 501-42 700 

60 Over 41 200 Over 42 700 

Table 4.2 Inheritance tax 

fr  coo / 

Rate on death Bands of chargeable value 

Per cent 
4  

1987-88 1986-87 

Nil 0-71 0-74 

30 71-95 74-99 

35 95-129 99-134 

ao 129-164 134-170 

45 164-206 170-213 

50 206-257 213-266 

55 257-317 266-328 

60 Over 317 Over 328 

2 
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Table 4.3 Capital gains tax 

15% 

  

 

k 

  

1986-87 
	

1987-88 

Annual exempt , 
— , 

Individuals 6 300 6 600 
Trusts 3 150 3 300 

Table 4.4 Costs of indexation in 1987-88 

k million 
1987-88 1988-89 

Indexation of income tax allowances and 
thresholds 710 950 
Of which: 

Increases in main personal allowances 600 760 
Increase in the basic rate limit* 70 110 
Increases in further higher rate thresholds* 40 80 

Indexation of inheritance tax thresholds 
and bands 18 40 
Indexation of capital gains exempt amounts 5 
* Additional costs after previous changes have been introduced. 

`3/  

Direct revenue effects of 
illustrative changes() 

income tax and 
corporation tax 

4.10 Table 4.5 shows estimates of the direct revenue effects of illustrative 
changes in income tax and corporation tax. For income tax allowances and 
thresholds, these are from the indexed levels for 1987-88. 

4.11 The effects of the illustrative changes can be scaled up or down over a 
reasonably wide range. However, the extra cost of increasing allowances 
and, in particular, higher rate thresholds tends to fall as the allowances or 
thresholds rise. For this reason, effects are given for different percentage 
changes. 

4.12 The total cost of a group of income tax allowance changes can be 
broadly assessed by adding together the revenue effects of each change. 
However, if allowances are increased substantially and combined with a 
reduction in basic or higher rates, the effects of the rate reductions will be 
reduced. In such cases, the cost or yield obtained by adding components 
from the ready reckoner should be considered only as a general guide. 

3 
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Table 4.5 Direct,Efrects of,thustrative)alhanges in4come71<x and 
lc Corporation/Taxl  

million 

1987-88 
cost/yield 

Income tax 
-1 Rates 

Change basic rate by 1p2  1 100 

Change all higher rates by lp 65 

ILIA 	Personal allowances3  
Change single and wife's earned income allowance by k100 290 

Change married allowance by £100 235 

Change single age allowance by £100 24 

Change married age allowance by £100 23 

Change aged income limit by £200 4 

Change all main personal allowances by 1 per cent 175 

Change all main personal allowances by 10 per cent: 

increase (cost) 1 725 

decrease (yield) 1 800 

ilta, Higher rate thresholds3  
Change all higher rate thresholds by 1 per cent: 

increase (cost) 25 

decrease (yield) 25 

Change all higher rate thresholds by 10 per cent: 

increase (cost) 115 

290 decrease (yield) 

60, Allowances and thresholds3  
Change all main personal allowances and higher rate thresholds by 1 per cent 

Change all main personal allowances and higher rate thresholds by 10 per cent: 

increase (cost) 

1988-89 
cost/yield 

1 450 

. 150 

380 

300 

32 

30 

6 

225 

22áJ 

2 275 

50 

50 

450 

575 

2(X) 

 

275 

 

     

1 925 

 

2 650 

 

     

decrease (yield) 
	

21(X) 	 2 900 

Corporation tax4  
Change full rate by 1 percentage point 

	 210 	 390 

Change small companies' rate by 1 percentage points 

   

20 	 40 

    

     

I The estimated revenue effects of rhanges in the basic rate of income tax 
and in the main personal allowances of 10 per cent are rounded to the 
nearest L25m; other effects over L50rn are rounded to the nearest 5m; 

effects of less than £50m are rounded to the nearest 	in. 

2  Including the effect of the change on receipts of advance corporation tax 
and on consequent liability to mainstream corporation tax. 

-3  For simplicity, percentage changes are calculated with reference to 
1986-87 levels. 

Assessment to corporation fax normally relates to the preceding year. 
These estimates are, therefore, the changes to revenue that would occur if 

the changed rates were applied. 	 8. 
These _figures ignore any possible ssociated changes in the imputation 

system. 

, 	. 

1 	tv )4c47.A. 4_, ram 
A- tor. 1 lot rt 

_ 
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Indirect taxes 4.13 Table 4.6 shows estimates of the effects of changes in excise duties. The 
first part shows the extra revenue from the individual duties if they were to 
be increased by exactly 31 per cent, together with the price increase that 
would result (after allowing for consequential VAT). The second part shows 
the revenue yield from changing current levels of duty so that (after VAT) 
the price of a typical item is changed by the amount shown. 

4.14 Table 4.7 shows the revenue effects of a 1 percentage point change in 

the rate of VAT. 

4.15 Within limits the illustrative changes for specific duties can be scaled up 
or down to give a reasonable guide to the revenue effects. However, with 
large changes the margins of uncertainty surrounding the effects on sales and 
hence on revenue become progressively larger, and scaled estimates will be 

less reliable. 

Table 4.6 Revenue effects of indirect tax changes 

34% R.evalorisationl 	 Changes from present levels of duty 

t„)lield-gint in3 	 i•YieKst in3 	t L 

Current level 
of duty on 
typical items 

Price 
change 
inc. VAT2  

1987-88 

44E4 

1988-89 

hal 

_iiiilitect—tatzes 
Beer (pint) 18.6p 0.7p 55 60 

Wine (70 cl bottle of 
table wine)4  68-6p 2.6p 20 20 

Spirits (bottle) £4.73-4) 17.7p 25 30 

Cigarettes (20 kingsize)5  92.7p 3.0p 75 85 

Petrol (gallon) 88.1p 3.3p 165 185 

Dery (gallon) 74-5p 2-8p 40 45 

VED (cars and light vans) £100-00-,1 65 65 

Price 
change 
inc. VAT2  

Actual 
percentage 
change in duty 

1987-88 

kilT 4 

lp 4.7 75 

5p 6.3 35 
10p 1.8 15 
lp 1.1 /5 

1 p 1.0 50 
lp.  1./ 15 

£1 • 0 0 1-0 20 

I An across the board' revalorisation by 3i per cent (including the 
minor duties not shown above) would yield about L475m in 1987-88 

and £525m in 1988-89, and the impact on the RP1 would be to raise it 

by 0.3 per cent. 

2  VAT is payable in addition to the duty except in the case of VED. 

3  Assuming implementation on 1 April 1987. 

Revenue effects include all wines. 

5  The duty on cigarettes has ad valorem and specific elements; the 
percentage change relates only to the specific element, but the price 
change includes the subsequent increase in ad valorem duty and VAT. 

Table 4.7 VAT 
km Yield/ ost in 

1987-88 	1988-89 

1% change in rate of VAT' 
	

800 	 1 130 

Assuming implementation on 1 April 1987. 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE 
SECRETARY 

FROM: A Turnbull 
DATE: 12 November 1986 

cc PS/CST 
Mr F E R Butler 
Miss Peirson 
Mr Gray 
Mr Norton 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: TERRITORIES 

I attach a draft reply to send to Mr Rifkind's 

Private Secretary. 

A TURNBULL 

a44,11  
L'111)  
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• 
DRAFT LETTER FOR MR A C S ALLAN TO SEND TO 

Robert Gordon Esq 
PS/Mr Rifkind 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your letter of 10 November. You refer 

to "the unnecessary embarrassment for the Treasury" 

caused by the decision to incorporate the figures for 

all three territories in a catch-all line, together 

with other departments and civil superannuation. In 

fact we took this course to avoid embarrassment, though 

of a different kind. Could I explain the background. 

The circumstances surrounding this year's Autumn 

Statement were exceptional. The Parliamentary timetable 

cia,raf 

made it impossible to follow the normal pattern of 

a Statement on thedk following Tuesday 	The Chancellor 
rki4,4 avi 

therefore decided to make an announcement 4  the isrerf 
_fetlfi-e 
afternoon)  (f the Cabinet meeting-1  This left only a 

A 
couple of hours after the end of the meeting to finalise)  

print and distribute the Statement and the accompanying 

table. 

In previous years the last figures to be settled 

for the Autumn Statement have been the territories; 

indeed last year the figures to go in the printed 
61-c..cwyti) 

document were still being Jrgued over on the Friday 
-- 

after the Cabinet meeting. [his year we wanted to 

avoid the the embarrassment of issuing one set of figures 
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on Thursday of one week and being forced to issue 

different ones the following Wednesday. We therefore 

took the precaution graggregating the territories A 
and some other non-controversial programmes in order 

—1 
us more 12.11.7pe to exploit the roundings shoul. 

itit-(11  variations 6av -7e_iA come up. Et was our 

understanding that your officials were aware of our 

proposals and had not raised objection to them. 

• 

A 

Of.itu v  

f A k  
( 1'?' 

to give 

any 	ate 

4. 	In the event there was no change to the figures 

as a result of at C binet and the figures as at 

5 November have remained the ones you want to publish. 
A 

—7 
With hindsight we EI-D_robably, could have published the 

N 
figures for all three territories. . LN_Fvertheless, we 

A 
remain of the view that we were justified, in the light 

of previous experience, in taking the precaution we 

did, especially since we would not want to create a 

precedent which we might not be able to follow on any 

similar occasion in the future. 

These circumstances were unusual, but they could 

recur as a result of a similar pressure of Parliamentary 

business and other events. If they did we might again 

wish to take a cautious approach to the figures to 

be published immediately after Cabinet, though we would 

of course discuss the matter with you beforehand. 

I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh 

Office) and David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 
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COMMITTEE OFFICE 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON SWIA OAA 
01-  219 5766 	f Direct Lines, 

01-219 3000 	(Switchboard) 

TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

PRESS NOTICE 

The Autumn Statement  

As part of its programme of public evidence sessions on the Chancellor's 
Autumn Statement the Treasury and Civil Service Committee will take 
evidence on Monday 17 November at 4.45 pm in Room 8 from HM Treasury  
officials. 

D F HARRISON 
Clerk 

12 November 1986 
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from Rt Hon Terence L Higgins MP 
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HOUSE OF COMMONS 
LONDON SWIA OAA 

12 November 1986 

Following informal contacts about the Committee's consideration of 
the Autumn Statement, may I now formally invite you to give evidence 
on Thursday 20 November at 4.45 pm in Room 8. 

j • t 

RT HON TERENCE L HIGGINS 
Chairman of the Treasury and Civil Service Committee 

Rt Hon Nigel Lawson MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
HM Treasury 
Parliament Street 
SW1P 3AG 
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V4,1” 
MR MO MER 	.tyl  

PS/CHANCELLOR 

FROM: 	MISS J C SIMPSON 

DATE: 	13 November 1986 

cc PS/MST 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Edwards 
Mr Cropper 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: HOUSE OF LORDS EXCHANGES - LETTER FROM PS/LORD 

TREFGARNE 

I attach a draft letter about EC budget abatements for Lord Trefgarne 

to send to Lord Bruce of Donnington in response to his undertakings 

during the House of Lords discussions of the Chancellor's Autumn 

Statement. 

13 
MISS J C SIMPSON 
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FROM: 
DATE: 

A C S ALLAN 
13 NOVEMBER 1986 

MR TURNBULL cc 	PS/Chief Secretary 
Mr F E R Bu'ler 
Miss Peirs n 
Mr Gray 
Mr Norton 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: TERRITORIES 

The Chancellor would prefer the reply to the Scottish Office 

to be slightly more positive than in the draft attached to your 

note of 12 November, on the lines of the amended version attached. 

I should be grateful for any quick comments. One point on which 

he would be grateful for further advice was whether or not 

Scottish Office officials were aware of what we were planning. 

The draft leaves this somewhat ambiguous. 

A C S ALLAN 
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• 
DRAFT LETTER FOR MR A C S ALLAN TO SEND TO 

Robert Gordon Esq 
PS/Mr Rifkind 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your letter of 10 November. 

The circumstances surrounding this year's Autumn Statement 

were exceptional. The Parliamentary timetable made it impossible 

to follow the normal pattern of a Statement on the Tuesday 

following Cabinet's discussion. 	The announcement was therefore 

made on the same afternoon. This left only a couple of hours after 

the end of the meeting to finalise, print and distribute the 

Statement and the accompanying table. 

In previous years the last figures to be settled for the 

Autumn Statement have been the territories; indeed last year the 

figures to go in the printed document were still being discussed on 

the Friday after the Cabinet meeting. 	We therefore took the 

precaution this year of aggregating the territories and some other 

programmes in order to give us more flexibility if any late 

variations had come up. 	[It was our understanding that] your 

officials were aware of our proposals and had not raised objection 

La them. 



S. 	In the event there were no alterations to the figures as a 
result of discussions at Cabinet and the figures as at 5 November 

have remained unchanged. With hindsight we could have published 
1-( 

the figures for all three territories on 6 November. 	If sim4-1ar- 
--6Q-IL1NI- 4 	.1.;.4. 1At pften"reA 

/24-relorm.stpce-s, arisemlin the future we 4.14-1-1—dio—o-uT-4e-Est—t-e—e-n-sure 

that—s-eparat-e--ftg u r 	e 
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5. 	I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh 

David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 

toelb,e_40A 

Office) and 
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• FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 13 NOVEMBER 1986 

MR TURNBULL cc 	PS/Chief Sec tary 
Mr F E R B ler 
Miss Peir on 
Mr Gray 
Mr Norton 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: TERRITORIES 

The Chancellor would prefer the reply to the Scottish Office 

to be slightly more positive than in the draft attached to your 

note of 12 November, on the lines of the amended version attached. 

I should be grateful for any quick comments. One point on which 

he would be grateful for further advice was whether or not 

Scottish Office officials were aware of what we were planning. 

The draft leaves this somewhat ambiguous. 

AC S ALLAN 
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• 
DRAFT LETTER FOR MR A C S ALLAN TO SEND TO 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your letter of 10 November. 

The circumstances surrounding this year's Autumn Statement 

were exceptional. The Parliamentary timetable made it impossible 

to follow the normal pattern of a Statement on the Tuesday 

following Cabinet's discussion. 	The announcement was therefore 

made on the same afternoon. This left only a couple of hours after 

the end of the meeting to finalise, print and distribute the 

Statement and the accompanying table. 

In previous years the last figures to be settled for the 

Autumn Statement have been the territories; indeed last year the 

figures to go in the printed document were still being discussed on 

the Friday after the Cabinet meeting. 	We therefore took the 

precaution this year of aggregating the territories and some other 

programmes in order to give us more flexibility if any late 

variations had come up. 	432===ardz-czo---Az-rd-i-rrg----t-h-a-t] 'your 

officials were aware of our proposals and had not raised objection 

to them. 



	

411
4. 	In the event there were no alterations to the figures as a 

result of discussions at Cabinet and the figures as at 5 November 

have remained unchanged. With hindsight we could have published 

	

the figures for all three territories on 6 November. 	If similar 

circumstances arise in the future we will do our best to ensure 

that separate figures for all three territories are published at 

the same time as those for other Departments 

Gt7A- 	 f:Ja,ery-trett-wc-s-J-- 	- 6-4 

ItiNA110.- 

	

5. 	I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh Office) and 

David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 
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THE 1986 AUTUMN STATEMENT 

An assessment for the House of Commons Select .Committee 

on the Treasury and Civil Service 

by Bill Martin, Specialist Adviser to the Committee 

The Autumn Statement forecast is based on one key proposition. Fiscal policy, 

relaxed in the last Budget, is to remain lax, but interest rates are to remain 

high. The aim is to stabilise sterling while generating a pre-election 

boomlet. The short term risks are obvious. Another sterling crisis and a 

further hike in interest rates. But the longer term risks are of greater 

concern. The sustainability of policy is now in doubt, adding to uncertainty - 

something the Medium Term Financial Strategy was supposed to avoid. Meanwhile, 

the imbalance between booming consumption and weak investment growth is 

damaging the economy's productive potential. Despite the attempt to cheer us 

up, the Autumn Statement is a depressing read. 

Public spending 

The planning total has been raised by £4 3/4bn in 1987/88, following a 

El 1/4bn upward revision to the estimated outturn for this financial year. 

£5 1/2bn has been added to the old 1988/89 plans. The planned cash increase is 

worth nearly 6% in 1987, falling to less than 4% in 1988. A further 4 1/2% 

rise is pencilled in for 1989. The increments to the old plans are fairly 

fiddle-free. £1/4bn each year has been added to planned privatisation receipts 

- now £5bn pa from 1987 - and a similar amount has been added to projected 

receipts from council house sales. Both items are treated best as financing 

items rather than as negative public expenditure. 

If met, the new plans would have the effect of restoring expenditure back to 

its previous inexorable growth trend in 'real terms', that is, cash spend 

excluding the effects of economy-wide inflation. On the Chancellor's inflation 

forecast, spending on the planning total measure will rise by 2% this year and 

next, substantial upward revisions on the previous plans (Table 1 and first 

graph). 
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Table 1 : Public spendinz plannin2 totals# 

Est outturn 

% growth pa, real terms** 

	 plans 	 

FY  1979-85 1986 19g7 1988 
(a) Unadjusted 

(b)(a) ex asset sales*/ 

coal strike 

1.1 

1.3 

2.2(0.5) 

4.3(2.5)  

2.1(-0.3) 

1.8(-0.5) 

0.2(-0.2) 

0.0(-0.4) 

PrivatisatiOn proceeds and council house sales. 

1986 White Paper/Budget plans in parentheses. 

* * Cash spend relative to official projected increase in economy-wide 

inflation as measured by the GDP deflator: currently 3% in 1986/87 and 

3 3/4% in 1987/88. The Budget projection of 3 1/2% inflation is taken for 

1988/89. 

The underlying increase this year is a great deal more. Spending in 1985/86 

was bloated by the once-off costs of the coal strike - worth about El 1/4bn 

while asset sales will be some £2bn higher in 1986 than last year. Together 

these factors add 2% to underlying growth in expenditure, giving over 4% in 

all. This surge probably reflects the reaction of budget managers to their 

unhappy experience in 1985 when real spending was squeezed out by the 

operation of cash limits and an unexpected pick up in inflation (the Treasury 

forecast 5%, the outcome was 6%). 

At first sight then, the new spending targets appear to accommodate the normal 

kind of upward pressure on real spending with a further allowance for catch up 

this year. Such apparently generous targets should be hittable. But doubts 

arise on several counts: 

The reserve for 1987 (£3 1/2bn) is below this year's allowance (£4 1/2bn) 

which has proved inadequate. 

Although real spending is set to rise by an average 1 1/4% pa, as the 

Chancellor said, the profile is heavily front-loaded. For 1988, planned 

real growth is only 1/4%, well below trend. 

Prices for public sector goods and services are likely to be rising 

faster than inflation economy-wide (as measured by the GDP deflator). 

The Treasury's forecast that economy-wide inflation will stay below 4% 

may well prove too optimistic. 
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On our estimates, the relative price of public provision will be rising at 

around double its trend rate of increase (of 3/4% pa) over the next two years 

(second graph). Public sector pay, around a third of total spending, will 

probably rise by 7 1/2-8% pa allowing for the cost of the likely teachers' 

settlement. Relative prices will get a further boost from the prospective 

increase in import prices which are excluded as a matter of definition from 

the GDP deflator. Meanwhile,, inflation economy-wide looks set to bounce along 

in a 4 1/2-5 1/2% band, thanks to the strong underlying trend in unit wage 

costs. The result is that the average price of all public provision may well  

be advancing at 6% or more over the next two years.  

By excluding these price rises from cash plans, we derive the implications for 

the 'volume' of public expenditure. The implications do not make joyful 

reading. For 1987, we find a fall of 1/4% in public spending volume, followed 

by a remarkable 3% decline in 1988, if the plans are met. Is that credible? We 

have argued that spending this year is inflated to an extent, reflecting a 

catching up process after the unaccustomed belt tightening of 1985. For this 

reason, we give the Chancellor the benefit of doubt on 1987 plans. We withdraw 

support in 1988, however. Usual pressures for volume increases indicate the 

likelihood of a massive spending overrun, perhaps up to C6bn, that year in the 

absence of a sharp shift in policy. This is our first worry. 

Budget arithmetic 

The burgeoning bill for public spending is being paid for out of buoyant 

non-oil tax receipts. As a result, the Treasury's conventional budget 

arithmetic probably shows that the Chancellor could still deliver tax cuts and 

stick to his C7bn PSBR figure next year and thereafter. Apparently, he can 

spend extra billions but claim to be fiscally prudent. It's all done with 

mirrors, of course. Budget arithmetic is a wholly inadequate way of assessing 

the prudence or otherwise of the 'Government's overall fiscal stance'. This is 

our second worry. 

We start with the usual sums. 

Table 2 shows our guesstimates of the Treasury's internal forecasts for 

non-oil taxes (including national insurance) on income, expenditure and 

capital. This component of tax take can be related to projections of non-oil 

money GDP built up from the few clues scattered through the Autumn and Budget 

Statements. 
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Table 2 : Guesstimated Treasury revenue forecast  - Ebn unless stated 
FY  1985 1986 1987 1988 
Money GDP 360.5 380 406.5 431 
Oil value added 17 8 7 7 
Non-oil money GDP  343.5 372 399.5 424 
Non-oil tax take 127.5 140 151 161 
(% of non-oil GDP) (37) (37.5) (38) (38) 

Oil revenue 11.5 4.5 4 4 
Other receipts  12.5 12 12 13 
General Govt receipts 151.5 156.5 167 178 
Figures rounded to nearest £1/2bn. 

This year the Treasury has discovered an extra £2bn of non-oil revenue 

compared with the Budget forecast, despite a probably modest downward revision 

of estimated non-oil money GDP. Revenue forecasts for 1986 have been boosted 

by the upward revision to tax take in 1985. That raised the base level for 

future projections. But revenues are also rising faster than incomes, thanks 

in part to the progressive nature of the tax system. On this basis, the 

Treasury have probably increased its Budget forecasts for non-oil tax take by 

£3bn in 1987 and by £4bn in 1988. We reckon these revisions carry straight 

through to overall government receipts with oil prices steady at $15 a 

barrel. 

Table 3 gives our reconstruction of the Treasury's familiar PSBR table. On 

these tentative numbers the net effect of extra spending and extra tax take is 

to reduce the scope for tax cuts in 1987 from £2bn, projected in the Budget, 

to Elbn. Such parsimony pays off in 1988, however, assuming public spending 

stays on target. Here we see a bountiful £4 1/2bn 'fiscal adjustment' - higher 

even than in the Budget projections. 
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Table 3 : Guesstimated Treasury PSBR forecast Ebn. unless stated 

1987 	 1988 

Before Now Before Now 

General Government: 

expenditure 	 170 	173.5 	175 	179.5 

receipts 	 164 	167 	174 	178 

Fiscal adjust previous 	 2 	1 

annual 	 2 	1 	4 	4.5 

GG borrowing 	 8 	7.5 	7 	7 

Public corps borrowing 	 -1 	-0.5 

PSBR 	 7 	7 	7 	7 

(as % money GDP) 	 (1.75) 	(1.75) 	(1.5) 	(1.5) 

Money GDP 	 407 	406.5 	431 	431  

Figures rounded to nearest E1/2bn. 	"Before" — 1986 Budget projections. 

Prospects and policy 

Our concern is that this kind of figuring will be used as justification for 

tax cuts. In truth there is no such justification. The Chancellor's borrowing 

plans were laid down before he or the Treasury realised the full enormity of 

Britain's looming balance of payments problem. The Treasury has had to scale 

down its March Budget forecast from a £3 1/2bn surplus on current account to a 

nil balance in 1986. Next year, where it once anticipated surplus (El 1/2bn at 

an annual rate in 1987H1), it now sees deficit (El 1/2bn). Plans for borrowing 

set on the basis of the Budget computer prints cannot be right in the Autumn 

Statement printouts. The right plans must be based on a realistic asspssmpnr 

of Britain's economic problems. 

The economy is now beset by a number of the difficulties which we predicted in 

our evidence to the Committee in March. The key concerns are: 

Evidence of emerging supply constraints. Spare capacity in manufacturing 

industry is low, despite poor growth. In the labour market, the ratio of 

vacancies to unemployment is rising strongly, earnings increases show 

little sign of moderation and skill shortages abound. 

Investment expenditure has been weak relative to consumption and is 

forecast by the Treasury to remain so. 

The non-oil trade deficit is widening sharply at a time of dwindling oil 

surpluses. 

FY 
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The trend rise in unit wage costs appears to be stuck at around 5% pa. 

Coupled with the turnaround in import prices and high profits growth, it 

implies an escalation in inflation from now on. 

The Treasury forecast plays down these unhappy developments. Although it sees 

a larger non-oil trade deficit - £14bn in 1987 as compared with £10 1/2bn in 

1985 - the overall current account deficit is contained by a remarkable 

increase in the projected invisibles surplus. 

The officially estimated surplus on invisibles in the first nine months of 

this year is £5.8bn and includes the once-off benefit of the delayed rebate on 

UK contributions to the European Community's Budget worth nearly C1/2bn. The 

official projection on invisibles is now £600m a month indicating a figure for 

the full year of under £8bn. The Treasury forecasts £8 1/2bn this year rising 

to £9bn in 1987. This looks particularly optimistic on the basis of current 

estimates. 

We have similar reservations about the export forecast. It is not unreasonable 

that non-oil export volumes should grow a little faster than world trade - 

though the Treasury hav.e on previous occasions downplayed the importance of 

competitiveness changes. What is questionable is whether manufacturers have 

capacity of the right quantity and quality to take advantage of sterling's 

decline to the extent the Treasury now appears to assume. Overall, we expect a 

current account deficit in excess of £3bn next year, getting bigger. 

The Treasury is similarly over-optimistic on inflation. Wage settlements are 

assumed to fall despite the pull of strong profits growth and tighter labour 

markets. It forecasts also a very sharp fall in unit labour costs in 

manufacturing industry. However, much of that fall is attributable to the 

cyclical pick up in output and, as a result, should not be a significant 

influence on manufacturers' pricing behaviour. We would expect to see a rising 

profit margin in relation to unit wage costs, not a fall in prices. Buoyant 

margins are being encouraged in any event by sterling weakness and robust 

demand. We expect inflation over 4 1/2% by end 1987. 
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Tough Budget required 

In these circumstances, the Chancellor's policy settings implicit in the 

Autumn Statement are plainly wrong. Resources have to be redirected into 

improving the balance of payments and boosting investment- but without 

re-igniting inflation. The first requirement is a reduction in real interest  

rates and a further fall in sterling. (Sterling has probably fallen by enough 

to compensate for the oil price drop but not for other factors which are 

undermining the current account.) However, at a time of near-full capacity, 

tailing sterling has to be accompanied by a cut back in domestic expenditure. 

Falling sterling combined with surging domestic demand is simply a recipe for 

inflation. The second requirement, therefore, is a tough fiscal stance.  

Table 4 gives the Committee some idea of how tough. It shows two model 

simulations producing, over three years, roughly equal improvements on the 

current account. The scale of that improvement - a cumulative E4bn - is 

probably not out of line with UK needs over the next few years. Indeed, it may 

understate them. In (A) sterling falls 10% each year - cumulating to over a 

30% fall against the baseline level. That does the trick, but only at the cost 

of accelerating inflation - 4 1/2 points up by year 3. 

Table 4 : How to ri2ht the current account 

Yr 1 
	

Yr 2 	Yr 3 

Large depreciation 

Current account (Ebn) 	 Nil 	1 	3.25 

GDP growth (% pts) 	 0.5 	1 	0.75 

Inflation (% pts) 	 1 	2.5 	4.5 

Depreciation & tough Budget 

Current account Ebn 	 0.5 	0.5 	3 

GDP growth (% pts) 	 0.25 	Nil 	Nil 

Inflation (% Dts) 	 Nil 	0.5 	Nil  

Steady depreciation of 10% a year. 

Depreciation of 3% in years 1 and 2 only, plus tax increases. 

Figures, rounded to nearest 0.25, show differences from a baseline forecast, 

eg in year 2, simulation (A) shows the current account is Elbn better than it 

would otherwise have been. 

The simulations were conducted on Phillips & Drews macro-model of the economy 

by my colleague Mr. Chris Johns. 
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So in B, depreciation is combined with a tough budgetary stance involving 

(purely for the purposes of example) higher personal taxation. The reduction 

in consumption of itself helps to right the balance of payments, so the 

required cumulative fall in sterling is only 6% over 2 years. Inflation barely 

moves. And despite the tax increases output is not depressed - because of the 

rise in net exports. The bad news for the chancellor is that simulation (B) 

involves a cumulative rise in the standard rate of income tax of 7p in the 

pound! 

Political pressures could, conceivably, deflect the present Chancellor from 

adopting this route. But tough budgets will come sooner or later in our view.  

It would be far better that they came as a result of a cool appraisal of the 

true needs of the economy. Regrettably it is far more likely that the belt 

tightening will start after another massive flight from sterling. That's our 

final worry. It all seems a world away from the original vision of the MTFS. 
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MR TURNBULL 	 cc PS/Chief Secretary 
Mr F E R Butler 
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The Chancellor would prefer the reply to the Scottish Office 

to be slightly more positive than in the draft attached to your 

note of 12 November, on the lines of the amended version attached. 

I should be grateful for any quick comments. One point on which 

he would be grateful for further advice was whether or not 

Scottish Office officials were aware of what we were planning. 

The draft leaves this somewhat ambiguous. 	413 ieSC 417.‘4,- 
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DRAFT LETTER FOR MR A C S ALLAN TO SEND TO 

Robert Gordon Esq 
PS/Mr Rifkind 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your letter of 10 November. 

The circumstances surrounding this year's Autumn Statement 

were exceptional. The Parliamentary timetable made it impossible 

to follow the normal pattern of a Statement on the Tuesday 

following Cabinet's discussion. The announcement was therefore 

made on the same afternoon. This left only a couple of hours after 

the end of the meeting to finalise, print and distribute the 

Statement and the accompanying table. 

In previous years the last figures to be settled for the 

Autumn Statement have been the territories; indeed last year the 

figurLs to go in the printed document were still being discussed on 

the Friday after the Cabinet meeting. 	We therefore took the 

precaution this year of aggregating the territories and some other 

programmes in order to give us more flexibility if any late 

variations had come up. 	[It was our understanding that] your 

officials were aware of our proposals and had not raised objection 

to them. 



• 	In the event there were no alterations to the figures as a 
result of discussions at Cabinet and the figures as at 5 November 

have remained unchanged. With hindsight we could have published 
1--(0-0e-o•tc, 

the figures for all three territories on 6 November. 14--e4mi-lar- 

	

-6-vki  4 	1t 64AIL  

Ze-i-r-e-trmste nc4;-s arisan the future we mq44--d-o—olar--es-t---te—ensu-re 
fp 

t14-a-t---sscrarat 	tit e f or - 1-1 tbr ee 	te rr tor-i-e-s--- 	 at- 
c-stA.)  c2s 	 °Pox. ti44,4 

the_same_tlme—a-s—thezz—for —other 	Degartment-s4.- 
kikk7 	 vs-t 

5. 	I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh Office) and 

David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 



MR SC I-.9("t  LAR 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

FROM: MISS C EVANS 
DATE: 13 NOVEMBER 1986 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Butler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Anson 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Sedgwick 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Culpin 

CE6 

TCSC: OFFICIALS' EVIDENCE ON THE AUTUMN STATEMENT 

May we have your agreement please that the following team should represent the Treasury 

at the TCSC hearing on Monday 17 November: 

Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull. 

MISS C EVANS 
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• 
FROM: 	A C S ALLAN 

DATE: 	14 NOVEMBER 1986 

MISS C EVANS 

CC: PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Butler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Anson 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Sedgwick 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Culpin 

TCSC: OFFICIALS' EVIDENCE ON THE AUTUMN STATEMENT 

The Chancellor was content with the team proposed for the TCSC 

hearing on Monday 17 November. 

A C S ALLAN 
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FROM: P H BROOK 

DATE: 14 November 1986 

cc: 	PS/CST 
PS/FST 
PS/EST 
PS/MST 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Kelly 
Mr Cropper 

MR K.AcA041-40661614 

PS/CHANCELLOR 

REPEAT OF AUTUMN STATEMENT: LORD DIAMOND 

I attach a draft letter from Lord Trefgarne. 	to Lord Diamond 
, 	( 6  

for you to forward. This deals vOITAhe point made by Lord Diamond , t 	• 
about real interest rates during the repeat,of the Autumn Statement. 

, 

P H BROOK 
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DRAFT LETTER FROM LORD TREFGARNE TO LORD DIAMOND 

During the repeat of the Autumn Financial Statement on 

6 November I undertook to write to you about interest rates. 

Short term interest rates are the essential instrument of 

monetary policy, and will be held at whatever levels are 

necessary to maintain monetary conditions that place steady 

downward pressure on inflation. The success of this strategy 

is clearly demonstrated by the fact that inflation is now 

around 3 per cent, the lowest level for twenty years. 

CrActual figures for real interest rates are difficult to derive, 
since real interest rates measure the cost of borrowing (or 

the return on investment) after allowance has been made for 

expectations of future price inflation (which are impossible 
--7 
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931,1 Art /Ts you pointed out, however]it does seem that at present A 

C7

real interest rates in the UK arej historically high/; this 

is also the case throughout the industrialised world. Cihe —A  
Ot it ait-xly,  

additional factors that account for thg
A
level of UK real 

interest rates /include the high level of pay settlements 

in this country and the premium needed to cover the market's 

fear of a Labour Government.] &f„j oe 	WILJ 

t4,,, -114,, 	ao di-10-3  a' ,o1744)!Jin 
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IlkD 	LETTER FROM PS/CHANCELLOR 

TO: PS/LORD TREFGARNE 

AUTUMN STATEMENT 

You asked for a draft of a suitable letter for Lord Trefgarne to send 

to Lord Renton about local authority spending, following the repeat 

in the House 'Of Lords of the Chancellor's Autumn Statement. I suggest ....,- 

the fallowing, which has been cleared with the Department of the 

Enyl-ronment. 

LETTE.R Foi/pv L eft:: Trkr 11.44VAIC 70 e.OT:s) iejW/ 6i.,) 
/On 6 November you asked, following the Autumn Statement)C. _ G44.6—tha 

que-st-iorr of local-  qdVernment -expend-i-ture, about the_ actual and 

estimated effects of the changes i4 local government which ri;a:sze_ 

bee made by theilegislation En 	 1-9-84j No_doubilyou were referring 
A 

to the provisions for rate limitation k ke 4A Ari--  M,8-----  0. ,It 

pl- i3O„,1 ptiwtci it& /4.4-1,1? tr, itt-oa el,'), iti p, f,  ic.....tio • 

am plea-E-1,1-11.e.b..cr-to tell------you-tira±TIRate capping has forced 

local authoIiLies to keep their spending lower - both to avoid 

selection for Lhe scheme and as a result of it. In nearly all 

areas which were subject to rate limitation in 1985-86 and in 

1986-87 ratepayers have actuaIlilseen a A cut in their rate bills. 
-,;\44re 

And in all cases rate demands &marei undoubtedly/lower than they 

would 
- 

would have been if authorities jyjcia- allowed to spend as they 

wished. It is difficult to put any hard figures on the saving 

achieved because we do not know what local authorities would 

have decided to spend if they had had a free rein. But the 
arc 

savings p.} likely to run,into hundreds of millions of pounds.-"--- 
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FROM: R FELLGETT 

  

2. 	PS/CHANCELLOR 	 Date: 14 November 1986 

LORD RENTON'S QUESTION ABOUT LOCAL AUTHORITY SPENDING 

I attach a draft reply for you to send to Lord Trefgarnc's office, 

with a form of words about the savings from rate capping. (I refer 

from Lord Renton's question and the preceding question that his enquiry 

was about rate capping, although he did not actually explicitly say 

so. I have been unable to clarify that this was his intention; thc 

telephone in his chambers in Lincolns Inn has been unanswered all week.) 

2. The proposed form of words for Lord Trefgarne's reply to Lord 

Renton has been largely provided by the Department of the Environment, 

and closely follows previous public statements by their Ministers. 

Oat cadeg- 
R FELLGETT 

CL 
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FROM: IS "C EVAN 
DATE: 14 NOVEMBER 1986 

CE8 
a 

• 

MR SCHOLAR 
cc Chancellor of the Exchequer--

Chief Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 	(2111  
Mr Cassell MN 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr S Davies 
Mr Gray 
Mr Mathews 
Mr Mowl 
Miss O'Mara 
AAA! C Aka" 

TCSC: OFFICIALS' HEARING ON MONDAY 17 NOVEMBER 

I attach questions received from the Committee on the fiscal stance, public expenditure, 

wages and the fiscal adjustment. 

Co 1c Er- 

MISS C EVANS 

--it/yza 72  pi- /In 

vitc) 
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FISCAL STANCE 12-," • " °1"0  

1. 	The outlook for the economy is very different now from what it was in the Budget 

forecast and yet the fiscal stance remains the same (Budget PSBR forecast £7 billion, 

Budget forecast for current account 1986-87 £3i billion, 1987-88 Eli billion, latest 

forecast current account in balance this year, deficit next year). Doesn't the PSBR 

target carry different significance against the revised balance of payoments forecast 
and would not a smaller PSBR be justified now? 6k l'41" 	f'366- 4'1 	TF-C  A-4/J- 

2.
inatAA.44,--bmi 	S &111,4-  fl;14Av , aeits 

If the Treasury is saying that the scope for tax cuts depends on the buoyancy of 

revenues, doesn't that imply that your fiscal policy is pro-cyclical?1Y7 TES 

Doesn't the public expenditure overrun in 1986-87 represent a significant set back to 

the objective of cutting income tax to 25p in the £? 	- i:iciAl
/
we iJsre,"014., 

f 15  
What are the reasons for the overrun on the planning total in 1986-87, with particular 

reference to social security and education? 

The 1986 FSBR objective was to hold spending level in real terms. The Autumn 

Statement policy is to reduce expenditure as a percentage of GDP. Is this a deliberate 

policy change or an admission that the Government is unable to control local authority, 

spending? t9/VVai 	 °L"24i7dL4'` (3  / 	/74  / 1 ) • l4x-1 rf1141-s  z itAi-i4.yulti_ 
6. Inn frInrr 

Is the Reserve for 1987-88 large enough? 7 	r 
Does the extra expenditure on education reflect higher priority for this service or is it 

simply the result of teachers' salaries catching up? 	 frkoi 	(ritclrlrre,L2141 
.CAYI GItttA,jt9 stmatt sad,/ jtn.tj,c 

Expenditure is planned to increase in real terms by 2 per cent in 1987-88, but only a 

per cent in the following year. Is this realistic? Although deflating the proposed 

planning totals by the inflation forecast produces some real increases, isn't there likely 

to be an adverse relative price effect which means that vroiirie spending may not go 

up very much? Is this going to make plans more difficult to achieve? 

Last year's Autumn Statement gave no figures for local authority spending in future 

years, on the basis that there had been no agreement with local authorities. Does the 

fact that the Statement this year includes planned figures for local authority spending 

reflect agreement with local authorities about spending levels or are these simply 

Treasury objectives? 
6-219/aAihei- 

WAGES 

   

1. 	The forecast expresses the hope that wage settlements may fall over the next 

12 months: what is the evidence for this? How confident is the Treasury of this 

forecast? 
1-00‘.e re-44a F414  • 
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The recent Treasury Working Paper on Wage Bargaining says that lower import costs 

feeding through into higher profits is a factor leading to higher pay settlements. 

Would the converse apply? 

MANPOWER 

1. 	What is the state of progress on the Rayner scrutinies? 

Z. 	What are the manpower implications of future spending plans for the NHS, education 

service, law and order? 

FISCAL ADJUSTMENT 

1. 	Is it reasonable to expect outsiders to interpret the forecast without spelling out the 

assumed fiscal adjustment? 

t)' 
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MONDAY 17 NOVEMBER 1986 

Members present: 

Mr T.L. Higgins, in the Chair 
Mr John Browne 
Mr Ralph Howell 
Mr Austin Mitchell 
Mr John Townend 
Mr Richard Wainwright 
Mr John Watts 

SIR TERENCE BURNS, Chief Economic Adviser, MR F. CASSEL, Deputy Secretary, 

Public Finance, MR M.C. SCHOLAR, Under Secretary, Central Unit, 

MR A. TURNBULL, Under Secretary, General Expenditure Policy Group 

and MR P. SEDGWICK, Under Secretary, Forecasting and Analysis 

Group, HM Treasury, called in and examined. 

Chairman 

1. 	We are most grateful to you and your colleagues 

for coming along this afternoon to give evidence on the Autumn 

Statement and, as you know, we shall be taking evidence on Thursday 

from the Chancellor of the Exchequer. We are not, in fact, in 

our usual room - it may look the same from your point of view 

but there are several more rows which we hope will give rather 

more room. We will be asking questions on various aspects of 

the Autumn Statement. If you have any preliminary remarks you 

would like to make then we will be glad to hear them. 

(Sir Terence Burns) I have no introductory comments 

to make. 

Chairman: We can start, I think, with Mr Watts who has the 

first set of questions. 

Mr Watts 

2. 	Would you agree that the stance on monetary policy 

in the Autumn Statement amounts to an exchange rate target? 

• 
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(Sir Terence Burns) 	No, I would not. The stance 

on monetary policy in the Autumn Statement is as set out in the 

MTFS last March and by the Chancellor in his Lombard speech in 

April. 

I recall in his evidence to us in our post Budget 

Inquiry the Chancellor was laying much greater emphasis on the 

matter of the exchange rate, particularly as a restraint on 

inflationary pressures on the economy and we have seen, in the Autumn 

Statement, a very substantial downgrading of the weight placed 

on other monetary targets. 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I do not agree with the last 

part of that statement. There is no doubt that the exchange 

rate does have an important part to play in the assessment of 

monetary conditions and the Chancellor has repeatedly made that 

clear but also made clear that monetary targets also have an 

important role to play. Indeed, in the Mansion House speech 

he pointed out that one of the reasons for the last increase 

in exchange rates was because the growth of MO, the narrow measure 

of money, had picked up quite sharply. 

We have no explicit monetary targets in this statement 

at all? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	Indeed not. That has been 

the position in all previous Autumn Statements .that I can recall. 

Indeed, we frequently have exchanges at this time of year along 

these lines. The Chairman often puts to me the question: "Why 

is there not a greater treatment of monetary policy in the Autumn 

Statement?" I point out that is 	not the role of the Autumn 

Statement. The Autumn Statement presents forecasts of the economy, 

it presents the figures for public expenditure. Of course, the 

Chancellor has made a statement about monetary policy in the 

3 



Mansion House which is also customary at this time of the year. 

The Autumn Statement is not the occasion for a re-statement of 

monetary policy. 

If I can pursue the exchange rate point: how confident 

is the Treasury that the assumption made in the forecast that 

the effective exchange rate will remain at about its present 

level is a realistic one? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I emphasise, of course, that 

this is not a forecast, it is specifically suggested to be an 

assumption. I would not dream of attempting to forecast the 

exchange rate. I have watched too many people for too many years 

get their fingers burnt at this game. I cannot for that reason 

make any particularly strong statements about what is going to 

happen to the exchange rate, as we have so often seen in the 

past, it can move quite sharply in either direction in ways which 

catch people by surprise. I think this is a realistic assumption 

and also I should point out an assumption which we usually make 

in these forecasts. 

It is no more than an assumption and we would not 

necessarily expect to see any measures to damp down significant 

deviations either up or down? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	It certainly is only an 

assumption. I do not think the second statement that you make 

follows from that. As I agreed earlier, the Chancellor has 

frequently said the exchange rate is an important indicator that 

is taken into account in the assessment of monetary conditions 

and sharp movements of the exchange rate would clearly have 

indications of policy on that basis. The fact it is an assumption 

for the purposes of this forecast does not invalidate the general 

statement about the role of the exchange rate in the assessment 
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of monetary policy. 

So there is an implicit target but not an explicit 

one? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	There is neither an implicit 

target nor an explicit target and that is also something which 

I have had cause to state in this room or, as the Chairman points 

out, another room, on several occasions in the past. This game 

of hunt the exchange rate target is an old and familiar friend 

and we constantly point out that there is•not an exchange rate 

target. 

Finally, if the pound were to fall in effective 

terms, how would this affect the forecasts for inflation exports 

in the current account? 

(Sir Tcrence Burns) 	If the exchange rate were to 

be lowered then in time we would expect prices to be higher, 

we would expect the volume of exports to be higher and again, 

in time, we would expect the current account to improve. Although, 

as we know, for some time there may be adverse movements because 

of the familiar characteristics of the J-Curve. 

What reasons would you have to expect beneficial 

effects on exports in the absence of any certainty about the 

future course of exchange rates? Because, I find in talking 

to businessmen that uncertainty about the future lcvel of exchange 

rates is one of the factors that seems to deter businesses from 

taking advantage of what might turn out to be a short-term improvement 

in international competitiveness? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I accept the fact there is 

inevitable uncertainty about the exchange rate. It is a characteristic 

of the exchange rate system that the world has. I think that 

fact inevitably means a change in exchange rates will have a 
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similar impact on exporters' decisions because, obviously, they 

must take into account the extent to which it is going to 

persist. However, despite that, I think the evidence is clear 

that chanses in the exchange rate do have an impact upon export 

performance, possibly that impact is not as great as was once 

thought to be the case and again this is a subject on which we 

have had exchanges in this Committee. I would accept that the 

fact that there are fluctuations in the exchange rate is possibly 

one reason why factors in the exchange rate are not as great 

as they have been before. 	I do not think that invalidates the 

general proposition that it will in time - I stress in time - 

have an effect on export performance. 

• 

• 



Chairman 

Could I just pursue two points raised by Mr Watts. 

Are we wrong in thinking the Chancellor has recently gone on record saying 

that he would not wish to see the exchange rate any lower than 

it is at present? 

(Sir Terence Burns) That is correct, he said that 

in an interview on BBC Radio last Sunday. I cannot recall the 

exact words but they were a statement along those lines. 

That would seem to imply an exchange rate target at 

any rate in a downward or upward direction depending which way 

you are looking at it? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I cannot explain any more than 

what was contained in what the Chancellor said. If you wish 

to explore that further you will have to wait until Thursday. 

Perhaps we might do that. Can I pursue the other point 

that Mr Watts raised which is the extent to which there are monetary 

policy statements in the Autumn Statement. I think we regarded 

the public sector borrowing requirement as a monetary policy 

within the medium term financial strategy, but would I be right in thinking 

that this is the first time in an Autumn Statement that a view 

has been extended about PSBR? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yes. The position on the PSBR 

in this Autumn Statement is not quite the same as it was last 

year. We have, of course, always presented a forecast on the 

assumption that the PSBR was in the previous year's MTFS, to 

take the PSBR that would operate for the next financial year, 

and of course there has been a very strong presumption that come 

the time of the Budget that, indeed, would be the PSBR for the 

following year. Indeed, I think if you look at the last three 
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or four years you will find in each case the PSBR in the Budget • 	has been set either at or just below the level that was given 
in the previous year's MTFS, nevertheless it was a presumption. 

This year the Chancellor has gone further than that and he has 

said that the PSBR next year will be held to that figure. He 

has done that because there was some question as to whether or 

not people would interpret the changes to the planning total 

as implying the fiscal stance would be relaxed next year. In 

order to make quite clear that that would not be the case he 

felt it was necessary on this occasion to go a little bit further 

in terms of statements of fiscal policy. 

To that extent there is this year a statement about 

monetary policy in the Autumn Statement whereas there has not 

been recently? • 	(Sir Terence Burns) A statement about fiscal policy. 

Yes, but a relationship between the two? 

(Sir Terence Burns) There is indeed that extra dimension 

this year to the Autumn Statement. 

And the medium term financial strategy has clearly 

been placed in the context of the PSBR as well as the monetary 

indicator? 

(Sir Terence Burns) It has but it is specifically 

the fiscal side that I think the Chancellor was addressing here 

because it was specifically that side that might have been called 

into question as a result of the increases to the planning total. 

Chairman: I think Mr Browne has a couple of quick questions 

relating to what Mr Watts was talking about. • 	
Mr Browne 

Further to the Chairman's question before last when 

the Chancellor said that he did not wish to see sterling go any 



lower, to which indicator do you think he was referring, was 

it sterling against the deutschemark, sterling against the US 

dollar, or sterling against the trade-weighted index, or another? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I do not think he was actually 

specific about it but my guess would be he had in mind the sterling 

index. That is the measure that most of our statements about 

the exchange rate refer to. 

Thank you, that is very interesting. It implied, although 

he did not give a figure, that there was a sort of psychological 

floor possibly on the trade-weighted index basis, do you feel 

there is also a psychological ceiling or lid to sterling the 

Chancellor would have in mind? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I do not think that follows. 

I think you have to interpret his comments about the exchange 

rate in the context of the kind of movement we have seen recently. 

On previous visits to this Committee the Chancellor has stressed 

as far as the exchange rate was concerned he neither wanted to 

see excessive movement in the exchange rate, but he also wanted 

to keep a relatively bracing exchange rate, and above all he 

stressed that he did not approve of an exchange rate that may 

have to accommodate differential movements in inflation or cost 

pressure. However, because of the oil price reduction this year 

it has been inevitable that there would be some reduction of 

the exchange rate. As he has said that correction has now taken 

place and I think he wants to emphasise that that period of exchange 

rate depreciation is now behind us and we are back to the same 

principles that were in place previously. 

Thank you very much. 

(Sir Terence Burns) And, therefore, that I think is 

the reason that lies behind the emphasis of the statement. 
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S 
Mr Townend • 

	

	
19. 	Sir Terence, what is the real underlying increase in 

the departmental expenditure now for 1986/87 in percentage terms 

over 1985/86? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I will pass that to Mr Turnbull. 

(Mr Turnbull) 	In real terms? 

No, I mean the real departmental expenditure excluding 

asset sales and excluding the change in the cost of interest? 

(Mr Turnbull) The increase in the planning total from 

one year to the next in terms of outturn is from 133.6 to 140.4, 

that is on the basis of outturns, and in one case the asset sale 

is four and three-quarters and in the other it is two and three-

quarters. 

Is not the underlying increase bigger because were not • 	
the 1985/86 figures bloated by the effects of the coal strike, 

by some one point something billion? If you get down to the 

real departmental spending is it not increasing by something 

like four per cent? 

(Mr Turnbull) I am not sure in the event that the 

increase in the coal strike in 1985/86 was necessarily as large 

as that. It is very difficult to disentangle the finances of 

the NCB, as it then was, towards the end of the year when it 

enjoyed a very rapid improvement. That was certainly a difficulty. 

I think one billion was the figure we estimated at the time. 

This Committee was given a figure of about one and 

a quarter billion. 

(Mr Turnbull) Yes. • 

	

	
23. 	If you take that into account are we not up to four 

or five per cent and that actually is greater than the estimated 



• 
increase in the growth of the domestic product in the Autumn 

Statement which is three and a bit per cent? 

(Mr Turnbull) You started by saying you wanted to 

get to an underlying figure, I am not sure by taking any one 

year movement to any other year, particularly when you have the 

difficulty of making corrections for a specific factor, that 

that is necessarily a way to do it. 

	

24. 	As far as the public are concerned they are interested 

in departmental expenditure. We have had this argument about 

asset sales before, but accepting you exclude asset sales and 

you allow for the distorting effect of the miners' strike in 

1985/86 it would be true, would it not, that departmental spending 

is increasing in 1986/87 faster than the increase in GDP? 

(Mr Turnbull) I would have thought there is not a 

lot of difference between them. I am not sure there is an enormous 

difference between them. In 1985/86 we had a very sharp fall 

in real terms followed by, in 1986/87, a rise in real terms. 

You are trying to ascribe the rise in 1986/87 in real terms 

as in some sense a measure of the underlying change, I am not 

sure it is necessarily wise to do that. 

	

25. 	What I have said is correct, is it not, whether you 

think it is wise or not? If you make the adjustments that I 

suggested to you in actual fact the departmental spending is 

rising at a higher percentage term in 1986/87 than GDP? 

• 
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(Mr Turnbull) 	Excluding the planning total itself, 

in 1986 we have a rising by 2.2,excluding privatisation by 3.6, 

which in that year is, as you say, higher than the 	real growth 

of GDP. 

26. 	Particularly if you add one and a quarter billion 

for the coal strike and the change in the interest rate. Can 

I proceed? You say this year's Autumn Statement indicates there 

has been a significant change in the Government public spending 

policy? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	Some people try to describe it as 

that but the underlythg objective, which has been an objective 

for a number of years, has been to reduce the share of spending 

as a proportion of national income. That is an objective one 

finds expressed back in 1979 before the present Government came 

to power. You find it appearing again in the longterm Green 

Paper issued in 1984 and it has been there as a constant theme 

all through the various times there have been statements about 

the speed with which that objective is going to be achieved. 

It is clear that you are going to make less progress or slower 

progress towards reducing that if expenditure is rising at 1 

to l percent in real terms than if you had it constant in real 

terms. I would see it as less a change of objective but more 

a change of the speed at which that objective is being achieved. 

27- 	You did state in the 1986 FSBR that the aim was to 

hold total public spending broadly level in real terms. Now 

that is a statement that has not been repeated this year. It 

does seem we have moved away from that now and, instead of trying 

to help public spending in real terms, we are trying to reduce 

the total of public spending to a percentage of GDP, which is 

slightly different. 
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(Mr Turnbull) 	That statement was also there in the 

FSBR, the first statement. 

To that extent there has been a change in direction 

or change in emphasis? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	A change in degree, yes, within this 

broad framework of trying to bring the share down. But that 

statement of bringing the share down was in the FSBR in the previous 

White Paper as well. It has been around for a very long time. 

Could you tell me what assumption has been made in 

producing these figures of public sector pay in the next finance 

year 1987-88? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	There is not necessarily any assumption 

about public sector pay, except in some very special circumstances such 

as teachers. 	In the case of departmental cash limits what is 

agreed is the cash amount and that does not involve the assumption 

of a particular level of pay. In the case of local authorities, 

provision is made and GREs are set and the outcome will vary 

according to the increase in pay. The degree of pressure that 

people are under will vary according to the increase in pay. 

The survey is not put together by taking an assumption about 

pay, as it used to be two years ago. 

30. 	When departments are doing their budget, they must 

in their own minds take account to some extent of the sort of 

figures they will include if pay increases are going to average 

3 percent which is very different from pay increases averaging 

8 or 9 percent. I know you set the departmental budget. You 

said that departments have cash limits. 

(Mr Turnbull) 

	

	The essence is that the departments 

have that view; what they agree with the Treasury are the cash 
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limits or the running cost limit. 

	

31. 	The Government has been preaching to private industry 

that pay increases are too great and they should get them down 

to roughly the level of inflation. We would hope the Government 

would set an example but clearly, if pay rates go up much faster, 

you are going to be digging into the reserves. In the next financial 

year the reserves are at a lower figure than in the current year. 

When one considers that this Autumn Statement shows an overrun 

of expenditure - a considerable overrun of expenditure, when 

one considers pressure on wages, are you confident that the figure 

you have in the next financial reserve will be adequate? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	The reserve for 1987-88 is higher 

in absolute terms and in planning terms than any previous year 

except the year we are now in, when there were particular circum- 

stances of local authority decisions on hdw to provide for local 

authorities in the survey. What had happened was that the provision 

for 1986-87 set only a very small half percent rise above the 

1985-86 ouLLurn and at the same cash level thereafter. 

Given that we now have local authority spending projected to 

rise at 4i percent next year, that implies a very different size 

of reserve. We have gone back to reserves that are lower than 

last year but still higher than previous years. Moreover, the 

rise steps between the reserves in each year are larger than 

they have been before. 

	

32. 	So you are quite happy that the reserves in the statement 

are adequate? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	We have obviously thought about the 

size of reserve required. The size of reserve that the Treasury 

settles upon has to reflect the nature of the decision contingency 

it has to cover. 
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33. 	My last question: would you agree that, if the Government 

had kept to its forecast and its plans as set out in the previous 

Autumn Statement, it would have been considerably easier for 

the Chancellor to achieve his aim of bringing the standard rate 

down? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	I think the Chancelllor has acknowledged 

that himself in his statement about not spending the same pound 

twice. 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir Terence, my questions are about the balance of 

payments on the current accounts. First of all, there i6 a very 

substantial difference between the 1986 forecast of total current 

balance in the Bduget Statement this year and the same forecast, 

• 	the same heading of forecast, in your Autumn Statement this year, 
dropping from 31 million surplus ot nil. The biggest single dis-

crepancy between those two balance figures is cccounted for in 

manufactures. Could you give us some breakdown of the factors 

which have led you to revise this forecast, specially with manu-

factures,s0 substantially? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I take it you are asking about 

the factors which lie behind the changed performance? 

Indeed. 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I think by far the main factor 

was the extent to which world trade growth did not turn out as 

anticipated - I should emphasise world trade in manufactures. 

It has been a very difficult year obviously for forecasters as 

far as balance of payments is concerned, we have had some very 

big changes in oil prices, big changes in exchange rates, big 

changes in commodity prices, and assessing the impact of those 
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IP 	changes upon world markets, I accept, has proved difficult. 

Above all, what has happened during the course of 1986 is that 

the growth of world trade in manufactures has not been as buoyant 

as we anticipated, in particular, tracing it back to do with 

the speed with which the non-OECD countries cut their import 

levels, in fact, the growth of imports if the 	.-OECDZoo 	countries 

had been relatively buoyant through 1986, reflecting the relatively 

rapid growth of domestic demand. But those countries whose exports 

have suffered, both the oil producers and the other commodity 

producers, have been forced, or have felt it necessary, to cut 

their level of imports. This explains, of course, why it is 

that across the main industrial countries growth in industrial 

production has done rather worse than has the growth of output 

• 	as a whole. Basically what has happened in the industrial countries 
is that domestic demand has risen rapidly, as anticipated, but 

exports across the board have been relatively weak, and we think 

it reflects the extent to which the markets have been weak although 

it will be some time before we get all the information in. 

• 
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36. 	Those very powerful factors being as you describe, are 

you not really very optimistic in your 1987 forecast of the total balance 

of payments outcome of a deficit of only 1i billion, in view of the 

trends which you have just been elaborating? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Again there have been some sharp 

movements recently and if you examine the balance of payments forecasts 

which have been made by the various people who engage in this business, 

obviously there have been some quite sharp revisions in recent months, 

largely reflecting the actual outcome in the last three to four months. 

I think it is still early days to be sure to just what extent those 

pressures will continue. After quite a period when imports grew relatively 

slowly compared to the growth of domestic demand or final demand, we 

have suddenly seen quite a sharp increase in the summer months; a lot 

of the forecasts of the current account have changed as a result of 

• 	that. We think this is not necessarily an optimistic forecast, although 

I would stress and fully accept that the standard error around balance 

of payments forecasts is huge. The other thing I could point out in 

defence is by and large we have not had a record of being excessively 

optimistic about the balance of payments. IL Is true that that is the 

way it has turned out in 1986, but if you go back and look at the record 

over the last five or six years, I think you will find by and large 

the errors have been in the other direction. I never like to be forced 

Into the position of saying, "Absolutely, this forecast is the only 

one there could possibly be", just as I do not want to resist any suggestion 

from your side of the table that we are inevitably unduly pessimistic 

or optimistic on any item. I accept with all the humility that all 

forecasters should express that forecasts can turn out to be wrong. • 

	

	
37. 	While acknowledging the Treasury's successes in forecasts 

in past years, in saying a lot of things have changed in this year's 
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Autumn Statement, it occurs to us the forecasting system may be one 

of them. 

(Sir Terence Burns) That is an incorrect assumption; there 

has been no change to the forecasting system. There may have been change 

in some of the people engaged in the forecasting system, as I said earlier, 

but there has been no change in the forecasting system. 

In trying to explain your forecast for 1987 exports, in 

paragraph 1.25 of the Autumn Statement you speak about world markets 

expecting to grow more rapidly, and then, "This, together with the lagged 

benefits from this year's gain in competitiveness, suggests that exports 

should continue to grow steadily." However, in the Autumn Statement 

of last year, 1985, you said, and again I quote, "The experience of 

the past five years suggests that export volumes have not been very 

responsive to price and cost changes." 

(Sir Terence Burns) There is no inconsistency in those 

statements. The statement last year was a relative statement, it was 

suggesting how responsive it was compared to some other views which 

had been expressed. It did not say exports were totally unresponsive, 

and if you recall we had an exchange about this particular subject, 

and indeed we had a further exchange when I came with the Chancellor, 

and again you expressed some dismay at my statement, if I remember 

or certainly Mr Mitchell expressed those thoughts. 

It was both of us. 

(Sir Terence Burns) We have not changed our view about 

that, and indeed in the forecasting system which has been operated it 

is exactly the same impact of changes in competitiveness on imports 

as last year. There has been a significant change in competitiveness 

over the past year and even with the relatively small impact of those 

changes upon exports you would expect to see this shown up in our export 
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performance. I repeat, I do not regard those statements as inconsistent. 

I never said at any stage there was no impact of changes of competitiveness 

upon exports, what I said was, we had over the course of the 1980s revised 

down the size of that impact, but nevertheless it still left a significant 

effect, and that is what is essential here to produce this slightly 

faster growth of UK exports than world trade. 

The words which were actually used were those I quoted from 

last year's Autumn Statement. 

(Sir Terence Burns) But they are not inconsistent with 

what I have just said, I am sure. 

We can pursue this on Thursday, but I would like to move 

to invisibles, because here again I would like to ask why you are able 

to produce a relatively optimistic forecast for the future of the balance 

of invisibles and put it for this current year, 1986, to 81 billion 

whereas in the Budget it was only 5 billion? That is a very steep increase 

after only 8 months. I would like to put these figures to you: the 

official estimated surplus of invisibles for the first nine months of 

this present year is stated to be 5.8 billion, and that includes nearly 

half a billion of the delayed rebate from the EEC. The Department of 

Trade and Industry in its customary press notice about the balance of 

payments puts in the invisible balance for the final three months of 

this year, following the nine months I have just mentioned, an invisible 

balance surplus of 600 million a month. These figures together do not 

add up to what in the Statement is the optimistic total outcome of 

81 billion for invisibles. 

(Sir Terence Burns) Could I check an earlier statement 

you made? Did you say our Budget forecast had the invisible surplus 

at 5i billion, because according to the document I have here it is 8? 

I 
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• 
You are quite right. I am sorry. 

(Sir Terence Burns) So there really is very little 

difference between the forecast we make now and the forecast we made 

at Budget time. 

Nevertheless, you are expecting something which the figures 

do not appear to validate. 

(Sir Terence Burns) Let me make some general comments and 

then Mr Sedgwick will make some more specific comments. Essentially 

what happens 	to invisibles during the course of the year is always 

very difficult and, if anything, there is a tendency for the figures 

eventually to be revised upwards; whenever information appears there 

appears to be an under statement, particularly, on the IPD account. 

From memory the second quarter figure, where we have detailed information, 

is showing a surplus of 2 billion, so at that rate I do not think we 

are far away from it. The underlying change is the movement of the 

IPD account which reflects two factors, one is the reduced debits on 

the North Sea account, because with lower oil revenues there is less 

accruing to overseas oil companies, and with the high level of net overseas 

assets we have quite a good return in any case on non-oil IPD. 

(Mr Sedgwick) I think the fact that the figures are as 

high as they are in the first half of the year might make anyone suspect 

we might be correct in assuming there would be a much larger overall 

invisible surplus than last year. The figure for last year has been 

revised up from 5 billion, which it was at the time of the Budget this 

year, to 5.8 billion, so there is evidence of that tendency now to revise 

the figures upwards. 
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Apart from the effects this year of depreciation of our earnings 

with foreign assets, which Sir Terence has just referred to, 

there are, of course, lower payments from North Sea profits earned 

on the part of foreign companies which automatically are recorded 

as debits in the accounts because those earnings are much lower 

with lower oil prices. There is one other effect that is worth 

mentioning, we think that the figures for credits on tourism 

have probably been affected, to some extent, in the earlier part 

of this year by the fears in America, in particular, because 

of the terrorism scare but we think any such effect could have 

been a few hundred million pounds worse and should wear off over 

time. 

44. 	Can I ask whether in the trade forecasting and policy 

forecasting you really feel you have allowed sufficient for the 

fact our unit wage costs appear to be stuck at a figure of 

approximately growing at 5 per cent per annum overall, there 

is no indication they are dropping. Manufacturers, by and large, 

are enjoying rising profits which makes it very difficult for 

them to resist pay and earnings rate increases. You have only 

to look at the daily newspapers to see the evidence ofincreasing 

skill shortages, exporting employers competing for skilled people 

in the labour market and doubts that too we are not getting very 

near to capacity as far as effective modern competitive plant 

use is concerned. Do you not think those factors should engender 

some caution that our exports will increase to the level you 

have indicated? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I think we have been cautious 

in our judgment about the pattern of exports. On the unit labour 

costs which you mentioned, in fact I think the most recent 
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figure we have is 3i per cent up on the previous year. The figures 

that appeared over the winter months very much reflected the 

weakness of manufacturing output and as manufacturing output 

has picked up and with it the growth of productivity, then the 

computed figures for unit labour costs and manufacturing have 

declined. 

Chairman 

45. 	Over what period? 

(Sir Terence Burns) That is the last figure published, 

the figure for September, the twelve month change to September. 

I also suspect that some of the figures for unit labour costs 

in the main G5 competitors are rising faster than we had previously 

estimated, also reflecting their low growth of manufacturing 

output and continued growth of earning. I would not dispute 

our's are still rising faster than the average main competitors 

but of course we had this quite substantial exchange rate change 

which has affected competitiveness and I think the other things 

you mentioned were mainly to do with skill shortages, capacity 

etc., it is rather more difficult to read vacancy figures have 

risen very sharply in rec,int months but they are still not at 

the very high level that one has sometimes seen when there were 

pressures upon capacity. I noticed the answer to the CBI question 

about skilled shortages, although it has risen it is still not 

in the kind of territory which would have previously suggested 

great pressures. 	They have two other questions, one about 

what capacities manufacturers are working at and what are the 

411 	constraints upon output which point in slightly different 

directions. I do not see a great threat from that side. Without 

a shadow of doubt, capacity utilisation has picked up. I think 
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a 	we are some way from the kind of pattern of events which one 

would customarily think of as where there are real supply constraints 

upon export performance. If I can emphasise, I do not want to 

be dogamatic about this or any other forecast but I think it 

is quite a sensible forecast under the circumstances. It does 

not give as much weight possibly to the last two or three months' 

figures as some forecasters have given but I think it would be 

a mistake to do that at this stage until we have some more months' 

information. 

Chairman: A very single supplementary from Mr Browne. 

Mr Browne 

46. 	Sir Terence, would you accept that just as in the 

field of corporate finance, also in the case of Government finance, 

it is not just the level of borrowing in itself that is a critical 

issue alone but also the use of proceeds. 	Therefore when you 

see in the United States that the standard rate of tax will be 

quite dramatic with effect from 1st January 1987, in an economy 

where there is still increasing of public expenditure this time 

financed by borrowing, would you feel this Government would be 

prepared in future to increase borrowing if the use of proceeds, 

the use to which this money were put, were considered good for 

the economy, i.e. to finance a massive reduction in standard 

rate of tax within the United Kingdom, or is the present rise 

in public expenditure an overwhelming set back to any prospect 

of a significant rate of reduction in United Kingdom income 

tax? 

• 

	

	
(Sir Terence( Browne) 	I can only tempt myself to 

interpret policy as I see it and I think that clearly this 

Government has not set about reducing income tax on the basis 

of a higher borrowing requirement in the hope that the lower 
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tax rates mule, generate the sort of revenues which people have 

talked about in the United States as following from those lower 

taxes. 

Do you think it would in the future? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I think that that is very 

much a question which you should put to the Chancellor. So far 

the overall fiscal stance has been a matter of considerable 

importance to this Government and they have been prepared to 

increase tax, as they did in 1981, if it was necessary, in order 

to maintain a credible fiscal stance. I do not see any signs 

of that overall approach changing. 

Mr Mitchell 

Can I just express my joy that our exchanges on 

the exchange rate had such a marvellous effective effect on Treasury 

thinking? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I am sorry to disappoint you 

Mr Mitchell. 

It does seem a very substantial change from last 

year. 

(Sir Terence Burns) What is the substantial change? 

You are making the best of a bad job. The exchange 

rate has gone down, therefore you have to find virtue in that 

process: what you said would not happen last year will happen 

because exports will have to increase. You need them to fill 

the figures in and therefore they will because of depreciation. 

(Sir Terence Burns) I appreciate your desire to 

debate this subject, I really do not think that is fair. The 

Chancellor made quite clear in his speech some years ago at Cambridge 

in the face of sharply changing oil revenue there would have 

to be some real exchange rate change as part of the correcting 

• 

• 
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• 
mechanism. Pe has continued during the course of the last 

few months to accept that what we have seen in the way of exchange 

rate change has been that behaviour in practice. I repeat we 

have not changed our views about the impact of exchange rate 

changes or of changes in cost competitiveness upon exports, maybe 

we should but we have not and in time you will see what the scale 

of the effect will be. 

Mr Mitchell:Not to continue on rhetorical questions: in 1981 

when the pound was at its height we were 'told it was not really 

all that bad for industry after all and it was making them leaner 

and fitter and last year we were told competitiveness was not 

all that important and this year because there is a gap to be 

filled we are told that depreciation will give certain advantage 

to which you will allow exports tO increase to fill IL. Can 

I move on because I do want to turn on to --- 

Chairman 

51. 	A process of mutual education. 

(Sir Terence Burns) Chairman, I enjoy this experience 

where one is fighting for the final word but, out of deferenue 

to Mr Mitchell, I will cease to question him. 

Mr Mitchell 

52. 	To move on to something there is agreement on: 

the fact that industry and the economy are being crucified on 

the cross of high interest rates which are higher than our competitors 

which means putting up the cost of living higher than it should 

be and yet you seem to be assuming, as I read the statement, 

111 	they will continue at this daft level. Is that correct, are 

you assuming interest rates will continue at this level, maybe 

even increase? 
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(Sir Terence Burns) I do notpublish forecasts on interest 

rates, never have done and I am not going to. 

53. 	The housing element in the RPI is put at 104% so that 

assumes interest rates will be as high as now. In the Summary 

paragraph 1.01 says: "...the recent rise in mortgage interest 

payments will add about half a per cent to RPI inflation for 

the next year" which assumes they come in a bit further because 

they do not come in until November. 

(Sir Terence Burns) I think one thing you must bear 

in mind in looking at the figure for the contribution of housing 

and the RPI excluding mortgage rate, is even if there is no change 

in the mortgage rate the total RPI tends to grow faster than 

the RPI excluding mortgage rate because of the way in which it is 

computed based on a lagged growth of house prices which have 

been growing at 10% per annum which is rather faster than the 

rest of the index. You cannot then look at that component and 

say the excess of that over general inflation is bound to increases 

in mortgage rates which would tend to grow faster anyway reflecting 

the way that component is computed. 

Are you assuming that interest rates will stay at this 

level? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I do not wish to be drawn on 

the subject of what we have assumed on the interest rates. It 

has been a practice that we do not get into the business of making 

forecasts on the interest rates. We have, it is true, of course, 

presented information for the RPI which contains some clues but 

41 	I do not want to go beyond that. 
If the exchange rate is assumed to stay broadly flat 

at about this level and we take it that interest rates are being 

set in forecasts to devalidate(sic) that assumption, in other words 

they are being used to support that assumption 	 
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• 
• 	(Sir Terence Burns) The interest rates used are those 

we judge to be necessary to reflect in broad terms the monetary 

conditions that are consistent with the MTFS. The exchange rate 

is one part of that. 

Since there is a worsening current account position 

does that not imply a further rise in interest rates to offset 

the effect on sterling of the worsening current account? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Not necessarily. I think we would 

suggest that by and large the movements on capital account are 

possibly more important than the movements on current account 

as far as the exchange rate determination is concerned. There 

is already a significant differential between our interest rates 

and elsewhere, as you yourself pointed out, and I do not think 

you can conclude from that what would be necessary to deliver 

this exchange. That is a matter of judgment. We have a long 

practice of not commenting upon assumptions about interest rates, 

we make an assumption about the exchange rate and we publish 

it but I do not wish to be drawn on that. 

Mr Mitchell: Thank you. Let me come to the exchange rate 

assumption because you said ---- 

Chairman 

Could I interrupt for just a moment? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I do not want to be too tedious 

about this, Chairman. 

I understand, of course, the traditional position but 

I was just going to say on the figure in Table 1.7 for housing • 	where we are given a 104% increase for that component of the 
RPI in the fourth quarter of 1987 could you let us have a breakdown 

of that figure between interest rates and housing prices, if 

necessary lagged? 
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(Sir Terence Burns) I am not sure that I can do that, 

Chairman, because you are then asking for the interest rate assumption. 

But it is there, is it not? 

(Sir Terence Burns) It is implicit in those figures, 

that is true. May I take that away? I will, of course, take - 

your request away and discuss it with the Chancellor. 

Mr Mitchell 

Could I just pursue Mr Wainwright's point about unit 

labour costs which are rising substantially, more rapidly than 

our competitors. I personally see little basis for the assumption 

that they will not continue to rise at this rate and at a higher 

level than our competitors. I think the Incomes Data Services 

figures indicated there has been no fall in settlements, the 

Government has no policy for incomes apart from prayer, and profits 

seem to be high and they are not going into investment in the 

same degree that they are being paid into wages creating a climate 

in which unit labour cost inflation can go on. If it does remain 

high at that level does it not require further depreciation of 

sterling to sustain an improvement in competitiveness? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I would make two comments on that. 

There are signs in the CBI settlements, as I understand it, that 

there has been some small reduction in the rate of settlements 

and our own monitoring of these figures would support that. 

I think that we would claim there are some signs that a low inflation 

rate is being translated into low settlements, but I agree by 

no means enough and the growth of labour costs continues to be 

disturbing. On other hand we do think we will be seeing lower 

rates of increase in the overheads, we see a figure of 2% for 

1987 reflecting in part the low rate of settlements and the faster 

J., 
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growth of productivity as output grows faster in 1987. That • 	will produce proportions which are, I suspect, reasonably close 
to the average that will be brought in from the other major countries 

but still possibly a bit above them. However, the Chancellor 

has made clear, as I mentioned earlier, he is not prepared simply 

to follow a policy of exchange rate depreciation to validate 

higher levels of earnings in this country relative to those in 

our competitor countries. 

If that figure is not accurate of depreciation that 

would be necessary and would also be desirable to draw investment 

and input emerging into exports that depreciation will be resisted? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yes, and the gain in competitiveness 

we have experienced will be to some degree eroded. As the Chancellor 

has debated with ynn nn several occasiono about that, he sees 

it as once you give in to this process of simply following high 

labour costs with currency depreciation you are in a vicious 

circle which can only get worse. 

I will ask -that of him as well but it might not have 

the same devastating effert that it has had on you. 

(Sir Terence Burns) If you have no more effect on 

the Chancellor than you have had on me it will take a long while. 

That implies depreciation will be resisted. How will 

it be resisted, will it be resisted by rising interest rates 

or the use of reserves? Have we learned any lessons from attempts 

to stop the fall in the recent period? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I do not think one would imagine trying 

to use reserves over a long period of time in order to compensate • 
for higher rates of labour costs in this country, It would have 

to be resisted by a general tightening of policy and ensuring 
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• 
• 	the faster rates of growth of earnings did not show up in faster 

inflation andexchange rate depreciation. 

64. 	One final question: it has been regarded as a political 

Autumn Statement because spending money looks incredible for 

a Government that has been saying it has been impossible to do 

that, and suddenly all of this develop before an election is 

likely. You may have seen the cover of Private Eye this week 

with the Prime Minister holding out five pound notes saying: 

"Here are some of my new policies". A good job has been done 

in the Autumn Statement providing figures to make this look 

feasible and look as though it is responsible, there is not going 

to be a Nemesis, but that figuring looks at its most incredible 

to me for the balance of payments. • 

• 



In other words, we seem to be running a risk of a substantial balance 

of payments problem with consequent threat to sterling. The 

calculation seems shakiest there, the calculation on the increase 

in invisibles, the calculation on the increase in exports for 

manufacturing industry which has been very hard hit, which has 

skill shortages and faces rising interest rates, which has not 

invested at the level of its competitors. The forecasts on that 

are slowing of imports which again looks slightly incredible. 

Would it be true to say that the risks are greatest on the balance 

of payments and the figures are most likely to be invalidated 

in that area? 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	I suggested earlier that balance 

of payments pictures inherently have a large standard error. 

I do not see the risk in this direction as any greater than 

normal error that surrounds forecasting of this particularly 

difficult magnitude. 

Chairman 

65-1 thought you were saying earlier it was a particularly difficult 

year for forecasting in this area, forecasting the balance of 

payments. 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	1986, I think, has been a parti- 

cularly difficult year. But there have been very difficult years 

in the past from which we compute the averages that we set out 

here to be the range we would expect it to be within. I do not 

see those risks as being any greater than that. I think that 

a lot of the response that you are suggesting is not surprising 

in the circumstances of the times, put it this way, but I do 

not think the scale of current changes warrants the scale of 

cover by Private Eye. 
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Mr Mitchell 

You were saying there was a big fall off in imports 

in 1987. Why should that occur? They will not be increasing 

the way they have been doing. 

(Sir Terence Burns) 	We have not assumed it was a 

great fall off. What has happened in recent years is that, taking 

between the second half of 1984 and the first half of 1986, 

there was relatively slow growth of imports considering the growth 

of domestic demand. What we then have seen into the second half 

of 1986 has been a very big increase in level of imports. What 

is not clear is what lies behind that. What we are assuming, 

if one takes year on year, is that imports of goods and services 

in 1987 grow by 4i percent compared with 5 percent growth in 

1986. That cannot be described as a great rate of change. 

Mr Howell 

Sir Terence, could I ask a few questions on public 

sector manpower and the implications in the Statement. What 

progress has been made with the Rayner reviews regarding effi-

ciency of investment in the public sector? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	That is probably for me to answer. 

These scrutinies are now called efficiency unit scrutinies rather 

than Rayner scrutinies, they are still continuing and our estimate 

is that since 1979 they have led to savings of 300 million a 

year and to the saving of around 22,000 posts. 

Are you satisfied that these savings make overall savings 

because, for instance, on the question of the saving of a few 

million in staff in employment offices, many hundreds of millions 

have been spent because people no longer have to register and 

it is much easier to carry on being unemployed. Do you get the 

point I am making? 
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• 	
(Mr Turnbull) 	Since 1979 something like 130,000 

posts have been saved in the Civil Service and there are various 

reasons for that. Some of those have come about because of pure 

efficiency savings, some through contracting out, some through 

privatisation, some through hiving off. But the example you 

have given can be looked at in one of two ways, maybe as a stream-

lining of procedures or cutting out of a function. It is a separate 

argument as to whether cutting out that function turned out in 

retrospect to be a good thing. But there are numerous ways in 

which these manpower savings in the Civil Service have been made. 

69. 	Could I turn to the question of local government? 

It must be a great disappointment that local government is still 

• 

	

	spending 9 percent more than it should be spending and the bulk 
of this, I think everybody accepts, is in manpder itself. Do 

you think, Sir Terence, the manpower watch is having any real 

effect? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	Certainly what is happening in those 

local authority fields is that, manpower having fallen for a 

number of years, it is now rising with in 1985-86 an increase 

of about three-quarters of 1 percent. That is not a large increase 

but it is still a small increase in contrast with the movement 

in the Civil Service as a whole. But, as has been explained 

on a number of occasions to this Committee, the Government does 

not control local authority manpower directly, it sets a financial 

regime and does not even control spending directly. It sets 

a regime of grant, of GREs, the taper at which the grant is 

removed, a series of incentives and disincentives for spending, 

but the ultimate decision on manpower is for local authorities 
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• 	to make, and with regard to what you refer to as manpower watch, 
we obviously watch manpower but we do not in central government 

control it and are not the employers for that manpower. 

70. 	This is a terrible weakness in the whole of our system, 

is it not? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	I am not sure - well, it is called 

local government. 
	tattliku ) 	1.rp, 

Yes, but is there no prospect of doing anything more? 

The Government made attempts to control local government but 

it has not been successful, has it? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	The Government has set this financial 

regime for the high spending councils and also the rate capping 

regime . It has established the Audit Commission whose job is • 	to identify savings and it has no statutory power to enforce 
things but must act by publicity and example. It tries to encourage 

councils to follow the practice of the best. That is as far 

as central government is able to go while local government 

is still a separate decision-making entity. 

But all these schemes have failed. What prospect is 

there that they are going to do other than fail in the future? 

(Mr Turnbull) 	Well, a Green Paper has just been 

issued - it was issued last spring - and the process of consul-

tation on that has, I think, just been completed and the Government 

is considering the replies. One of the themes of that Green 

Paper which is anticipated in the Bill on Scotland is to increase 

lcoal accountability, increase transparency, so that local electors • 	can see how it is that expenditure rises and local taxation 

rises. There are changes proposed in the grant regime which 

will help make that possible. 
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73. 	Could 1 just turn to one point on wages? Do you think 

that,since we insist on fully indexed linking benefits, the 

Government is actually forcing up wages? Since the benefits are 

index-linked and tax-free, it is necessary for wage-earners at 

the lower end of the scale to acquire higher wages than they 

otherwise would. Do you not see that, Sir Terence, as the 

Government itself acting against its real intention of holding 

wages steady? 
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• 
(Sir Terence Burns) I understand the method which you were 

describing, but if wages were also no more than index linked we would 

be somewhat more content than we are at the moment. The influence which 

is coming from that direction, first of all, I would have thought is 

diminishing relative to levels of earnings, and of course one has to 

take into account the more general social objectives at the same time. 

In that sense there are conflicting pressures at work. 

74. 	You accept there are conflicting pressures in this area? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I am not sure. Speaking personally 

I have never been persuaded there is a huge impact all the way up the 

scale in terms of earnings growth from these pressures, but I fully 

accept that there are points in the earnings distribution where it does 

exercise an influence. 

75. 	Thank you. I wonder if I could ask a question on table 

1.8 on employment. I cannot quite make the arithmetic add up there, 

but it seems we are talking of the employment labour force rising whereas 

in actual fact whole time jobs are being exchanged for part-time jobs. 

Do you think there is any real value in this table at all? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yes, otherwise we would not present it! 

It is on this basis the figures are collected and that we also make 

projections. Obviously they are described as part-time, it is not as 

if we were dressing part-time jobs up as something else. 

76. 	But when we are talking about manpower in the civil service 

we are talking about whole time equivalents, and there seems to be some 

inconsistency in totting up all the part-time jobs and implying they 

are full time. 

(Sir Terence Burns) If you yourself were the employer, 

it is rather easier to work out what the full-time equivalent is than 

if you are simply monitoring what is going on in the economy at large. 



As far as I am aware we do not have information to make an accurate 

assessment of full-time equivalents. 

Mr Browne 

77. 	What evidence does the Treasury have that wage settlements 

are likely to moderate in the face of, first of all, high corporate 

profits, and, secondly, indications of serious skill shortages in the 

very business areas where the high profit margins are made? 

(Sir Terence Burns) There are a number of factors which 

we think have influence upon the rate of growth of earnings, although 

one cannot define that with any great precision. The main one is the 

previous growth of prices, in other words what the inflation rate has been 

in the period before. On that basis we have seen quite a substantial 

slow down in the rate of inflation and you would expect that to show 

up in terms of a huge growth in earnings. If you look historically, 

you can see this happen fairly clearly. Company profitability also 

possibly has some effect, but we are not looking for any great change 

between this year and next year in the contribution from that direction. 

I think we have to accept there is a certain inflexibility about the 

rate of growth of earnings. The whole concept of a going rate and pay 

round means one does not get sharp changes in the rate of growth of 

earnings which the Chancellor likes to see given the rate of change 

in inflation. As far as pressures in the labour market are concerned, 

I referred to this earlier and clearly the labour market is looking 

a bit tighter than it was, and we can see this by looking at the figures 

for vacancies and by looking at the figures for the skilled labour shortages, 

which you can see in the CBI answers. I would not myself have said 

it was yet at the level which would have been sufficient to compensate 

for the down pressure one would be expecting to see upon earnings growth 

coming from a declining inflation rate whichwe can see. 
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• 	78. 	Could I ask you to summarise briefly what you feel the 

Government have learnt in balancing intervention in the foreign exchange 

market with interest rates and doing what they wish to do with sterling, 

whether it is up, down or whatever and not asking for target levels? 

How do you feel the experience of past years has distilled out in getting 

that balance? 

(Sir Terence Burns) I would say that we see a short-term 

role for intervention, but that intervention is not something that can 

be used to bring about precise changes to exchange rates. Therefore 

intervention is essentially tactical. If one wants to have a rather longer 

lasting impact upon exchange rates then it is a question of interest 

rate policy and a question of the whole pressure which is coming from 

the monetary policy as a whole. 

• 	Mr Browne: Thank you. 

Chairman: I think we should bring our proceedings to a close now 

but Mr Mitchell has a quick question for you. 

Mr Mitchell 

You indicated that the wage costs earlier this year were 
a 

boosted by the impact on productivity of/slow down in output which takes 

place? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yes. 

Could we take it then that the underlying rise in unit costs 

was less than the actual figure for the early part of the year? 

(Sir Terence Burns) Yes. 

In that case there is an underlying rise in unit costs in 

the forecast, stripping out the fact of a cyclical improvement in 

productivity? 



0 

P • (Sir Terence Burns) I do not want to be too precise about 

this but if we take 1986-87 together, then the growth of unit labour 

costs overstates what the underlying rate has been. I think the figure 

for 1987 probably understates it alittle. The 4 per cent growth in 

manufacturing output which is anticipated in the forecast for 1987 we 

would expect to lead to a faster rate of growth of productivity in 

manufacturing than you would get on average. 

Chairman: We are very grateful to you, Sir Terence, and your 

colleagues for your help in setting the scene and clarifying a number 

of issues before we take evidence from the Chancellor on Thursday. 

We are most grateful to you all for coming. 

• 
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AUTUMN STATEMENT: FOLLOW—UP REPLIES 

You asked for suitable draft letters for Lord Trefgarne to 
send in response to the questions raised following his report 
of the Autumn Statement in the House of Lords. 

I attach drafts of three letters: to Lord Bruce of Donington 
about EC payments; to Lord Renton about Local Authority 
Spending; and to Lord Diamond about interest rates. 

A C S ALLAN 
Principal Private Secretary 



DRAFT LETTER FROM LORD TREFGARNE TO LORD BRUCE OF DONNINGTON 

During our exchanges on the Autumn Statement on 6 November, 

you asked me whether the figures the Chancellor announced took 

any account of a forecast overspend on CAP expenditure, and 

whether the existance of that overspend would have any effect 

on our EC abatement entitlement for the current year. I explained 

to you the position on our 1986 abatement and the present 

situation on the 1987 Budget, and undertook to write to you 

about the calculation of our 1987 abatement. 

The 1987 draft budget includes provision for our abatement next 

year of 1633 million ecus, or about £1,125 million. The Council 

has now agreed to the payment of that sum, and the Autumn 

Statement figures take due account of this. In fact, we already 

know that this figure is an underestimate of our true entitlement. 

After the Commission calculated it and published it in their 

preliminary draft budget, the UK made on 1 August a large 

additional VAT payment, called d 'VAT adjustment' to correct 

underpayments of VAT in previous years. Because of the way 

the abatement system works, the effect of this payment is to 

increase our abatement entitlement. The agreed methodology 

for calculating and correcting our abatement, however, makes 

no provision for any correction before September next year. 

Even then, a correction is only optional; we cannot insist 

on mandatory correction until September 1988. 

The Council recognised that it would not be fair to ask the 

UK to wait that long and has therefore agreed that to the extent 

it is not possible to make any correction in 1987, they will 

include the provision in the 1988 draft budget. The Autumn 



Statement figures for 1986-87, 1987-88 and 1988-89 assume that 

this is what in fact happens. Any overrun on the CAP in 1987 

would not affect our 1987 abatement entitlement. 
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DRAFT LETTER FROM LORD TREFGARNE TO LORD RENTON 

On 6 November you asked, following the Autumn Statement, 

about the actual and estimated effects of the changes in 

local government which were made by legislation the year 

before last. 	I presume you were referring to the 

provisions for rate limitation in the Rates Act 1984 

if you had some other point in mind do let me know. 

Rate capping has forced local authorities to keep their 

spending lower - both to avoid selection for the scheme 

and as a result of it. In nearly all areas which were 

subject to rate limitation in 1985-86 and in 1986-87 

ratepayers have seen a cash cut in their rate bills. And 

in all cases rate demands have undoubtedly been lower 

than they would have been if authorities had been allowed 

to spend as they wished. It is difficult to put any hard 

figures on the saving achieved because we do not know 

what local authorities would have decided to spend if 

they had had a free rein. But the savings are likely to 

run into hundreds of millions of pounds. 



DRAFT LETTER FROM LORD TREFGARNE TO LORD DIAMOND 

During the repeat of the Autumn Financial Statement on 

6 November I undertook to write to you about interest 

rates. 

Short term interest rates are the essential instrument of 

monetary policy, and will be held at whatever levels are 

necessary to maintain monetary conditions that place 

steady downward pressure on inflation. The success of 

this strategy is clearly demonstrated by the fact that 

inflaion is now around 3 per cent, the lowest level for 

twenty years. 

Real interest rates are difficult to measure, since they 

depend on expectations about future inflation. But it 

does seem that they are at present historically high in 

the UK and throughout the industrialised world. 	One 

reason for the high level of the UK real interest rates 

is that UK unit labour costs are still rising faster than 

those of our major competitors. 
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Robert Gordon Esq 
Secretary of State for Scotland 
Scottish Office 

3 ear perlibt, 
AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Thank you for your letter of 10 November. 

The circumstances surrounding this year's Autumn Statement 
were exceptional. 	The Parliamentary timetable made it 
impossible to follow the normal pattern of a Statement on the 
Tuesday following Cabinet's discussion. The announcement was 
therefore made on the same afternoon. This left only a couple 
of hours after the end of the meeting to finalise, print and 
distribute the Statement and the accompanying table. 

In previous years the last figures to be settled for the 
Autumn Statement have been the territories; indeed last year 
the figures to go in the printed document were still being 
discussed on the Friday after the Cabinet meeting. 	We 
therefore took the precaution this year of aggregating the 
territories and some other programmes in order to give us more 
flexibility if any late variations had come up. Your 
officials were aware of our proposals and had not raised 
objection to them. 

In the event there wprp no alterations to he figures as a 
result of discussions at Cabinet and the figures as at 
5 November have remained unchanged. With hindsight we could 
have published the figures for all three territories on 
6 November. 	If similar circumstances arise in the future we 
will do our best to ensure that separate figures for all three 
territories are published at the same time as those for other 
Departments. This will depend on all the consequentials for 
the territories being settled quickly, so that the figures in 
the summary table are the same as those subsequently published 
in the printed document. 

I am copying this letter to Colin Williams (Welsh Office) and 
David Watkins (Northern Ireland Office). 

6(IrS  
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A C S ALLAN 
Principal Private Secretary 
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

TCSC APPEARANCE: 20 NOVEMBER 

As requested, I attach facts and figures on some of the points which could come up at your 

appearance on Thursday. 

2. 	The general public expenditure section contains a table showing changes by 

Department (including LA current and nationalised industries). For every departmental 

group identified in the Autumn Statement the table provides, for each year from 1986-87 to 

1989-90: 

the new plan totals in cash 

the cash increase in absolute levels over previous plans for that year 

the percentage increase in cash terms over the previous year 

the percentage increase in real terms over the previous year. • 
- 1 - 



Covering CONFIDENTIAL 

We understand you also asked at Prayers on 14 November for the real increases by 

programme in 1987-88 over 1986-87 after allocating the Reserve pro rata to programmes. 

A further table sets out these calculations. Since the 1987-88 Reserve is some 2.3 per cent 

of programme expenditure, the effect of the calculations is to add 2.3 per cent to each of 

the departmental real growth figures at (4). 

GEP would, however, advise strongly against quoting these higher figures. Inevitably 

calls on the Reserve will not arise pro rata to the size of programmes; some will be more 

and others less. In general, the hope would be to keep to a minimum calls for cash-limited 

programmes. And it would, for example, be unfortunate to quote a figure which implied 

that the Defence budget might reasonably be assumed to benefit from access to the Reserve 

of £437 million. GEP's advice, therefore is that the only real term figures you should quote 

for Departments are those at (4) in the first table; you could, however, also make the point 

in general terms that, in making any departmental comparisons between 1986-87 and 

1987-88, allowance has to be made for the fact that the former year includes the assumed 

calls on the Reserve and the latter year excludes them. 

GEP will be providing separately new estimates of the coal strike effect on public 

expenditure (a point which came up when officials appared before the Committee 

yesterday). • 
The Autumn Statement brief, from which most of the material below was drawn, 

contains, of course, considerably more detail. In particular, it covers each of the 

departmental programmes individually. In the notes below, we have simply given a few 

facts and figures on social security, Scotland and local authorities. 

You will be receiving separate briefing this evening on the provisional money figures 

and briefing on developments in the domestic and foreign exchange markets, as usual, for 

Cabinet. Your office may like to discover the latest position from MG1 before you leave for 

the Committee on Thursday afternoon. 

Perhaps Mr Allan could let us know in the course of tomorrow if there are any other 

points you would like us to cover. 

-1 

MISS M O'MARA 
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410 	INDUSTRY ACT FORECAST 

Prospects: summary 

• Average errors 
Outturn 	Forecast 	Forecast 	from past 

1985 	1 986 	1987 	forecasts* 

A. Output and expenditure at 
constant 1980 prices 
(percentage change on 
year earlier): 

Domestic demand 
of which: 

Consumers' expenditure 
General Government 

consumption 
Fixed investment 
Change in stockbuilding 

3 

3 1 

1 z 
2 

3 1 

5 

1 -1 
2 

3 1 

4 

1 1 
2 i 

1 

1 1 

1 
2 i 

(as per cent of level of GDP) 1 
2 0 1 

Z  
3_ 
4 

Exports of goods and services 6 1 3 2 1 
Imports of goods and services 3 5 4 1 3 
Gross domestic product: total 3 1- 2 1 3 1 

4 
manufacturing 3 0 4 2 1 

B. Balance of payments: 

Current account (£ billion) 3 1 0 -1 3 

C. Inflation: 
• 

Retail prices index (percentage 
change Q4 on Q4) 5 3 3 2 

1 985-86 1986-87 1987-88 

Deflator for GDP al market 
prices (percentage change on 
year earlier) 6 3 3 t 2 

D. Money GDP at market prices 
(percentage change on year earlier): 9 1 5 7 1 

Source: Forecasts for 1986 and 1987 and average errors on past forecast published 
in Autumn Statement Table 1.14. 

* Errors relate to average differences (on either side of central figure) between 
forecast and outturn: relevant to forecast for next calendar or financial year. For 
method of calculating these errors, see 'Economic Progress Report' June 1981. 
Margins of error based on forecasts made in ten years 1975-1984. Errors after 
adjustment for effects of major changes in fiscal policy where excluded from 
forecasts. 

• 

WPU 
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Comparisons of official forecasts 

A. Output 

GDP (per cent change 
on year earlier) 

- 1985 Autumn Statement IAF 

- 1986 Budget IAF 

- 1986 Autumn Statement IAF 

1985 

3 i 

3 i 

3 i 

1986 

3 

3 

2 1 

1987 

not app 

2 FL  

3 

Manufacturing output 
(per cent change on year earlier) 1985 1986 1987 

- 1985 Autumn Statement IAF 2 f 2 i not app 

- 1986 Budget IAF 3 3 

- 1986 Autumn Statement IAF 3 0 4 

B. 	Inflation 

RPI (per cent change on 
year earlier) 1986Q4 1987Q2 1987Q4 

- 1985 Autumn Statement IAF 3 1 not app not app 

- 1986 Budget IAF 3 i 3 i not app 

- 1986 Autumn Statement IAF 3 i not app 3 1 

GDP deflator (per cent 
change on year earlier) 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

- 1985 Autumn Statement IAF 5 4 1 3 i* 3* not app 

- 1986 Budget IAF 6 3 1 3* 3* 3* 

- 1986 Autumn Statement IAF 6 3 3 1 3 i* 3* 

* assumption 

1987H1 on 1986H1 

• 

WPU 
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sterling remains close to its present level in both dollar and effective 
terms. 
North Sea oil prices average $15 per barrel until end of 1987. 

"Pause" in world economic growth 
Industrial production growth (per cent) 

Latest 3 months 
compared with 

previous 3 months 
at annual rate 

US 	 (Sep) 	 +2 i 
Japan 	 (Sep) 	 -3 
Germany 	(Sep) 	 +1 
France 	(Aug) 	 +9 
UK 	 (Aug) 	 -1 
Italy 	 (Aug) 	 -10 
Canada 	(May) 	 -5 
Major 7 	(Aug)* 	 +1 

* estimate 

Non-oil economy forecast to grow 3i per cent in 1987. 

Non-oil business investment expected to grow in 1987 at similar rate to, or slightly 
faster than, 1986 (nearly 3 per cent). 

Current account: trends and prospects  

Annual averages 

1974-79 	1980-84 1985 1986* 
billion 

1987* 

Oil -2.6 +4.4 +8.2 4 3 1 

Manufactures +4.0 +1.3 -3.0 -51 -7 i 

Other goods -4.8 -5.3 -7.3 -7 -61 

Invisibles +2.4 +3.1 +5.7 8 .1 9 

Current account -1.0 +3.5 +3.6 0 -11 

Percentage of 
GDP 

(average over period) 
-1.0 +1.3 +1.0 0 - i 

* Industry Act forecast. 

WPU 
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Difference between Autumn Statement and FSBR current account forecasts for 
1986:  

£ billion 

Oil -1 

Manufactures -2 1 

Other goods - 1 

Invisibles + 1 

Total -3 1 

Visible oil trade balance 

£ billion Forecast 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

0.3 3.1 4.6 7.0 6.9 8.2 4 3 1 
(9.2) 	(9.3) 

Figures in brackets adjusted for coal strike. 

Substantial fall in oil trade surplus expected in 1986 as result of 
lower prices. 

Net oil exports 8 per cent of total exports of goods and services 
in 1985 (15i per cent gross). Projected to be 4 per cent in 1986. 
Further fall forecast in 1987 reflecting gradually falling 
production and rising domestic consumption. Partly offset in 
current account by reduced North Sea invisible earnings of foreign 
companies. 

Export and import volumes (excluding oil and erratics) 

1974111 
to 

Annual average percentage change 

1979H1 	1983Q2 	1985 
to 	 to 	to 

1986 
to 

1979H1 1986Q3 1986Q3 1986* 1987* 

Exports +2± +2I 2 +61 +1 +51 

Imports +5 +51 +81 +5 +61 

* Industry Act forecast 

After little growth in 1986, exports (excluding oil and erratics) 
forecast to rise by 51 per cent in 1987, as world trade picks up and 
lagged effects of competitiveness gain come through. 

Imports (excluding oil and erratics) forecast to grow by 5 per cent 
in 1986 and by 61 per cent in 1987. Reflects domestic demand growth. 

• 

• 

WPU 
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Share of UK manufactures in UK export markets and import penetration 

• 

Exports 

Value 

Per cent 

Volume 

Imports* 

Value 	Volume 

1973 9.7 12.1 17.5 13.3 

1979 9.2 10.1 20.0 17.7 

1980 9.7 9.7 17.9 17.8 

1981 8.6 8.8 16.8 17.8 

1983 8.1 9.1 18.8 19.7 

1985 8.2 9.4 20.8 21.3 

* share of imports of goods (excluding oil) in domestic demand. 

Since 1980, UK volume share of UK export markets levelled off, 
halting long-term decline. 	Forecast implies export volumes rise 
roughly in line with growth in markets. 

Import volumes have risen faster than domestic demand and trend 
projected to continue. Import penetration in value terms has risen 
after fall in early 1980s. 

Exchange rate and relative costs: 

1975 = 100 

Sterling 
effective 
exchange 

rate 

Relative 
manufacturing 

unit labour 
costs* 

Relative 
GDP 

deflators* 

1974 108.0 103.1 93.4 

1979 87.4 108.8 106.8 

1983 83.4 120.7 113.4 

1984 78.7 118.2 107.7 

1985 78.3 120.8 109.2 

1986Q3 71.9 109.0** 99.2** 

* 	Ratio of UK costs/prices to those overseas 
** estimates 

(a) 	Costs and prices risen faster in UK than in other major economies 
measured in domestic currencies. • 	(b) Between 1979 and 1985 UK relative manufacturing unit labour 
costs much higher than in 1970s. 

(c) 	Depreciation of sterling since 1985H2 accompanied by marked 
improvement in UK's cost and price competitiveness. 

WPU 



Unemployment  

Immediate prospects more favourable as result of Budget 
employment measures (including Restart) and pick-up in economic 
growth. 

Over next few years chances of reduction improved by slower 
growth in labour force projected for rest of decade. 

Retail Prices Index 

Food 

1985Q4 

3k 

1986Q4 

4 

1987Q4 

2k 
Nationalised Industries* 5 I 3 1 11- 
Housing 9i 6f 10i 
Other 5k 2k 3 
Total 5k 3k (3i)** 3 1 

* Includes water; gas included in "Other" throughout. 

** FSBR forecast in brackets. 

Growth forecast based on consumption boom? No. Forecast shows balanced 
growth; pick-up in economic activity reflects improved export prospects and 
forecast increase in company spending on stocks and capital goods, in turn 
reflecting healthy financial position of company sector. 

Economy overheating in 1987? 	No evidence that economy overheating. 
Unemployment remains high, overtime working relatively low and manufacturers 
cite lack of demand, not plant capacity, as factor likely to limit output. 

UK growth in 1987 unbalanced compared with other economies No. Private 
consumption in most major OECD countries expected to grow by 3-4 per cent a 
year and GDP growth expected to be in same range. Little different from UK. 

• 

• 

WPU 



Number 
(000s) 

 

rate 

 

Latest 
month 

 

rate 

     

      

       

	

21.6 	Jun 

	

18.3 	•• 

	

11.5 	May 

	

15.7 	Aug 

	

14.3 	Aug 

	

11.4 	Apr 

	

10.6 	Aug 

9.5 	Aug 

7.9 	.• 

6.7 	Aug 

• 

8.4 	July 

7.2 	Aug 

6.7 	Aug 

5.4e 	•• 

5.2e 	Mar 

2.9 	July 

2.8 	July 

2.0 	May 

•• 	•• 

•• 	July 

May 

May 

2,727*  

236 

3,168 

433 

o96 

2,696***  

2,474 

1,221 

214 

2,172 

•• 

634 

200 

8,027 

96e 

151e 

1,770 

131**  

36 
•• 

•• 

21.0 

• 

• 

8.3 

•• 

8.2 

b.9 

6.7 

•• 

3.5 

2.9 

2.5 

1.9 

•• 

0.9 

12.1 

8.1 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL 11.30 AM ON 13 NOVEMBER 1966 	62a 

International Comparisons of Unemployment 

Although other countries have been experiencing significant increases in 

unemployment, the unemployment rate in the United Kingdom is higher than in 

most other countries. 	The following table gives the latest figures on 

national definitions, which are not strictly comparable owing to national 

differences in, coverage and concepts of unemployment, together with the 

available OECD standardised rates which are recommended for comparing levels 

of unemployment. 

RECOMMENDED 

UNEMPLOYMENT, NATIONAL DEFINITIONS 	OECD STANDARDISED RATES 

Unadjusted 

 

Seasonally adjusted 	Seasonally adjusted  

   

    

Spain 

Ireland 

United Kingdom 

Latest 	Number 
month 	(000s) 

% 
rate 

September 2,710 

September 	232 

October 	3,237 

21.5 

17.9 

11.7 

Belgium September 	42o 13.6 

Netherlands August 711 14.6 

*Italy August 3,065a 13.5 

France September 2,519 10.8 

Canada September 1,127 8.8 

Denmark August 196 7.3 

Germany October 2,026 8.1 

Portugal August 361 6.4 

Australia September 632 A.3 

Finland July 190 6.8 

United States August 7,95 6.0 

Greece August 76 4.3 

Austria August 113 3.9 

Japan July 1,670 2.6 

Sweden August 125 2.9 

Norway August 38 2.1 

Luxembourga  September 2 1.4 

Switzerland August 20 0.7 

EECb  

OECD - Selected countries onlyc 
II e estimated 

a SOEC figures 
b Includes Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and UK 
C Includes all countries with Standardised rates 
* August figure 
** December figure 
*** April Figure 
Sources:- OECD "Main Economic Indicators" supplemented by Labour Attache reports etc 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
until 11.30am 19 November 

O 

	 then UNCLASSIFIED 

MAIN ECONOMIC STATISTICS PUBLISHED SINCE 6 NOVEMBER 

Output and Demand 

GDP(0) (published 19 November) in 1986Q3 1 per cent up on 1986Q2, 3 per cent up on 

1985Q3. 

GDP(0), excluding oil, in 1986Q3 1 per cent up on 1986Q2, 21 per cent up on 1985Q3. 

Industrial production in 1986Q3 1/ per cent up on 1986Q2, 2 per cent up on 1985Q3. 

Manufacturing output in 1986Q3 11 per cent up on 1986Q2, 1 per cent up on 1985Q3. 

Industrial investment in 1986Q3 virtually same as in preceding quarter but 2 per cent 

lower than year earlier. Manufacturing investment  5 per cent lower than in previous 

quarter and 61 per cent lower than in 1985Q3. 

Retail sales in 3 months to October 2 per cent higher than in previous three months; 

6 per cent higher than in same period a year earlier. • 
Inflation 

1. 	RPI inflation 3.0 per cent in October (3.4 per cent excluding mortgage interest rate). 

Producer price inflation 4.3 per cent in October. Input prices fell 5.3 per cent in year 

to October. 

Tax and price index rose 1.5 per cent in year to October. 

Labour Market 

1. 	Adult unemployment (seasonally adjusted) fell sharply again by 25,000 in October. 

Level 3,168,000, 11.5 per cent of working population. Headline total fell by 96,000 to 

3,237,000, 11.7 per cent of working population. 

2. 	Stock of vacancies increased by further 6,000 in September to reach 213,000. • 



CONFIDENTIAL 
until 11.30am 19 November 

then UNCLASSIFIED • 
Manufacturing employment fell by 20,000 in 1986Q3; was little changed between 

August and September. 

Manufacturing productivity in 1986Q3 2.7 per cent up on 1985Q3. 

Manufacturing wage costs in 1986Q3 4.4 per cent up on 1985Q3. 

PSBR  

In first seven months of 1986-87 PSBR £5.7 billion (compared with £5.3 billion in same 

period of 1985-86). 

Money Supply 

Provisional money figures published 11.30am Thursday 20 November. Separate briefing 

being provided. 

• 

• 
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FORECASTS FOR THE UK ECONOMY • 

	

	
A comparison of independent forecasts 

Compiled by 
ED Division 
HM Treasury 
	 November 1986 	No. 2 

• 

As well as incorporating the latest Industry Act forecast published in 
the Autumn Statement, this issue includes new forecasts that have been 
received from: Alexanders Laing & Cruickshank; Cambridge Econometrics; 
Capel-Cure Myers; Henley Centre for Forecasting; James Capel & Co; 
London Business School; Oxford Economic Forecasting; Phillips & Drew; 
Scrimgeour Vickers & Co; and Wood Mackenzie & Co. 

2.The average independent forecast is for GDP growth of 2.2 per cent in 
1986 increasing to 2.6 per cent in 1987. 

The average independent forecast is for an inflation rate of 3.3 per 
cent 1986Q4 rising to 4.6 per cent by 1987Q4. 

The average independent forecast for unemployment is 3.20 million in 
1986Q4 falling to 3.10 million by 1987Q4. 

The average independent forecast for the current account is for a 
surplus of £0.2 billion in 1986 and a deficit of £2.7 billion in 1987. 

The average independent forecast for the PSBR in 1986-87 is £7.8 
billion rising to £9.9 billion in 1987-88. 

Please note that this comparison is a summary of published material 
reflecting the views of the forecasting organisations themselves and 
does not in any way provide new information on the Treasury's own views. 
The comparison contains only a selection of forecasters which is kept 
continually under review. No significance should be attached to the 
inclusion or exclusion of any particular forecasting organisation. HM 
Treasury accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of the material 
published in this comparison. 

Subscription enquiries should be addressed to Committee Section, HM 
Treasury, Parliament Street, London SW1P 3AG (01-233-4917). An invoice 
for the annual subscription fee of £50 will be sent on receipt of 
application. Distribution enquiries to Nigel Dawson (01-233-3276). All 
other enquiries to Ross Kerley (01-233-4489). • 



for defInItton see 	 (c) non durable consueptIon 

Individual forecasts 	 (d) current and coPitel 

industry Act forecast 	 including stockbullding 
(el privet. sector Investmert, 

stockbuilding and dursble 
consumption 

'Awing.' Is defined as in unweIghted average of compereble independent forecasts 	(1) from November 

'City Average' Is an unwelghted everege of nIne City forecasts. See City summery Moles for di:felts 

NOTES: 

(A) IIIVOCIMO MOSSUIO 
(0) output measure 
1E1 expenditure measure 

non -residential 

1960 • 100 
calendar yew 1966 
change in stockbuilding as 

% of WIP In previous 
period 

196792 on 190602 	(v) 
UM assume ell 	 (w) 

sales represent 	(I) 
transfer of ownership (2) 
mployees In employment 

end 1906 

general 9oyOrnsion, only 

Including school !severs 
target range set In 1986 FSBR 
Cambridge Econometrics forocast 
token from longor term 
diseggregete forecast 

• 	 tio 
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COMPARISON OF FORECASTS 
	

SUMMARY TABLES 

1 

liVo 	1 
1 

Nov 	1 

Dote of Forecast 	 186 	1 
1 

NIESR 

August 
'66 

---- 

1,9 
5.6 
1.1 
1.8 
0.2 
2.2 
1.4 
0.9 
3.9 

101 

Except 

FORECASTS FOR 1966/1986-67 

where specified figure Sr. percentage changes on previous veer 

Phillip, Goldman 	 C'brIdge 

LBS 	Drew 	Sachs 	Henley 	Ecom (t) L'pool 	CBI 	OECD 	Oxford 

• 	 • 

Oct 	Nov 	Oct 	Nov 	Nov 	s•ot 	Sept 	/411Y 	Nov 

'66 	'06 	'86 	'86 	 '96 	'86 	.86 	.86 

Forecasts for colander year 1966 

2.1 	(0) 	2.2 1141 	2.1 	(A) 	2.2 (6) 	2.0 (0) 	2.7 (E) 	2.2 (A) 	3.0 (6) 	2.1 

4.1 	4.4 	4.3 	4.2 	5.4 	3.1c 	4.8 	' 	3.75 	4.6 

0.5 	0.7 	1.0 	0.9 	0.8 	0.04 	1.6 	0.75 	0.7 

0.6 	2.5 	1.8 	0.6 	3.3 	4.7e 	1.0 	4.5 	1.7 

-1.7r 	3.1 	 2.0 	 -5.5 	1.75 	2.0 

1.2r 	2.4 	 0.2 	 2,8 	5.25g 	1.7 

0.9 	0.3 	0.8 	1.1 	'.1 	 0.9 	0.0. 	1.0 

0.7 	0.9 	1.4 	2.1 	2.2 	 1.7 	4.25 	0.8 

4.0 	5.9 	4.2 	4.7 	• 	4.3 	 5.3 	5.0 	4.5 

1 

OOP 	 2 1/2 	IA) I 

Coosumers' Expeditors 	5 	1 

Gemara, Gott Coosueollom 	1 1/2 	1 

Gross rimed investment 	2 	1 

-public 	 1 

-private 	 1 

StookbelldIng (be pounds) 	0.7 	1 

Exports (goods 	services) 	1 	1 

Imports (goods 6 services) 	5 	1 
1 
1 
1 

RP1 tail) - 4th lOtr 	3 1/4 	1 

Average Earnloge 	 1 

11P01 	 1 

Employment Growth 	 1 

Uneeplaymmet (UK adults 	 1 

3.3 
7.3 
4.1 

0.66 

3.15 

0.3 

3.4 
7.8 
4.2 
0.1 

3.11 
1.3 
0.0 

	

3.8 	2.8 	3.1 	(5.2)k 	(3.7)1' 	3.0 

	

7.0 	7.7 	7.7 	0.7 	7.0 	6.6 

	

3.6 	3.3 	4.0 	 2.3 

	

1.0 	0.5 	0.6 	 0.5 

	

3.20 	3.29 	3.20 	3,21t 	3.161' 	3.19 

	

1.2 	1.4 	1.4 	1.5 

	

0.1 	0.1 	0.3 	1.5 	 -0,5 

74.011: 

0.5 

2.25 

3.4 
7.6 
4,4 

-C.24 

!.19 

0.4 

million - 491' Qtr) 	 1 

industrial Production 	 1 

MemfecturIng Output 	 0 	1 
1 

1 

World trade L 	 2 	1 

Current Account (bn pounds) 	0 	I 

Sterile. ladex(1975.100) 04 	 1 

Short term leterest 	 1 

rate - 491' Qtr 	 1 

011 Price (11 per barrel)a 	15f 	1 
-1 

1 
1 

NO growth 	 2-6 	y 	1 

Sterling 143 growth 	11-15 	y 	1 

PSBR (billion pounds) 	 7 	1 

3.5 
-0.7 

74.31' 
- 

12.0 

15.6 

-- 

3.1 
-0,4 
68.0 
11.0 

16.0 

4.2 
15.2 
7.4 

	

3.9 	3.5 	3.2 	 5.9 	2.9 

	

0.1 	-0.6 	-0.3 	3.2 	3.5 	1.? 

	

70,2 	69.0 	68.6 	74.51' 	14.91' 

	

11.9 	11.0 	11.0 	 9.71' 	9.5 

	

14.8 	14.0 	15.0 	 15.0 

Forecasts for financial yeer 1966-1981 

	

3.71' 	4.3t, 	4.9 	 4.51' 

	

17.61' 	12.4u 	17.2 

	

7.8 	7.5 	7.7 	9.2 	6.4 	7.2 

3.50 4.6 
-1.0 
68.0 

1.0 

4.0 

11.1517 
0.8 

New forecast 

(GOP comommmts in con 	 1980 prIces) 

EC I I 1 

1 1 

Get 1 110EPENDENT 1 INDEPENDENT 1 CITY 

'66 I AVERAGE I RANGE 1 AVERAGE 

1 --- : 1 

1 1 

I I 1 

(A) 	2.3 (El 1 2.2 I 1.0 (NIESR) 3.0 (OECO) 1 2.1 

4.3 1 4.2 1 3,4 (CAM) 4.8 (COI) 1 4.3 

0.6 1 0.9 1 0.5 ((.BS) 1.8 (CBI) 1 1.0 

1.9 I 2.0 1 0.6 (LBS.HENLEY) 4.5 (OECD) 1 1.8 

10.2. I 0.6 1 -5.5 (COI) 5,1 	(PILD) 2.5 

0.8 1 1.7 I 0.2 (HENLEY) 2.8 (CBI) 1.6 

1.0 1 0.9 1 0.3 (PD) 1,4 INIESR) I 0.9 

1.1 1 1.6 1 0.7 (LOS) 4,25 (OECD) 1 1.2 

1.4 1 4.4  1 3.9 (PLID,N1011) 5.3 (CBI) 1 4.2 

1 I 1 

-I- - -I- 
I 1 1 1 

14.0)1' 1 3.3 1 2.41 (06) 3.8 MO) 1 3.3 	I 

7.5 1 7.6 1 6.7 (CAM) 8.6 (CBI) I 7.7 	1 

3.9 1 3.7 I 2,3 (CBI) 4.4 (OXF) 1 3.7 	1 

0.8 1 0.7 1 0.5 (OS) 1.0 (P40) 1 0.9 	1 

1 I 1 

3.311'w 1 3.20 1 3.15 (NIESR) 3.29 (GS) 1 3.20 	1 

1.2 1 1.5 1 1.2 (P6D.EC) 2.25 (OECD) 1 1.3 	1 

0.1 1 0.3 1 -0.5 (CBI) 1,5 (CAM) 1 0.0 	1 

1 I 1 1 

-I- - -I- -NM 

I I 

3.8 1 3.8 1 2.9 (CBI) 5.9 (LIVERPOOL) 1 3.1 	1 

-0.2 I 0.2 1 -1.0 (OXF) 3.5 (GSAVECD) 1 -0.2 	1 

1 66.6 I 68.0 (L85,0(F) 70.2 0401 I 69.1 	1 

9.5 I 10.7 1 9.5 (COI) 11.9 (PLO) I 10.9 

1 1 1 

14.4 1 14.4 I 12.0 (NIES14) 16.0 (LOS) 1 14.7 	1 

-I- - -I- 
1 
1 1 1 

3.8u 1 I 4.1 	1 

15.4u 1 1 16.9 	1 

7.6 1 7.0 1 6.4 (LIV) 9.2 (CAM) 1 7.2 	I 

(g) 

(J) 
(k) 
(n) 



COMPARISON OF FORECASTS SUMMARY TABLES 

(g) 

 

 
lu) 

198802 on 198702 	(v) 

LBS assume ell asset (v) 

sales represent 	(y) 

transfer cf ownership (z) 
employees in employment 

end 108? 

1. 	for definition see 

Individual forecasts 

o 	Industry Act forecast 
Interpreted variously by 

forecasters as •Itherr residual 
or es target 

(e) first half 1907 at annual rate 

non durable consumption 
current and capital 
Including stockbuilding 

;rivets sector Investment, 
stockbuilding end durable 

non-residential 

I irst half 1987 on first half 1986 

1980 x 100 
calendar year 1987 

I 3/4 per cent of GDP es reaffirmed 
by Chancelior on 6 November 

general govermnent only 

Including school leavers 
target range set In 1986 EMIR 

Cambridge Econometrics forecast 

taken from longer term 
81,88gregete forecast 

1 

FORECASTS FC0 1967/1987-88 

Except wher0 specified figures Sr. percentego changes on previous year 

Phillips Goldman 	 C'brIdge 

Na. forecast 

(GDP components In constant (980 prices) 

IAFo 	I 	1(1E5R LBS Drew Sachs Henley 	(con (z) Opool 	CBI OECD Oxford EC 1 

1 • • • 1 

Nov 	1 August Oct Nov Oct Nov 	Nov 	S'ItPt 	Sept May Nov Oct 1 INDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 

Dote of Forecast 	 '86 	1 	186 '86 tots '86 '86 	.86 	.86 	.86 '86 .86 '86 1 AVERAGE RANGE 

----- 
1 Forecasts for calendar year 1967 1 

1 

GDP 	 5 (A) 	1 	1.8 (0) 3.0 (0) 2.4 (A) 	3.1 (A) 	2.8 	(A) 	2.5 (0) 	3.1 	(E) 	2.5 	(A) 2.25 (A) 2.4 (A) 	2.7 2.6 1,8 	(NIESR) 	 3.1 

Consumers 	Expenditure 	 4 	 3.5 4.1 3.9 3.5 2.9 	3.0 	3.2c 	4.2 3.5 3.1 3.7 1 3.5 2.9 (HENL(Y) 	 4,2 

General Govt Consumption 	1 	1/2 	1 	1.5 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.8 	1.1 	1.44 	0.9 0.5 1,4 0.7 1,1 00 (OECD) 	 I.@ 

Gross fixed Investment 	2 1/2 	1 	1.1 2.4 3.6 4.3 3.7 	2.7 	8.18 	4.4 2.75 3.6 3.5 1 3.2 1.1 	(NIESR) 	 4.4 

-public 	 I 	-4.2 -11.6r 0.3 1.4 	 0.4 2.25 0,4 -0.8v 0.1 -4.2 (NIESR) 	 2,25 

-private 	 I 	2.6 6.2r 4.5 4.4 	 5.4 2.5g 4.5 4,1 1 4.3 2.6 (NIESR) 	 5.4 

StockbulidIng (be pounds) 	1.4 	1 	2.0 0.7 0.5 2.4 0.8 	1.9 	 0.7 0,5" 0.5 1.2 1,2 1 0.5 (PAD) 	 2.4 

Exports (goods & services) 	3 	1 	3.2 4,13 0.9 3.6 4.6 	4.2 	 3.0 2.0 4.2 3.7 1 3.4 1 0.9 (PLO) 	 4.8 

imports (goods A services) 4 1/2 	1 	6.3 4.7 4,3 5.6 4.2 	5.5 	 4,1 5.25 4.8 5.6 1 5.0 4,1 	(C131) 	 6,3 

1 
-1- 1 

1 

RPI (CPI) - 411. Qtr 	33/4 	I 	5.5 3.5 4.4 4.2 4.5 	(5.31k 	(5.41k 	4.9 (3.751k 5.3 (3,911( 4.6 1 3.5 	(LEIS) 	 5.5 

Average Earnings A 	 1 	7.0 5.8 7.3 7.1 6.1 	6.2 	5.6 	6.2 7.1 6.6 1 6.5 1 5.6 (L1V) 	 7.3 

RPDI 	 1 	3.4 3.2 3.3 5.5 3.0 	 2.2 2.0 3.3 3.0 2.0 1001 	 3.5 

Employment Growthj 	 I 	1.2s 1.3 1.1 0.5 0.9 	 1.) 1.0 -0.25 0.8 0.8 1 0,5 (GS) 	 1.) 

1 Unemployment (UK adults 
million - 4th Qtr) 	 I 	3.06 3.14 3.15 3.16 3.06 	3.2k 	3.18k 	3.06 3.041 3.32kw 3.10 3.06 (C81.N.ESR,HEN) 	3.16 

	lel Production 	 1 2.0 0.9 0.9 2.1 	0.6 2.5 2.2 1 1.6 0.6 (CAM) 	 2.5 

(enufacturing Output 	 4 	1 	2.2 3.7 3.1 3.4 3.2 	1.8 	 1.7 2.8 2,2 2.7 1 (.7 	(CB)) 	 3.7 

1 1 1 

-1- 

1 1 1 

World trod* 	 4 1/2 	1 	4.5 6.2 4.0 4.25 4.7 	 6.9 	3,4 4.0 70 4.4 1 4.9 3.4 	(CBI) 	 7.1 

Current Account (bn pounds) - 1 	1/2 	1 	-5.8 -2.4 -3.2 -2.8 -5.5 	-0,1 	-1.7 _ -2.2 -2.3 1 -2.7 1 -5.8 	(NIESR) 	 -0.1 

Sterling Indes(1975.1001 04 	 1 	70.2k 64.0 67.4 70.0 66.2 	69.5k 	75.3k 64.0 1 66.3 64.0 (O(F) 	 70.0 

Short term Interest 	 1 9.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 	 8.3k 	8.5 _ 9.5 9.5 1 9.6 1 8.5 	(C8)1 	 10.0 

rate - 4th Qtr 	A 1 1 

011 Price ($ per berrel)A 	15 	1 	12.0 15.0 16.0 14.0 14.9 	 15.0 14.0 12.5 I 14.2 1 12.0 	(1(1E5R) 	 16.0 

- 

1 Forecasts tor financial year 	1987-1908 1 

-1- 
1 

1 1 1 

NO growth 	 2 -6y1 6.0 4.2k 4.1u 5.9 	 5.0k 4.0u 1 

Sterling 013 growth 	 1 9.9 16.1Ik 17.8u 16,1 10.5q 8.0u 1 1 

PSBR (billion pounds) 	(ml 	I 	11.) 7.6 9.0 10,0 (0,2 	11.4 	6.2 	7,9 8.8 7.0 1 9.9 6.2 	(L'pooll 	11.4 

scope for fiscal 	 1 1 1 

ckenge (billion pounds). 	 1 	0.0 2.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 	 2.6 2.0 2.0 2.1 0.0 (NIESR) 	 5.00 

?KITES: 

(A) 	ge measure 

(0) output measure 

(11 expenditure ...sure 

(OxF) 
(L)VERPOOL) 
(GS) 
10S,HENtEY.P101 

(PAD) 

(CAM) 

(PLO) 

4.4 

7.0 

3.7 

1.0 

3.15 
1.7 

3.3 

1 

	

4.1 	1 

	

-1.5 	1 

	

67.9 	1 

	

9.8 	1 
1 

	

14.9 	I 

1 

1 

	

4.0 	1 

	

15.0 	I 

	

8.7 	1 

1 

	

2.0 	1 



GOP 
Consumers Expenditure 
General Govt Consumption 
Gross Fixed Investment 

-public 
-private 

Stockbuilding (bn pounds) 
Exports (goods & services) 
Imports (goods & services) 

Date of Forecast '86 1 '86 

1 
1 

2 1/2 (A) 2.2 
5 I 4.4 

1 1/2 	1 0.7 
2 I 2.5 

I 3.1 
I 2.4 

0.7 1 0.3 
1 1 0.9 
5 I 3.9 

1 

RPI (CPI) - 4th Qtr 
Average Earnings & 

RPDI 

41ployment Growth 
Unemployment (UK adults 

million qi; 4th Qtr) 
Industrial Production 
Manufacturing Output 

World trade & 
Current Account (bn pounds) 
Sterling Index(19751O0)Q4 

Short term interest 
rate - 4th Qtr & 

011 Price(S per barrel) 

MO growth 
Sterling M3 growth 
PSBR (billion pounds) 

1 
1 

2-6 x I 3.7k 
11-15 x I17.6k 

7 I 7.8 

I 

	

3 1/4 	I 	3.8 
I 7.8 
1 3.6 

	

I 	1.0 
1 
I 3.20 

	

I 	1.2 
0 I 0.1 

I 

3.9 
0.1 
70.2 
11.9 

14.8 

& for definition see 	individual (s) employees In employment 

forecasts (u) end 1986 

(h) distorted by asset transfers  target range set in 1986 FSBR 

(k) calendar year 	1986  end financial year 	1986-87 

(p) November onwards  1986H2 

NOTES: 

(A) average measure 

el) 
 output measure 

(E) expenditure measure 
Industry Act forecast 

C0OPAR1SON OF FORECASTS - SUMMARY TABLES 

CITY FORECASTS FOR 1986/1986-87 	* Nem forecast 

Except where specified figures are percentage changes on previous year 
	(GOP components In constant 1980 prices) 

Capel- Midland 

Cure 	Bank 

'86 '86 	'86 	'86 	'86 '86 '86 '86 

Forecasts for calendar year 1986 

(A) 2.1 (A) 	2.8 	(E) 	2.1 	(A) 	2.0 	(A) 	2.2 	(A) 2.0 (A) 1.9 (A) 2.0 

4.3 3.9 	4.8 	4.0 	4.5 4.6 4.6 3.5 

1.0 1.3 	0.4 	1.4 	0.8 0.7 1.2 1.3 

1.8 2.4 	1.1 	1.7 	1.0 1.2 - 2.3 

1.6 	4.7 	1.0h 	- 3.4 -0.4 

2.7 	0.1 	1.9h 	- 0.6 2.1 - 

0.8 1.2 	0.9 	1.0 	1.2 0.7 0.7 1.0 

1.4 2.0 	1.8 	0.3 	1.1 1.1 0.3 2.1 

4.2 3.5 	5.1 	3.7 	4.6 4.7 4.8 3.6 

2.8 2.8 	3.6 	3.4 	3.4 3.4 3.1z 2.9 

7.7 7.5 	8.0 	7.5 	8.0 8.1 7.9 7.2 

• 3.3 3.5 	3.9 	- 	3.8 - 4.2 

0.5 1.7 	0.4 	-0.2s 	0.7 0.2s - 

3.29 3.23 	3.2 	3.21z 	3.20 3.20 • 3.2u 3.10 

1.4 - 	1.4 	 1.2 - - 

0.1 0.0 	 0.1 -0.1 0.0 

3.5 2.2 	3.5 	2.5 2.4 4.0 

-0.8 0.9 	• -0.7 	-1.1 	-0.7 -0.8 -0.5 2.0 

69.0 68.7 	67.5 	67.3 67.7 67.0u 73.2 

11.0 8.5y 	10.7 	11.3 	11.2 11.0 11.0u 9.4 

14.0 15.0 	14.5 	14.8 15.0 15.0 

Forecasts for financial year 1986-1987 

4.3u 4.9 	6.0 	3.25 Id• 

12.4u 16.5 	16.5 	17.0 	15.7 19.5 16.0 

7.5 8.0 	7.1 	7.7 	7.0 6.5 6.5 7.0 

Oct 	Sept 	CITY 

AVERAGE 

(0) 2.1 
4.3 
1.0 
1.8 
2.5 
1.6 
0.9 
1.2 
4.2 

3.3 
7.7 

3.7 
0.9 

3.20 
1.3 
.0 

3.1 
-0.2 
69.1 
10.9 

14.7 

4.7 

16.9 
7.2 

!Phillips Goldman Hoare 	Wood 
	

James 
	

Alex 	Scrim- 

1AFo 	l& Drew Sachs 	Govott 	Mack 
	

Capel- 
	LaIng Cr geour 

1 

Nov 1 Nov 	Oct 	Oct 	Nov 
	Nov 
	Nov 	Nov 

'City Average' Is defined as an unweighted average of comparable City forecasts 



CITY FORECASTS FOR 1987/1987-88 

Except where specified figures are percentage changes on previous year 

* New forecast 

(GOP components In constant 1980 prices) 

Capol- Midland 

Cure 	Bank 
• 

Alex 	Scrim- 
Laing Cr geour 

• 	!Phillips Goldman Hoare 	Mood 	James 
l& Drew 
	

Sachs 	Govett 	Mack 	Capel 
I 	* 
	 • 

	

Nov 	Oct 	Oct 	Nov 	Nov 

(A) 
(0) 

average measure 
output measure 
expenditure measure 
Industry Act forecast 

by 
residual 

& 	for definition see individual 
forecasts 
Interpreted variously 
forecasters as either 

or target 
(h) distorted by asset transfers 
(k) calendar year 1987 

unweighted average of comparable City forecasts 

COMPARISON OF FORECASTS - SUMMARY TABLES 

Date of Forecast 	 '86 '86 '86 '86 	'86 	'86 	'86 

Forecasts for calendar year 1987 

'86 '86 '86 

GOP 	 3 (A 2.4 (A) 3.1 (A) 	3.2 	tE) 	3.1 	tA) 	1.9 	(A) 	3.0 	(A) 1.3 (A) 1.5 (A) 3.2 
Consumers' Expenditure 	4 3.9 3.5 4.5 	4.0 	3.7 	3.8 3.0 3.5 3.4 
General Govt Consumption 	1 	1/2 1 	1.0 1.3 1.2 	0.9 	2.0 	1.6 1.2 1.7 0.7 
Gross Fixed Investment 	2 1/2 3.6 4.3 4.3 	3.7 	2.1 	2.1 3.0 4.0 

-public 0.3 - 1.5 	3.5 	-5.7h 	- 0.9 2.0 
-private 4.5 - 5.1 	3.8 	4.31) 	- 3.6 3.3 

Stockbullding 	(bn pounds) 	1.4 0.5 2.4 0.9 	1.0 	0.3 	1.7 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Exports (goods & services) 	3 1 	0.9 3.6 4.9 	4.9 	2.5 	5.3 3.7 4.8 3.8 
Imports (goods & services) 4 1/2 4.3 5.6 6.9 	5.3 	5.5 	6.0 4.7 5.9 3.4 

RP1 	(CPI) - 4th Qtr 	33/4 4.4 4.2 4.2 	4.0 	4.7 	5.4 5.0 4.0z 2.9 
Average Earnings & 7.3 7.1 7.0 	7.2 	6.7 	7.4 7.7 6.8 6.0 
RPM 3.3 3.5 4.5 	3.8 	- 	3.6 - 3.6 
Employment Growth 1.1 0.5 2.3 	0.3 	-0.1s 	0.6 -0.3s - 
Unemployment (UK adults 

million - 4th Qtr) 3.15 3.16 3.19 	3.1 	3.18z 	3.18 3.27 3.2u 3.00 
Allustrlal Production 0.9 0.9 3.0 	 2.0 - - 
Manufacturing Output 	 4 3.1 3.4 3.5 	 3.7 2.4 . 3.7 

World trade & 	 4 1/2 1 	4.0 4.25 3.0 	3.3 	4.5 5.5 4.0 
Current Account (bn pounds)-1 	1/2 I 	-3.2 -2.8 1.0 	-3.2 	-3.4 	-0.5 -2.2 -1.5 2.0 
Sterling Index(1975100)Q4 I 	67.4 70.0 65.6 	64.1 	66.5 66.5 64.0u 75.0 
Short tare interest 

rate - 4th Qtr 	& 
I 	10.0 10.0 . 	9.0 	12.3 	10.5 9.0 10.0u 7.5 

011 	Price(S per barrel) 	15 1 	16.0 14.0 15.0 	14.0 	15.0 15.0 15.0 

1 Forecasts for financial year 	1987-1988 

MO growth 	 2-6 x I 	4.2k 4.1u 5.5 	3.25 
Sterling M3 growth 	 - 116.8k 17.8u 14.0 	13.75 17.2 15.0 
PSBR (billion pounds) 	(m) 
scope for fiscal 
change (billion pounds)0 	- 

1 	9.0 

1 	3.0 

10.0 

2.5 

	

8.2 	10.0 

	

1.5 	1.2 

8.9 

2.0 

8.0 7.0 

NOTES: 

14Fo 

Nov Nov 	Nov 	Oct 	Sept 	CITY 
AVERAGE 

1 3/4 per cent of GOP as reaffirmed 
by Chancellor on 6 November 
employees In employment 
end 1987 
target range set in 1986 FSBR 

end financial year 1987-88 
1987H2 

(0) 2.7 
3.7 
1.3 
3.4 
1.6 
4.1 
1.0 
3.8 
5.3 

4.4 

7.0 
3.7 
1.0 

3.15 
1.7 
3.3 

4.1 
-1.5 
67.9 
9.8 

14.9 

4.0 

15.0 

8.7 

2.0 

'City Average' Is defined as an 

(m) 



• 
Independent—forecasting organisations covered in this comparison 

• 
Alexanders Laing & Cruickshank (Alex Laing Cr) 
Cambridge Econometrics (C'bridge Econ) 
Capel-Cure Myers (Capel-Cure) 
Commission of the European Communities (EC) 
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) 
Goldman Sachs (GS) 
Henley Centre for Forecasting (Henley) 
Hoare Govett 
James Capel & Co 
Liverpool Research Group in Macroeconomics (Liverpool) 
London Business School (LBS) 
Midland Bank plc 
National Institute for Economic and Social Research (NIESR) 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
Oxford Economic Forecasting (Oxford) 
Phillips and Drew (P&D) 
Scrimgeour Vickers & Co (Scrimgeour) 
Wood Mackenzie & Co (Wood Mack) 

• 

• 
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FISCAL POLICY 

PSBR 

• 
PSBR  

PSBR 
excluding 
privatisa- 

tion 
proceeds PSFD(1) 

8.0 
10.3 
8.3 
5.4 
9.2 

9.4 

7 

1970-71 

1971-72 
197Z-73 
1973-74 

1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 

Average 1974-75 
to 1978-79 

079-80 
T980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85(2) 
1985-86(2) 

Average 1979-80 
to 1985-86 

1986-87 (AS 
forecast) 

4.0 

4.5 
10.5 

1 1 

1 1 
3 i 

0.8 

1.0 
2.4 

17.5 5 1 4.3 

27.0 9 8.0 
27.6 9 1 10.3 
19.7 6 / 8.3 
11.2 31 5.9 
17.4 5t 9.2 

20.6 6 1 8.3 

16.1 4 1 10.4 
17.2 51 13.1 
10.7 3.1 9.1 
10.2 3 t 9.3 
10.8 3.1 10.9 
10.8 3 12.3 
5.8 1 1 8.5 

11.7 3 I 10.5 

6 1 1 : 11 1 

Ratio to 
GDP (per 

cent) 

1 1 

Cash 
(£ billion) 

-0.2 

Ratio to 
GDP 

(per cent) 

-1 
1 1 
3 1 
5 1 

0.7 
2.0 
3.5 

1 
3 
4 1 

9 
9 1 
6 1 

6.0 
8.1 
7.4 

0 4  
7-1 
51 

4 6.6 4 I 
5 t 8.5 5 

6 1 7.3 51 

5 8.2 4 
5 i 11.9 5 
3 i 5.7 
3 t 8.4 3 
3 1 12.1 4 
3 1 13.8 4 I 
2 t 7.8 2 t 

3 1 9.7 3 1 

3 12.7(3) 3 t (3) 

8.2 

10.0 
12.7 
8.6 
8.9 
9.8 

10.2 
5.8 

Real terms 

	

Cash (1985-86 Ratio 	Cash 
(£ billion) 	prices) to GDP (per (£ billion) 

(£ billion) 	cent) 

0.8 

1.0 
2.4 
4.3 

Public Sector Financial Deficit. 

If adjusted for coal strike, PSBR and PSFD ratios to GDP roughly 
0.9 per cent lower in 1984-85 and 0.3 per cent lower in 1985-86. 

Unpublished. 

• 

WPU 



1985 AS 

1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 

18.0 - 

1986 PEWP 18.0 18.5 

1986 FSBR+ 17.7 18.2 

1986 AS1c+  16.1 171/2  171/2  

Changes between 
1986 FSBR and 1986 
AS+  0 3- 

f billion 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

- 	- 

18.5 	19.0 

19 19 

[18] [19] 

[-1] [-k] 

• 

[ 4A] 

Am,3693/8 

DEBT INTEREST  

Published forecasts  of general government gross debt interest payments: 

figures in square brackets not published but implicit in Autumn 
Statement CGE figures. 

FSBR and AS rounded to nearest E billion. Changes calculated 
from unrounded numbers and rounded to nearest Eh billion. 

0 General  
Forecasting debt interest payments is complex matter. The debt comes 

in many different forms. 

When forecasting necessary to make number of simplifications of the 

complex structure of debt and this inevitably introdlices element 

of error. Forecasts dependent on many, often very uncertain, 

assumptions: levels and paths of interest rates, inflation, new 

borrowing and the structure of the new borrowing. Forecasts subject 

to wide margins of error. Hence published forecasts heavily rounded. 

Debt interest payments in 1986-87  

Payments expected to be Ek billion lower than forecast at Budget 

time. 

About half of downward revision reflects lower than expected interest 

rates and inflation (reduces accrued interest on indexed securities). • 
Rest of revision due to variety of factors including changes in 

composition, and profile and amount of GG borrowing, (GGBR lower 

in 1985-86 than assumed in FSBR reduces debt interest payments this 

year). 
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Key PSBR components 

FSBR 
1985-86 

outturn 

Planning total 133.9 133.6 
(01w: privatisation 

proceeds) (-2.6) (-2.7) 

Interest payments 17.7 17.7 

Less PCMOB* -1.3 -1.0 

Other adjustments 5.0 6.3 

General govt. exp 157.7 158.6 

North Sea revenues 11.5 11.3 

Non-NS taxes 101.6 103.3 

Nat. Ins. contributions 24.3 24.4 

Interest and other 
receipts 12.5 13.2 

Accruals adjustments -0.3 -0.5 

General govt. receipts 149.6 151.7 

GGBR 8.1 6.9 

Plus PCMOB* -1.3 -1.0 

PSBR 6.8 5.8 

PSBR as per cent of 
GDP 1 t 

Change 

-0.3 

(-0.1) 

- 

FSBR 

139.1 

(-4.7) 

18.2 

£ billion00  
1986-87 

AS 	Change 

140 1 	+1 i 

(-4 I) 	(-) 

17i 

+0.2 -0.4 -1 -1 

+1.3°  5.7 5i 

+0.9 163.4 164k +1 

-0.2 6.1 4 1 -1 1 

+1.7 111.5 113 1 +2 

+0.1 26.2 26 1 

+0.7°  12.2 12 

0.2 -0.1 

+2.1 155.9 156k + 

-1.3 7.5 8 +1 

+0.3 -0.4 -1 - 

-1.0 7.1 

- t 	 1 

Public corporations' market and overseas borrowing 

Includes classification change on central government VAT refunded, worth 
£0.3 billion. Of remainder, major differences are on accruals adjustments 
and central government temporary lending to public corporations. 

oo 	All £ figures rounded to nearest £100 million for 1985-86 outturn and FSBR 
and to nearest £1 billion for Autumn Statement forecast. 	PSBR as 
percentage of GDP rounded to nearest per cent. Figures do not necessarily 
sum to totals, either down or across, because of rounding. • 
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General government financial balances as percentage of GDP (deficit minus) 
average 

1976 1979 	1980-1984 	1985 1986(1) 1987(1) 

United States(2)  -2.1 	0.6 	-2.5 	 -3.5 	-3.4 	-2.5 
Japan(2) 	-3.7 -4.8 	-3.6 	 -1.3 -0.8 -0.4 
West Germany(2)  -3.4 	-2.6 	-2.9 	 -1.1 	-0.8 	-0.4 
France 	 -0.5 -0.7 	-2.1 	 -2.6 -2.6 -2.5 
Italy 	 -9.0 -9.5 	-11.4 	-14.0 -12.9 -12.8 
Canada(2) 	-1.7 -1.8 	-4.4 	 -6.1 -5.0 -4.6 

United Kingdom -4.9 -3.5 	-3.2 	 -3.1 	-3.2 	-3-1 

Total of above 
countries (G7) 
	-2.9 	-1.7 	-3.3 	 -3.5 	-3.2 	-2.6 

EC(3) 
	

-3.9 -3.6 	-4.8 	 -4.7 -4.4 -4.1 
Total OECD(4) 
	

-2.7 	-1.8 	-3.4 	 -3.6 	-3.3 	-2.8 

• 

Source: 	OECD 'Economic Outlook,' May 1986 and OECD 'Economic Studies' 
Autumn 1984 

OECD forecasts 

As percentage of GNP. NB general government ratio for US is lower than 
often quoted Federal deficit (51 per cent in fiscal 1986) because of state 
government surpluses. Ratio for Japan also understates central government 
deficit because of surplus of social security funds. 

Excludes Luxembourg and Portugal. 

Covers 18 of 24 members. 

Comparison of forecasts  

GGE 

General Govt receipts 
o/w North Sea revenues 

General Govt Borrowing 

1985-86 
Outturn 

158.7 

151.9 
11.3 

£ billion 

FSBR 
Forecast 

163.4 

155.9 
6.1 

1986-87 
AS 

Forecast 

164k 

156k 
4 1 

Requirement 6.9 7.5 8 

PCMOB -1.0 -0.4 -1 

PSBR 5.8 7.1 7 

PSBR excluding privatisation 
proceeds 

8.5 11.9 12 

• 

WPU 
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• 

Changes to components of PSBR since Budget 

£ billion 

1985-86 1986-87 

Expenditure 

General Government +1 +1 

Public corporations' market 
and overseas borrowing 0 

Net change +1 + 

Receipts 

Non-North Sea receipts +2 +2 

North Sea revenues (including APRT 
policy change for 1986-87) 0 -1 

Net change (including APRT change in +2 
1986-87) 

PSBR -1 0 

General government receipts in 1986-87: £i billion higher than FSBR forecast 
overall. Following change announced in North Sea fiscal regime, North Sea 
revenues now forecast £1i billion lower than in FSBR, but more than offset by 
higher non-oil receipts: 

(a) 	North Sea receipts forecast lower 

lower dollar oil price and 

early repayment of Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax 
(APRT). 

Non-North Sea corporation tax receipts forecast up - in line with 
higher profits. 

VAT receipts forecast up. Experience to date suggests FSBR 
forecast for 1986-87 was underestimate. 

(d) Stamp duty forecast up, reflecting buoyant stock market and 
higher asset prices. 



• 

• 

North Sea revenues 

Tax revenues  

1984-85 	1985-86 	1986-87 	1987-88 

1986 FSBR 	 12 	 ilk 	 6 	 4 
Autumn Statement 	12 	 ilk 	 4k 	not app 
Outside average 	not app 	not app 	 5 1 	 4 

Revenues in 1986-87 now expected to be £11 billion lower than forecast 
at Budget time. Largely due to lower sterling oil price in first 
3 quarters of 1986 than then assumed, together with £0.3 billion 
reduction due to decision to repay some Advance retkoleum Revenue 
Tax in March 1987. 

Share of North Sea revenues in total tax and NIC receipts 
8 per cent in 1985-86. Expected to fall to 31 per cent in 1986-87. 

Ready reckoner: 

$1 barrel difference in oil price (assuming other things including 
exchange rate unchanged) changes North Sea revenues by about 
Ei billion in full year. 

1 million tonne per year difference in oil production would change 
revenues by £60 million in full year. 

Total non-North Sea taxation and NICs as percentage of non-North Sea GDP 

1970-71 36.2 

1974-75 35.7 

1978-79 34.1 

1979-80 35.1 

1980-81 36.1 

1981-82 39.4 

1982-83 39.2 

1983-84 37.9 

1984-85 38 2 

1985-86 (est) 37.5 

1986-87 (est) 37.7 

WPU 
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• 
MTFS path for PSBR published in 1986 FSBR: 

Per cent of GDP 

1987-88 	 1988-89 	 1989-90 

1 1 	 1 I 	 I I 

1986 FSBR projected fiscal adjustments of: 

£ billion 

1987-88 	 1988-89 	 1989-90 

2 	 4 	 3 

Money GDP path and GDP deflator: 

1987-88 1988-89 
per cent 
1989-90 

Money GDP 

1985-86 1986-87 

FSBR 91 61 6i 6 5 1 

Autumn Statement 91 51 7 not app not app 

GDP deflator 

FSBR 6 3 i 3 i 3 I 3 

Autumn Statement 6 3 3 i not app not app 

• 

WPU 



• 
Debt interest payments in Survey years  

Projections subject to wide margin of uncertainty. 

• 
Projections revised down since Budget broadly in line with revision 

to 1986-87 - ie f1/2-£1 billion a year. 

Debt interest receipts in 1986-87  

Figures for 1986-87 not shown separately in Autumn Statement but 

grouped with other receipts in table 1.11. No figures at all for 

later years. 

Interest receipts largely subject to same influences as payments. 

Thus interest receipts down in 1986-87 compared with FSBR but offset 

by higher 'other receipts' (eq. higher trading surpluses of LA bodies). 

• 

• 
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MEASURES OF MONETARY GROWTH 

Growth on previous 
year 

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1985-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 

Money GDP 10.7 11.4 13.9 10.8 18.8 24.2 16.8 16.6 14.6 

Growth through 
financial year 
(calendar Q1 on 
year earlier) 

MO 10.2 7.0 12.5 10.5 15.8 8.8 11.3 15.4 13.2 
PS1..2 11.5 15.3 20.2 17.0 9.1 10.8 8.3 15.7 13.4 
EM3 13.4 17.9 25.7 23.5 8.1 6.2 7.6 14.9 12.1 

• 	 • 



Growth on previous 
year 

1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 

Money GDP 19.9 13.8 10.0 9.2 8.1 7.3 9.6 (5.6) 

Growth through 
financial year 
(calendar Q1 on 
year earlier) 

ND 9.7 7.1 4.2 6.1 4.9 6.0 3.2 (4.1) 

PS1.2 12.4 13.7 12.1 11.1 10.8 14.4 13.3 (12.1) 

EM3 14.4 17.8 14.2 10.9 8.1 11.5 16.3 (15.4) 

Figures in brackets indicate forecast. 



1988-89 	1989-90 
E90billion 

1987-88  

Previous plans* 	143.9 	 148.7 	 153 
Revised plans 	 148.6 	 154.2 	 161 . 5 
Change 	 +4.7 	 +5.5 	 (+8.5) 

* 1987-88 and 1988-89 plans as in 1986 PEWP; 1989-90 illustrative figure 
published in FSBR. 

Reserves 

Cash provision in £ billion 
(% of planning  total in brackets) 

1987-88 	 1988-89 	 1989-90 

1986 AS 	 3 .5 (2.4) 	 5.5 (3.6) 	 7 .5 (4.6) 

Compared with: 	 Year 1 	 Year 2 	 Year 3  

1984 PEWP 
1985 PEWP 
1986 PEWP 

0173/25 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 

Planning totals 

	

2.75 (2.2) 
	

3.75(2.8) 

	

3(2.3) 
	

4(2.9) 

	

4.5 (3.2) 
	

6.25 (4.3) 

4.75 (3.5) 
5(3.5) 
8(5.4) 

Very high Reserves in 1986 PEWP reflect decision to project LA current spending 	 CielveRAt_. 

at constant cash levels. Reserves as percentage of planning total larger than 
in 1984 and 1985 PEWPs. 

• 
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• 

GGE as percentage of GDP 

Including 	Excluding 
privatisation 	privatisation 

proceeds 	proceeds 

GGE 
(real terms*) £ billion 

Including 	Excluding 
privatisation 	privatisation 

proceeds 	proceeds 

1978-79 43* 43* 140.7 140.7 
1979-80 43* 43 1 144.7 145.3 
1980-81 46 46 147.4 147.9 
1981-82 46* 46* 148 8 149.4 
1982-83 46* 47 153.1 153.7 
1983-84 451 46 * 155.0 156.3 
1984-85 45* 46* 159.1 161.3 
1985-86 44 441 158.6 161.3 
1986-87 431 441 159.9 164.5 
1987-88 421 44 162.8 167.5 
1988-89 411 42i 162.7 167.2 
1989-90 41t 42t 165.2 169.6 

* Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by excluding effect of general 
inflation as measured by GDP deflator. 

1968-69 
to 

1978-79 

1978-79 
to 

1982-83 

1982-83 
to 

1986-87 

per cent of GDP 

1986-87 
to 

1989-90 

GGE excluding 
privatisation proceeds 	2.9 2.2 1 . 7 1 . 0 

GGE including 
privatisation proceeds 	2.9 2.1 1.1 1.1 

Planning total including 
privatisation proceeds 	2.9 1.4 1.0 1.3 

Planning total excluding 
privatisation proceeds 	2.9 1.5 1.8 1.3 

• 

WPU 
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General government expenditure 

As percentage 	Cash 
of GDP 	(£ billion) 

Planning total(1)  

Real terms(2) 	Cash 	Real terms(2) 
(£ billion) 	(£ billion) 	(£ billion) 

1968-69 40 1 18.2 105.8 16.1 93.6 
1969-70 40 19.3 106.6 17.0 93.9 

1970-71 401 21.6 110.0 19.1 97.2 
1971-72 41 24.3 113.5 21.4 100.1 
1972-73 401 27.6 119.3 24.8 107.2 
1973-74 421 31.9 128.8 29.3 118.1 

1974-75 48 42.8 144.6 39.3 133.1 
1975-76 481 53.7 144.6 48.8 131.4 
1976-77 46 59.4 141.4 54.4 129.5 
1977-78 42t 63.7 132.9 56.8 118 6 
1978-79 43' 74.6 140.7 65.7 124.0 

1979-80 43 t 89.7 144.7 77.6 125.2 
1980-81 46 108.3 147.4 92.6 126.1 
1981-82 46 t 120.1 148.8 103.9 128.7 
198Z-83 46 132.6 153.1 113.4 131.0 

1983-84 45.1 140.2 155.0 120.3 132.9 
1984-85 451 150.1 159.1 129.8 137.6 

1985-86 44 158.6 158.6 133.6 133.6 
1986-8713) 431 164.4 159.9 140.4 136.5 
1987-88(4) 421 173.7 162.8 148.6 139.3 
1988-89 (4)  4]. 179.6 162.7 154.2 139.6 
1989-90 (4) Al t 187.8 165.2 161.5 142.1 

Source: HM Treasury using 	CSO data 	for historical figures on 	general 
government expenditure (GGE) and GDP. 

Figures from 1973-74 are on current definition of public expenditure. 
Figures up to and including 1972-73 do not include market and overseas 
borrowing by public corporations (including nationalised industries). 

Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by excluding effect of 
general inflation as measured by GDP deflator. 

Estimated outturn. 

Planning total and GGE in cash as in Autumn Statement; GDP figures 
are those underlying Autumn Statement. GGE rounded to nearest 
£0.1 billion, although this does not imply accuracy to this degree. 

• 
WPU 
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150 

140 

—120 1 Cash figures adjusted to 1985-86 price levels by excluding the effect of 
general inflation as measured by the GDP deflator. 

46 

43 

• 

• 
• 

General government expenditure in real terms' 
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Difference between planning total and GGE* 

Gross debt interest 

PCMOB 

National accounts adjustment 

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

171 18 18 19 

1 1 1 1 

5 ± 6 6 6 

24 25 25 26 

Autumn Statement** 

Total difference between planning 
total and GGE 

Changes from FSBR 

(a) "Unrounded (not for use in public) 

3 Gross debt interest 	 -4 

-0.5 -0.9 -0.6 

0.3 0.7 0.8 

-0.4 -0.4 -0.5 

-0.5 -0.5 -0.3 

-21  -1 -  1 

(b) Rounded*** 

Gross debt interest 	 -0.7 

PCMOB 	 0.6 

0 National accounts adjustments 	-0.1 

Total difference between planning 
total and GGE 	 -0.2 

PCMOB 	 i 	 x 

	

z 	 i 

	

z 	 1 

National accounts adjustments 	 - 	 -i 	 1 

	

- z 	 - i 

Total difference between planning 
total and GGE 

* Numbers may not sum owing to rounding. 

**To nearest £1 billion for 1986-87; to nearest £ billion for future years. 

• ***To nearest £i billion for 1986-87; to nearest £1 billion for future years. 



Public expenditure (1) plans and outturns 
	 • 

.0 billion 

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 	1988-89 	1989-90 

larch 1980 White Paper 
:Cmnd 7841) 	(2) 

larch 1981 White Paper 

4_ 91 . "I 101.0 106.4 112.4 

:Cmnd 8175) 	(2)(3) 

larch 1932 White Paper 

92.8 104.4 109.9 113.6 

Cmnd 8494) (3) 

oel) 1993 White Paper 

93.0 105.7 114.7 120.7 127.7 Outturns 	Plans 
and estimated Outturns 

:Cmnd 8789) 

ob 1 984 White Paper 

92.7 104.6 113.1 119.6 126.5 132.3 

:Cmnd 9143) 92.7 104.7 113.4 120.4 126.5 132.1 136.8 

Tan 1985 White Paper 
(Cmnd 9428) 

larch 1985 Budget 

92.7 104.6 113.5 120.3 128.2 132.1 136.8 141.6 

F'S BR) 92.7 104.6 113.5 120.3 129.7 134.2 139.2 144.0 

Tan 1996 White Paper 
(Cmnd 9702) 

hrch 1996 Budget 

92.6 103.9 113.4 120.3 129.6 134.2 139.1 143.9 	148.7 

(FSBR) 92.6 103.9 113.4 120.3 129.6 133.9 139.1 143.9 	148.7 

1996 Autumn 
Statement 92.6 103.9 113.4 120.3 129.8 133.6 140.4 I 148.6 	154.2 	161.5 

Public expenditure planning total as defined in the 1996 Autumn Statement. 
Converted into cash as explained on page 103 of Cmnd 9494 vol.2. 
Includir- changes announced in the March Budget Statement. 
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Economic assumptions 

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1985-86 
1986 1986 1986 1986 1986 

PEWP AS PEWP AS PEWP AS PEWP AS PEWP 

Unemployment (GB 
narrow) (1) 
(million) 3.05 3.1 3.0 3.05 3.0 3.05 3.0 3.05 not app 

AS 1986 AS 1986 AS 1986 AS 1986 
FSBR FSBR FSBR FSBR 

GDP deflators(Z) 
(financial year 
on financial year) 
(percent) 3 i 3 i 3 i 311 3 i 3 i 3 3 

RPI(1) 
	

September 1987 
	

September 1988 
on 	 on 

September 1986 
	

September 1987 
AS 
	

1986 
	

AS 
	

1986 

	

PEWP 	 PEWP 

3.75 	3.25 
	

3.5 	not app 

See footnote to summary expenditure table published on 
6 November. 

As in 1986 FSBR. • 

• 
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1986 AUTUMN STATEMENT: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PLANS  

Spartments ( incl 
current and nat 

inds) 

Defence - revised cash plans (1) 

- cash increase from 

previous plans £m (2) 

cash increase from 

previous year % 	(3) 

real increase from 

previous year 	(4) 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

17972 18600 18790 18980 19470  

+70 -20 -10 n/a 

+3.5 +1.0 +1.0 +2.6 

+0.5 -2.6 -2.4 -0.4 

FCO - Aid 

Forestry 

• 

 605 670 700 730 750 

 +30 +40 +40 n/a 

 +10.7 +4.5 +4.3 +2.7 

 +7.5 +0.7 +0.8 -0.3 

 1245 1320 1360 1400 1440 

 o +10 +10 n/a 

 +6.0 +3.0 +2.9 +2.9 
 +2.9 -0.7 -0.5 -0.1  

 831 1090 870 440 1060 

 +440 -280 -510 n/a 

 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 n/a n/a n/a ii/a 

 1857 1520 1660 1780 1880 

 -20 +40 	' +120 n/a 

 -19.5 +9.2 +7.2 +5.6 

 -21.5 +5.3 +3.6 +2.5 

 912 920 880 900 goo 

 +80 +50 +60 n/a 

 +0.9 -4.5 +2.3 0 

 -2.1 -7.8 -1.2 -2.9 

 51 50 50 50 60 

 0 0 0 n/a 

 -2.0 0 0 +20.0 

 -4.8 -3.6 -3.4 +16.5 

FCO - Diplomatic wing 

411,C Contributions 

IBAP etc 

Domestic Agriculture 



 

 

 

 

ECGD 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

1524 1370 1110 960 950 

+60 +20 +20 n/a 

-10.1 -19.0 -13.5 -1.0 

-12.8 -21.9 -16.4 -3.9 

319 250 160 110 50 

-50 -60 -20 n/a 

-22.6 -36.0 -31.2 -54.5 

-23.9 -38.3 -33.6 -55.9 

677 170 -90 -50 -250 

+50 +460 +230 n/a 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

 

 

 

3342 3970 4050 4240 11.340 

+40 +20 +20 n/a 

+18.8 +2.0 +4.7 +2.4 

+15.3 -1.7 +1.2 -0.6 

4572 4920 5140 5080 5140 

+130 +300 +270 n/a 

+7.6 +4.5 -1.2 +1.2 

+4.5 +0.7 -4.5 -1.8 

2861 2850 3200 3020 3090 

+90 +360 +130 n/a 

-o.4 +12.3 -5.6 +2.3 

-3.3 +8.2 -8.8 -0.7 

3910 4070 3850 3890 3930 

+420 +290 +310 n/a 

+4.1 -5.4 +1.0 +1.0 

+1.1 -8.8 -2.4 -1.9 

-97 -90 -90 -90 -90 

0 +40 +40 n/a 

+7.2 0 0 0 

+4.1 -3.6 -3.4 -2.9 

4728 5260 5540 5700 5870 

-1-00 +530 +650 n/a 

+11.3 +5.3 +2.9 +3.0 

+8.0 +1.5 -0.6 0 

Employment 

4iFransport  

Housing  

DOE Other  

PSA 

• 
Home Office  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1985-86  

OL) 

DES 

GAL 

Health 	 (1) 	16640 

 

 

ill Social Security 	 (1) 	41466 

(2) 

(3) 

Superannuation 	 (1) 	1017 

 

 

 

Scotland 	 (1) 	7221 

 

 

 

Wales 	 (1) 	2780 

(2) 

ID 	
(3) 

(4) 

Northern Ireland 	 (1) 	4262 

 

 

 

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

620 670 720 770 

+30 +60 +70 n/a 

+18.1 +8.1 +7.5 +6.9 

+14.7 +4.2 +3.8 +3.8 

15950 16600 17350 17840 

+1630 +2200 +2870 n/a 

+10.2 +4.1 +4.5 +2.8 

+6.9 +0.3 +1.0 -0.2 

800 810 830 860 

+70 +60 +80 n/a 

+11.0 +1.3 +2.5 +3.6 

+7.7 -2.4 -1.0 +0.6 

17960 19100 19840 20720 

+230 +630 +700 n/a 

+7.9 +6.3 +3.9 +4.4 

+2.5 +0.4 +1.4 

44500 46000 47400 49300 

+1600 +1700 +1700 n/a 

+7.3 +3.4 +3.0 +4.0 

-o.4 +1.0 

1140 1240 1330 1410 

-60 -70 -70 n/a 

+12.1 +8.8 +7.3 +6.0 

+8.8 +4.8 +3.6 +2.9 

7810 7950 8100 8220 

+240 +540 +670 n/a 

+8.2 +1.8 +1.9 +1.5 

+5.0 -1.9 -1.6 -1.5 

3060 3190 3300 3390 

+150 +250 +300 n/a 

+10.1 +4.2 +3.4 +2.7 

+6.9 +0.5 0 -0.3 

4530 4810 4980 5150 

+10 +120 +160 n/a 

+6.3 +6.2 +3.5 +3.4 

+3.2 +2.3 0 +0.4 



	

1985-86 	1986-87  

Oancellor's Departments 	(1) 	1819 	2070 

+60 

+13.8 

+10.5 

Other Departments 	 (1) 	334 	450 

+20 

+34.7 

+0.8 

NB All percentages calculated using rounded figures. 

• 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

2230 2320 2420 

+180 +250 n/a 

+7.7 +4.0 +4.3 

+3.8 +0.5 +1.3 

570 600 620 

+70 +90 n/a 

+26.7 +5.3 +3.3 

+22.1 +1.7 +0.3 

• 
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PRO-RATA ALLOCATION OF 1981-88 RESERVE • 
DEPARTMENTS (including local 

authority current and nationalised 

industries) 

1987-88 Pro-rata Adjusted increase in real 

plan (2m) allocation of 1987-88 terms from 1986-87 

Reserve (em) plan (I'm) estimatcd outturn 

Defence 18790 +437 19227 -0.4 

FC0 Diplomatic 700 +16 716 +3.0 

FCO Aid 1360 +31 +1391 +1.6 

EC Contributions 870 +20 890 -21.3 

'BAP etc 1660 +38 1698 +7.7 

Domestic Agriculture 880 +20 goo -5.7 
Forestry 50 +1 51 -1.7 
DTI 1110 +25 1135 -20.1 

ECGD 160 +3 163 -37.2 
Energy -90 -2 -92 n/a 

Employment 4050 +94 4144 +0.6 

411Transport 5140 +119 5259 +3.0 

Housing 3200 +74 3274 +10.7 

DOE Other 3850 +89 3939 -6.7 

PSA -90 -2 -92 -6.1 

Home Office 554n +129 5669 +3.9 

LCD 670 +15 685 +6.5 

DES 16600 +386 16986 +2.6 

OAL 810 +19 829 -0.1 

Health 19100 +444 19544 +4.9 

Social Security 46000 +1071 47071 +2.0 

Superannuation 1240 +29 1269 +7.3 

Scotland 7950 +185 8135 +0.4 

Wales 3190 +74 3264 +2.8 

Northern Ireland 4810 +120 4930 +4.9 

Chancellor's Departments 2230 +52 2282 +6.3 

Other Departments 570 +13 583 +24.9 

Privatisation -5000 

("Reserve +3500 

Adjustments -260 

Planning Total 148600 3500 +2.0 
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4111 
Likierman/Bloomfield Report (Published by Institute of Cost and 

Management Accountants) 

Line to take  

Report does not anywhere use words "totally inadequate". 

These words come from ICMA Press Notice which was issued 

before full Autumn Statement was published, ie author had not 

read it before issuing his blanket condemnation. 

Report does not propose that analysis of variances should 

be a matter for Autumn Statement anyway - so again author of 

Press Notice has not understood the report. 

At last year's hearings the Chairman said: 

"First of all, may I express, I am sure on behalf of 

the entire Committee, our pleasure at the improvements 

in the presentation you have carried out in response 

41 	to the recommendations we made earlier." 

Apart from absence of fiscal adjustment, Committee seemed satisfied 

with Autumn Statement. Document more or less identical this 

year. 

Four quesLions: 

Does analysis suggested by Likierman/Bloomfield need to 

be done? 

Need to be done by Treasury? 

Need to be published? 

Need to be published centrally or by departments? 

Treasury will be examining the report to see what changes it 

or departments should make. 

41 	Background  
Report recommends publication of: 



information on variance between plan and outturn 

to be included in PEWP following the end of the 

ID 
	 relevant financial year; 

identification of reasons for change; 

"triangle" tables for individual departments not 

just planning total - see table attached. 

Latter requires departments to carry classification changes 

back not only to outturn and plans but also all previous plans. 

A great deal of work. Who apart from Likierman/Bloomfield wants 

this. 

• 

• 
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Preeentation of todaye Autumn Statement attacked 

The presentation of the full Autumn Statement, a summary of which 

was published last Thursday, is totally inadequate. This is one 

of the conclusions in a report published today by the Institute of 

Cost and Management Accountants*. The report elbows that it 
is currently 

iMpoSsible for eon-experts to find the amounts by which government 

department's public spending plans have changed or the reasons for 

differences from plan. Authors Andrew Likierman and Susan Bloomfield** 

of the London Business School explain the difficulties of analysing 

public expenditure trends or variations frnm plan in the Major financial 

documents presented to Parliament and set out ways of remedying them. 

The report is complimentary about recent improvements in the presentation 

of some aspects of the major financial documents. But the authors 

stress the difficulties experienced by non-specialists in comparing 

departments' actual expenditure with what was planned and analysing 

trends. "For Most organisations" they point out "this is S normal 

feature of financial planning and control". Yet in the case of the 

figures published for government departments, the variances from 

plan include the results of several quite different elements. These 

include the effects of both controllable and uncontrollable events, 

policy changes and the impact of budget measures on spending plans. 

ID 	"Because of this" the authors maintain, "it is not possible to measure 

the changes in the, accuracy of departmental forecasts or changes 

in the ability of departments to keep within their budgets". 



- • On trend informetion, the authors point to the problems in analysing 

the figures as a result of the large number of technical and other 

changes. These take place each year and as e result users °need 

to be aware of the dangers of drawing incorrect conclusions". • 
Likiermen and Bloomfield give • number of suggestions to overcome 

these difficulties. Among them are 

Information on the variance between plan and outturn for each 

government department in the Public Expenditure White Paper. 

This would eliminate the need to consult more than one document. 

An extension of the analysis showing the difference between two 

successive plans to identify the reasons for the variance between 

plan and outturn. 

Adjustment of pest figures for departmental spending to enable 

trends and variances to be clear for those who want them. 

The report also sets out the mechanism by which public spending plena 

are formulated and uses tables from recant documents to illustrate 

the problems. 

* Establishing variances and trends in public expenditure by Andrew 

Likierman and Susan Bloomfield, published by the Institute of Cost 

and Management Accountants, 1986. 

** Andrew Likierman is Director of the Institute of Public Sector 

Management at the London Business School and s member of the ICMA's 

Council. Susan Bloomfield is a Research Assistant at the London 

Business School. 

Commenting on the Autumn Statement document, Andrew Likierman, one 

of the authors, said "It shows prime examples of the problems which 

we highlight in our report. It is not possible for anyone without 

a very good head for figures and a lot of experience to reconcile 

back to the plans produced last January. It just isn't reasonable 

to ask everyone to have such expertise." 

Contact : Giles Collingridge - ICMA - 01 637 2311 or 

ID 	 Andrew Likierman - London Business School - 01 262 5050 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: MISS M E PEIRSON 
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UNEMPLOYMENT AS  

cc 	PPS 
PS/Chief Secretary 
Mr Anson 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Gray 
Miss Noble 
Mr Gibson 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Gooby 
Mr Tyrie 

There is one gloss I should like to add to Miss Noble's 

briefing. 	As you know, the apparent change in the unemployment 

assumption is from 3 million to 3.1 million in 1986-87 and from 

3 million to 3.05 million in 1987-88 onwards. Miss Noble's brief 

points out that the latter 50,000 increase would cost only an extra 

£100 million of social security according to the DHSS read" 

reckoner. 

However, the 3 million assumption published in the PEWP wz 

on an old method of counting, which was changed as from last 

March. In the Department of Employment Gazette of October this 

year, it was stated that the change in the method of counting was 

estimated to have reduced the total by about 50,000. 	Therefore 

anyone who has read that Gazette might point out that the 

underlying increase in the unemployment assumption is 150p00 in 

1986-87 and 100,000 in 1987-88. Clearly, using the ready reckoner 

would then produce an effect of £200 million a year in 1987-88 

onwards. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



3. 	More generally, however, the line to take remains that the 

effect of the increase in unemployment numbers is a relatively 

insignificant factor, although there has been a significant rise 

in take-up of benefits by the existing unemployed (and higher 

average payments to them). 

MISS M E PEIRSON 
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Mr Gray 
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Miss C Evans 
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Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 

AUTUMN STATEMENT: DEFENSIVE SPEAKING NOTES 

1. 	I attach some defensive material and positive points to make 

on the programme, as you requested for tomorrows debate. The 

material has been cleared with DHSS. There is more material in the 

main EB brief. 

• 	2. 	The defensive material on the £1.7 billion is basically a 
smoke screen. I think it is best to avoid trying to give any sort 

of quantitative analysis, and 	DHSS are certainly not ready to 

give a convincing enough breakdown. It would raise as many 

questions as it answered. The safest line, (as it happens, the 

truth) and the main answer to the point in your minute about why 

there is sucl a large increase in social security spending with no 

real i.crease in benefits (ie when the uprating was so small), is 

that the changes largely reflect the carry through of spending in 

1986-87, where we are seeing a higher number of claimants and an 

increase in the average amounts of benefits being paid. If 

pressed for further details we can answer that the higher levels 

of spending in 1986-87 will be reflected in the winter 

supplementary estimates which will be released next week and which 

the House will have a chance to look at in detail. 

3. 	I have included defensive material on whether the increase 

is solely due to higher unemployment. Quite genuinely, only a very 

small proportion of the extra spending is due to the 50,000 

increase in the assumption - the DHSS ready reckoner published in 



now have working wives) and 

like more people staying 

of the unemployed claiming.  
etc. DHSS propose to use 

is part of the story but by no means 
full analysis ot the programme by 

of claimant will be provided in the PEWP. 

that unemployment 

and that the usnal 

by type 

(for example, 

to be second 

invalidity 

benefits for 

because fewer 

round effects 

benefit, more 

their families 

the PEWP would suggest ElOOmillion. But as Mr Fowler made clear in 

his papers for Star Chamber, spending on the unemployed has 

increased for other reasons - more of the unemployed are claiming 

means tested benefits, and the average amount paid to claimants is 
increasing 

there seem 

longer on 

disability 

the line 

all of it, 

benefit and 

cAL, 

MISS G M NOBLE 

• 

• 



DEFENSIVE MATERIAL ON SOCIAL SECURITY 

(i) On the increase in provision  

The increase of £1,700 million in the provision for social 

security for 1987-88 and 1988-89 mainly reflects the carry through 

of the higher levels of spending in 1986-87. 

There is no sinyle reason for this increase. It is the 

combination of a number of factors. But the most significant ones 

are the continuing rise in the number of people claiming means 

tested benefits and an increase in the average amounts of benefit 
paid. 	The slight increase in the assumed level of unemployment 

compared with the last Public Expenditure White Paper is not the 

major factor. There is an increase in take-up of means tested 

benefits among the long term sick and disabled and single parents. 

Average amounts paid in housing benefit to people both in an out 

of work are also increasing, as are the numbers claiming. 	And 
spending on family benefits has increased, reflecting, among other 

things, a higher birth rate and more children staying on at school 40 

(ii) On the effect of unemployment  

Only a small proportion of the £1,700 million increase in thc 

plans for 1987-88 and 1988-89 is due to higher assumptions about 

unemployment. The unemployment assumptions for those two years 

have been increased from 3 million to 3,050,000. That implies 

some reduction from the 3,100,000 assumed for 1986-87. 

If hon Members look at last year's White Paper they will see 

that the DHSS estimated that an extra 50,000 unemployed would add 

just over £100 million to their estimates of benefit expenditure 
in 1981-88. If pressed: the figures also allow for an increase in 

the average amounts of benefit being claimed by unemployed people. 

The usual full analysis of expenditure by benefit and type of 

claimant will be published in the public expenditure White Paper. 41 

It is worth remembering that most of the social security 

budget is actually spent on the elderly, the sick and disabled and 

on families. Only about one sixth of the social security 

programme is spent on benefits for unemployed people. 

after 16. There is also a continuing increase in the level of take 

up of benefits among the existing unemployed. 



forecastin 
(iii) On the realism of the fi ures and the histor of 

The figures 
figures are much more soundly based than in the past. 

The estimates of spending in 1986-87 on which the revised 

projections for the later years are based are the results of new, 

monitoring and forecasting techniques which DHSS have 
introduced. 	 just 

These are designed to pick up the underlying trends 
on expenditure at a far earlier stage in the year, and allow us to 

take proper account of them in the published plans for the later years. 

The figures are still of course subject to fluctuation. Even 

a small variation on such a large programme is a lot of money. A 

	

forecasting error of just 	
per cent is equivalent to Ei billion. 

Positive material on the •ro ramme as a whole 

40 The social security programme has increased by 35 per cent in 

real terms since the Government took office, and two thirds of 

that is due to higher spending on the elderly, the long term sick 
and disabled and families. 

- Since 1
978-79, the number of retirement. pensioners has increased 

by nearly 1 million and yet pensions have increased in real terms 

Expenditure on the elderly has grown by 25 percent in real terms 
equivalent to £4 

billion between 1978-79 and 
1985-86, of which 

paid. £2i billion was due to real increases in the amount of benefits 

Spending on benefits for the long term sick and disabled has 

increased by over £1.75 billion in real terms or well over 50 per 

cent, due in part to higher numbers claiming, but also to real 

	

improvements and benefits. 	The most recent 
example of 

improvements in this area was the extension of invalid care 

"'Stallowance to married women which my Rt Hon friend the Secretary of 
ate for social services announced in June. 



b254 • 
Ql Why is the year-on-year percentage growth for Scottish 

programmes. as in the Autumn Statement, so much less than 

those for the other two territories [see Annex 	], and/or  

than for GDP deflator? 

Al The low rate of growth has much to do with the fact that the 

Scottish Electricity Boards are entering on a period of heavy 

debt repayment. If you remove that distorting factor, 

Scottish programmes grow by 3.8%, 3.3%, 3.3%, in the three 

years - pretty close to the GDP deflator. 

Q2 Have the normal workings of the comparability formula been 

interfered with, in Scotland's case? 

A2 There has been no change to the formula used to calculate the 

proportion of changes in English (or English and Welsh) 

programmes that should be added to the Scottish block total. 

However, the Secretary of State decided not to take up his 

full entitlement of formula consequences on local authority • 	current expenditure: to have done so would have encouraged 

higher spending by local authorities and thus a heavier 

burden on Scottish ratepayers. Apart from this adjustment, 

the Scottish block has received its full formula share of all 

changes to every one of the comparable English programmes. 

43 	Can you offer further explanation of the figures, which 

suggest a very substantial shortfall in Scotland's block 

entitlement however you look at it? 

A3 	I understand the Secretary of State will, in accordance with 

his normal practice, be making a statement before the 

Christmas Recess about the detailed allocation of resources 

within his programme totals already announced, and I cannot 

anticipate what he will be saying then. 

Q4 Can you say any more about the figures for Wales and Northern 

Ireland, which on any calculation look more generous than 

Scotland's? 



• 
A4 The normal workings of comparability have given all three 

territories very substantial increases in their provision for 

the years 1987-88 to 1989-90. Comparisons between them can 

be misleading because their functional coverage varies in 

each case. 

• 

• 
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ANNEX 

AUTUMN STATEMENT:  
YEAR-ON-YEAR PERCENTAGE INCREASES FOR EACH TERRITORY 

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 
per cent 

1989-90 

Scotland 7.5 1.8 1.9 1.5 

Wales 10.1 4.2 3.4 3.0 

N Ireland 6.3 6.1 3.6 3.4 

• 

• 
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173/25 

Local authorities  

Relevant current  (including rate fund contributions to Housing Revenue Accounts) 

million 

GB 

1986-87 	 1987-88 	 1988-89 
est 	 plan 	 plan 

outturn 

29,600 (+9.2) 31,000 (+4.6) 32,200 

Percentage increase over previous plans in brackets. 

(+4.0) 

1989-90 
plan 

33,000 (+2.6) 

Plans increased from 1986 PEWP so that provision over Survey period at broadly 
same level in real terms as LA budgets in 1986-87. 

Figures include extra resources available for teachers' pay:  

expenditure grant expenditure grant expenditure 
£ million 

expenditure 

England 111 51 460 183 732 787 

Wales 7 5 30 17 94 101 

Scotland 14 8 60 30 47 50 

Total 132 64 550 230 873 938 

Pay bill: As percentage of all LA relevant current spending 

pay and pensions etc about 80 per cent; 

pay about 65 per cent; 

pay, excluding school teachers, about 45 per cent. 

(All percentages approximate.) 

Capital  

£ billion 
1986-87 	1987-88 	1988-89 	1989-90 

est 	 plan 	 plan 	 plan 
outturn 

Gross provision (GB) 
	

6.5 	 6.6 	 6.4 	 6.5 

• 

Increased to permit Government fully to meet commitment to LAs that allocations 
for Housing and Other Environmental Services would be no less than 80 per cent of 
1985-86 level. 

• 



Change 

NATIONAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTION RATES 1987-88 

Summary of proposals 

Present 	 Proposed 
1986-87 	 1987-88 

Employer's Class 1 
(contracted-in) 

Employer's Class 1 
(contracted-in) 

10.45% 	 10.45% 

9% 

173/23 

Opted-out married women 

Lower Earnings Limit 

3.85% 3.85% 

(Class 1) £ 38 £ 39 +£ 1 

Upper Earnings Limit 
(Class 1) £285 £295 +£10 

Low-paid earnings ( 	£ 60 ( 	£ 65 ( 	+£ 5 
brackets ( 	£ 95 ( 	£100 ( 	+£ 5 

( 	£140 ( 	£150 ( 	+£10 

Rates payable within (5% (5% 
low-paid brackets (7% (7% 

(9% (9% 

Class 2 (self-employed) £ 	3.75 £3.85 +10p 

Small earnings exception E 	2,075 £2,125 +£50 

Class 3 (voluntary) £ 	3.65 £3.75 +10p 

Class 4 (self-employed, 
profits-related) 6.3 Vo 6.3% 

Lower profits limit 
(Class 4) £ 	4,450 £4,590 +£140 

Upper profits limit 
(Class 4) £ 14,820 £15,340 +£520 

Note: 	Contracting-out rebates not due for change until end of 1983-88 
quinquennium; therefore remain at 4.1 per cent employer, 2.15 per cent 
employee (ie 6.25 per cent joint). 

WPU 

• 

• 



100:1 

LEL up 2.6 per cent, compared with 2.1 per cent pension increase. 

UEL up 3.5 per cent - maximum permissible within statutory rule that UEL must not exceed 

71 times pension. 

Treasury Supplement cut from 9 per cent to 7 per cent. Worth £600 million. 

g 	on means tested--aThi 

• 

 

s wi increase by-i-Ter-e-ent-betweerr-118-6-137 and 1987-88) 

 

I -  I 

biz-Ucat.AD 

Employment Protection Allocation, currently 0.25 per cent for employees and 0.20 per cent 

for employers, reduced to 0.07 per cent and 0.06 per cent respectively. 

National Health Service Allocation, currently 0.75 per cent for employees and 0.60 per cent 

for employers, increased to 0.85 per cent and 0.70 per cent respectively. 

Unemployment assumption: 3.1 million 1986-87; 3.05 million 1987-88. 

Earnings assumption: About 71 per cent between financial years 1985-86 and 1986-87; about 

61 per cent between financial years 1986-87 and 1987-88. 

(NB Reduced rate bands up by 11-18 per cent since October 1985.) 

Burdens 

For those earning  between £39 and £285 a week (former UEL) no increase for either 

employee or employer for contracted-in; only 6p maximum combined increase for 

contracted-out. 

Some lower paid employees and their employers will pay less (up to £1.98 a week for 

employee and £2.16 a week for employer). 

For those earning above £285 a week, maximum possible increase is 90p a week. No 

change for employers. 

Income from employers' contributions expected to be just over £800 million (6.6 per 

    

cent) higher than in 1986-87. Due solely to higher earnings and employment. Uprating 

of earnings limits reduces burden by £150 million. 
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• 	
Income from employees' contributions expected to be about £870 million (7.5 per cent) 

higher than in 1986-87. Due almost entirely to higher earnings and employment. 

Uprating of earnings limits adds just £20 million (net) to employees' burden. 

Changing LEL to threshold would cost some £6/ billion. 

• 

• 
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TCSC - 17 NOVEMBER 

FROM: A ROSS GOOBEY 
DATE: 18 NOVEMBER 1986 

cc Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 

You will be receiving a full note of the meeting from Miss Evans. 

There were several items to which it was intimated the Committee 

will revert on Thursday. 

Your statement on "This Week, Next Week", that you wish to 

see the pound no lower, was interpreted as putting a base under 

an unannounced exchange rate target range. Sir T Burns encouraged 

them to ask you exactly what was meant by the statement. 

The contrast between the 1985 Autumn Statement that "export 

volumes have not been very responsive to price and cost changes" 

and the 1986 Statement that "with the lagged benefits from this 

032  year's gain in competitiveness 	 exports should continue to 
-4 

	

	grow steadily" was drawn out by Wainwright and Mitchell. There 
is clearly a danger in imputing too much of the export volume growth 

to the lower sterling rate since this gives the "devaluers" 

ammunition. 

Mr Browne was referred to you after asking whether the Government 

Q4-6  could not go for a supply-side tax cut in the expectation of higher 
revenues. 

As Sir T Burns will no doubt report, he was pressed very hard 

to give a breakdown of the housing element of the RPI estimate for 

1987, revealing the interest rate assumption. My own view is that 

such a precedent might be unfortunate although, again, it could 

be emphasised that, like the exchange rate, it is only a working 

assumption. 

1 



• • 
In general, the Committee was not very hostile, although they 

did seem keen to elicit a confession of change. John Townend was 
40 	taking the line that, if you take back the excess costs of the miners' 

strike from the 1985-86 numbers, growth in 1986-87 of programmes 

is 4% real. 

The balance of payments forecast is widely seen as the unrealis-

tic figure in the document. 

gel  
A ROSS GOOBEY 

• 
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FROM: MISS C EVANS 
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DATE: 18 NOVEMBER 1986 
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Z. 	CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State 
Economic Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
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TCSC: EVIDENCE FROM THE CHANCELLOR THURSDAY 20 NOVEMBER 

..* I attach the Committee's questions to the Chancellor which I have received by telephone. 
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MR ALLAN cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State 
Economic Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Gray 
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Mr Culpin 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Tyrie 

TCSC: TREASURY OFFICIALS' HEARING 

I attach a record of yesterday's hearing. I will forward a copy of the official transcript as 

soon as we receive it. 

MISS C EVANS 
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TCSC: TRANSCRIPT OF TREASURY OFFICIALS' APPEARANCE 17 NOVEMBER 1986 • 
Mr Watts 
	

Does the Autumn Statement stance on monetary policy amount to an 

exchange rate target? 

Sir T Burns 
	

The Government's monetary stance remains as set out in the MTFS and in 

the Chancellor's Lombard speech. 

Mr Watts 
	

But the Budget placed greater emphasis on the exchange rate as a restraint 

on inflation, does this imply downgrading of the weight on other targets? 

Sir T Burns 
	

We have always said that the exchange rate is important as an indicator of 

monetary conditions but the Chancellor has made clear that the monetary 

aggregates are also important. For example, the last rise in interest rates 

was influenced by the increase in MO. 

Mr Watts 
	

Why are there no monetary targets in the Autumn Statement? 

Sir T Burns 
	

This is the same as previous years. The Autumn Statement deals with the 

Government's spending plans and provides the Industry Act Forecast, but it 

is not an occasion for restating monetary policy. 

Mr Watts 	How confident is the Treasury of the assumption that the effective 

exchange rate will stay at present levels? 

Sir T Burns 	The statement about the exchange rate is an assumption and not a 

forecast. The volatility of the exchange rate makes it very risky to make 

forecasts or strong statements about it. I hope that the assumption is 

realistic. 

Mr Watts 
	

Can we expect measures to damp down deviations in the exchange rate 

from the Autumn Statement assumptions? 

Sir T Burns 
	

The exchange rate is an important indicator, so sharp movements would 

certainly have implications for policy. 

Mr Watts 	Does this mean that you have an implicit target for the exchange rate? 

Sir T Burns 	We do not have an implicit or explicit target. 

Mr Watts 	If the E. were to fall in effective terms how would this affect the forecast 

for inflation and the current account? 

Sir T Burns 	We would expect prices to be higher, and the currcnt account to improve 

over time but in the short term the J-curve effect would worsen the 

balance of payments. 



Mr Watts 
	

Why do you assume that the lower exchange rate will have a beneficial 

effect on exports since it is clear that the uncertainty about future rates • 	inhibits businessmen from taking advantage of them? 

Sir T Burns 
	

It is inevitable that the impact of change will be limited by uncertainty 

about the future but it is clear that changes in the exchange rate do affect 

performance but possibly not as much as some commentators previously 

thought. 

Mr Higgins 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Higgins 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Higgins 

Sir T Burns 

Am I right in saying that the Chancellor has recently gone on record as 

saying that he does not want the exchange rate to go any lower than it is at 

present? 

I believe that is correct. 

Does that not imply a target for the exchange rate? 

No it does not. For an explanation of the Chancellor's statement you might 

ask him on Thursday. 

You said that there are no monetary targets in the Autumn Statement but 

surely the PSBR is a monetary target. Is this the first time for a PSBR 

target to appear in the Autumn Statement? 

We have always presented in the Statement an assumption that the MTFS 

PSBR target would continue, and there was a presumption that this would 

be the case. In the last few years, the PSBR has in fact been set at or 

slightly below the level of the previous Budget assumption. This year the 

Chancellor went a bit further than simply stating this as an assumption 

because of worries that people would see the revised expenditure plans as a 

signal of a loosening of fiscal policy. 

Mr Higgins 	So this is a new departure restating monetary policy in the Autumn 

Statement? 

Sir T Burns 	No. The Chancellor was simply addressing the fiscal policy point. 

Mr B10$4,1i@ 	When the Chancellor said that he didn't want the £ to fall further, what 

indicator was he referring to? 

Sir T Burns 	I would guess that he meant the sterling trade-weighted index. 

Mr Browne 	Does the Chancellor have in mind that there is a psychological lid to 

sterling? 

Sir T Burns 	I think you need to interpret the Chancellor's comments against the kind of 

movements in the exchange rate which we have seen recently. The 



• Chancellor has emphasised that he would prefer not to see too much 

movement, he thinks the exchange rate should be quite testing and should 

not move to accommodate higher costs including pay costs. It was 

inevitable that the £ would adjust to the fall in oil prices. But this 

adjustment has now taken place and rapid depreciation is behind us so we 

go back to the same principles as before. 

Mr Townend 	What is the underlying increase in the Government's public expenditure 

plans from 1985-86 to 1986-87 after removing the effect of the miners' 

strike and privatisation proceeds? 

Mr Turnbull 	The planning total has increased from £133.6 billion to £140.4 billion. In 

1985-86 privatisation proceeds were £2.1 billion and in 1986-87 £4i billion. 

Mr Townend 	Isn't the real underlying increase in programme expenditure in the two 

years around 4 per cent which is above the rate of growth of the economy 

as a whole? 

Mr Turnbull 	The estimate of the impact of thc coal strike is uncertain. It is doubtful if 

in 1985-86 it turned out as large as we had expected. I am not sure that it 

is useful to take the year on year growth in any two years as the measure 

of the underlying trend. In 1085 86 Lhere was a sharp fall in real terms and 

in 1986-87 you had an increase in real terms. In 1986-87 the planning total 

went up by 2.2 per cent and excluding privatisation proceeds the increase 

was 3.6 per cent which is higher than the increase in GDP. 

Mr Townend 	Has there been a change in public spending policy, from a policy of holding 

public spending constant in real terms to one of reducing public 

expenditure as a proportion of GDP? 

Mr Turnbull 	There has always been a long term objective, since 1979, of reducing 

spending as a share of national income. This has been a constant theme but 

there have been various statements about the speed of achieving this 

objective. I would say that it was not a change of objective but a change in 

degree - a change in the speed of achieving the objective. 

Mr Townend 

Mr Turnbull 

What assumption have you made about pay in the public sector? 

There is no assumption about public sector pay except for special cases 

such as teachers. The individual departments have running costs limits and 

have to adjust their plans in the light of pay settlements but the Survey is 

not put together by starting with a pay assumption as in earlier years. In 

essence, it is up to departments to make provision for pay within their 

running costs limit. 



Mr Turnbull 

Mr Townend 

Mr Turnbull 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir T Burns 

Is the Government going to set an example on pay? If pay goes up, 

presumably it will be necessary to dig into the Reserve. The Reserve for 

1987-88 is lower than this year: are you confident that this will be 

sufficient? 

The Reserve provided in these plans are higher both absolutely and as a 

proportion of the planning total than in any previous White Paper except 

the last. The Reserves set in the 1986 PEWP reflected the fact that 

provision for local authority expenditure in 1986-87 was set only slightly 

above the 1985-86 out-turn and for the later years kept at the same cash 

level. In the Autumn Statement local authority expenditure is planned to 

rise and this implies lower Reserves. 

Would you agree that if the Government had stuck to its previous plan it 

would have been easier to provide tax cuts in the 1987 Budget? 

The Chancellor has already acknowledged this in his statement that you 

can't spend the same £ twice. 

What are the factors underlying the difference between the Budget and 

Autumn Statement current account forecasts, with particular reference to 

the discrepancy in manufactures? 

The main factor underlying the revised forecast is the extent to which 

world trade in manufactures did not turn out as expected. There have been 

big changes in oil prices, the exchange rate and commodity prices which 

were very difficult to forecast. As the results of these relative price 

changes, the non-OPEC countries felt it necessary to cut the level of their 

imports so the growth of exports from the major industrial countries has 

been weak. 

Are you not optimistic in forecasting a current account deficit of only 

£11 billion next year? 

I accept that the standard error on the current account is enormous. There 

have been sharp movements recently. But it is not necessarily optimistic. 

Our record is not one of optimism on current account forecasts, in fact we 

have tended to bias in the opposite direction. 

Ur Townend 

• 

Mr Wainwright You said that a lot of things have changed in the past year. Has the 

forecasting system changed? 



Sir T Burns 

• 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir T Burns 

There has been no change in the forecasting system. 

The forecast suggests that exports will grow steadily as a result of the 

increase in competitiveness of British goods. How do you reconcile that 

with what you were saying last year that in the light of experience exports 

are not particularly price sensitive? 

There is no inconsistency. Last year we didn't say that exports were 

unresponsive: we were making a relative statement about how responsive 

they are. We haven't changed our view but the fall in the exchange rate 

this year is so significant that we expect there will be an impact on 

exports. In other words, we have revised down our view of the scale of the 

impact of the exchange rate on export volumes but we believe that the 

improvement in competitiveness which has taken place will be sufficient to 

have some effect. 

Mr Higgins 
	

We shall want to pursue this question on Thursday. 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir T Burns 

The Autumn Statement is very optimistic about the future balance of 

invisibles at £81 billion which compares with a forecast of £51 billion in 

the Budget. The official estimates put the surplus in the first nine months 

at £5.8 billion including the delayed rebate from the EC, and DTI are 

forecasting an invisible balance in the last 3 months in surplus of about 

£600 million a month: that doesn't add up to £81 billion. 

Actually the Budget forecast was £8 billion so there hasn't been a great 

change. 

Mr Wainwright 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Sedgwick 

I accept that but I am still concerned that the figure looks optimistic. 

Estimating is very difficult in this area. Figures tend to be revised 

upwards at the end of the year and there is a tendency within year to 

understate the likely outcome. You have to take account of movements on 

the IPD account, and the reduced debit on oil revenues, the higher level of 

net overseas assets, and the good return on overseas asscts. 
The figures so far this year tend to support our forecast. It is worth 

mentioning that last year's figure has now been revised upwards. There is 

one other effect which is also worth mentioning. Credits on tourism were 

probably affected by the terrorists' scare earlier this year, probably to the 

tune of a few hundred million: this is likely to wear off over time. 



Mr. Wainwright Have you allowed for growth in unit wage costs? If these continue to grow 

at 5 per cent a year, with manufacturers enjoying rising profits and 

1110 	therefore finding it hard to resist pay rises, and with skill shortages, are we 

getting near to capacity which points to caution in exports forecasts? 

Sir T Burns 	We have been cautious but there are signs that manufacturing output has 

picked up. The latest figures to September show productivity picking up as 

well. I wouldn't dispute that unit costs are still rising faster than we would 

hope. Capacity is very hard to read, on skill shortages it is true that 

vacancies are up but they are not as high as they have been. I don't think 

this is a great threat, capacity utilisation has picked up but I don't see a 

really strong supply side constraint on exports. 

Mr Mitchell 

Sir T Burns 

Will this Government be prepared to increase borrowing to finance a 

reduction in the standard rate of taxes or does the increase in spending 

plans now rule this out? 

This Government has not set about reducing taxes by borrowing in 

anticipation of extra revenue. 

Will the Government do it in future? 

In the past, the Government has placed great emphasis on restraining the 

PSBR. 

I am glad to see that there has been a substantial change in policy on the 

exchange rate. Are you making a virtue of necessity ie you have to 

increase exports in order to produce a respectable balance of payments 

forecast and so you assume that the lower exchange rate will have this 

effect. 

It is not fair to say that there has been a major change of view. As the 

Chancellor said in his Cambridge speech, it was inevitable that there would 

be a depreciation of the real exchange rate in response to a fall in oil 

revenues. That has happened. I repeat we have not changed our views on 

the impact of competitiveness on the level of exports. 

Mr Browne 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Browne 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Mitchell 	But you said last year that competitiveness was not that important a 

determinant of export levels. What assumption are you making about 

interest rates? Are you assuming that they will continue at the present 

levels which are highly damaging to industry and the economy and that 

they may in fact even increase? 



Sir T Burns 	We don't publish an interest rate forecast. 

Mr Milken 

Sir T Burns 

But you are assuming that higher mortgage interest rates be responsible for 

the increase in the RPI inflation rate next year. So surely this means that 

you are expecting interest rates to increase? 

Even if there is no change in the mortgage rate, the RPI index including 

housing costs increases more quickly than if it is excluded because of the 

way that component is computed. 

Mr Mitchell 	Are you therefore assuming that interest rates will stay at present levels? 

Sir T Burns 	As I said it is not our practice to forecast interest rates. 

Mr Mitchell 	If the exchange rate is assumed to stay broadly flat, what level of interest 

rates will be necessary to achieve that? 

Sir T Burns 	We are assuming that interest rates will be set at the level needed to 

deliver the MTFS objectives. 

Mr Mitchell 	Presumably that means that with a worsening current account higher 

interest rates will be needed to offset inflationary pressures? 

Sir T Burns 	Not necessarily. Capital account movements are also very important. Our 

interest rates are already high by international standards but as I have said 

it is our practice not to comment on interest rate assumptions. 

Mr Higgins 

Sir T Burns 

Table 1.7 shows a 10t per cent increase in housing costs in 1987-88 over 

1986-87. Can we have a breakdown of the interest rate and house prices 

components of that figure? 

I am afraid that I don't think I can do that. That would be the same as 

giving an interest rate forecast. May I take the question away and seek the 

Chancellor's views? 

Mr Mitchell 

Sir T Burns 

Unit labour costs are rising substantially, and the assumption is that they 

will continue to rise with no fall in pay settlements. Since the Government 

has no policy for dealing with this, and profits are not going into 

investment but into wage inflation, doesn't that require further 

depreciation of the £ to maintain our competitiveness? 

There are signs of some small moderation in pay settlements as a result of 

low inflation. Settlements are not coming down as we would hope but we 

think they will be lower in 1987. But the Chancellor has said that he is not 

prepared to validate higher earnings by further depreciation. 



Mr Mitchell 
	

So you will resist further depreciation? 

Sir T 1lVs 
	

Yes. The Chancellor has said that he will resist the vicious circle of high 

wage settlements followed by depreciation, fuelling higher rates of 

inflation. 

Mr Mitchell 	How will you resist pressure for further depreciation? Will you use interest 

rates or will you run down the Reserves? 

Sir T Burns 	We do not think it is viable to use the Reserves as a long term measure, 

there would have to be a general tightening of policy to resist the 

inflationary pressures. 

Mr Mitchell 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Higgins 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Mitchell 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Howell 

Mr Turnbull 

You will have seen the Private Eye cover which suggests that what we are 

seeing is a pre-Election spending spree. The Autumn Statement tries to 

show the increase in spending is feasible and not irresponsible, but it is 

least credible on the balance of payments calculation and in particular the 

export assumption. Is it true to say that the risks are greatest on the 

balance of payments? 

As I said there is a very large standard error around this forecast but I am 

not sure that the risks are any greater than they always are in this area. 

But you said earlier that 1986 was particularly difficult for forecasting the 

balance of payments. 

Yes, but there have been uncertainties in earlier years too. 

What is the basis for your assumed fall-off in imports? 

We are not assuming a great fall-off. Therc has been relatively Glow 

growth in imports in the first half of 1986 with a faster increase in the 

second half. We are assuming that imports of goods and services will grow 

at 41 per cent in 1987 which is a little below the 5 per cent increase in 

1986. 

What progress is being made in reducing public sector manpower, in 

particular through the Rayner Reviews? 

The Rayner Reviews, or efficiency scrutinies as they are now called, have 

produced savings of £300 million a year with the reduction of some 22,000 

posts a year. 



Mr Howell 
	

Are you satisfied that these are genuine savings? Presumably some savings 

for example in the Department of Employment field have been achieved 

because people don't have to register for unemployment every week. 

Mr Turnbull 
	

Civil Service numbers have fallen by 130,000 since 1979. This has been 

achieved by a combination of efficiency savings, contracting-out, 

streamlining, cutting out functions. 

Mr Howell 

Mr Turnbull 

Mr Howell 

Mr Turnbull 

But what about local government manpower? Is the manpower watch 

working? 

Local authority manpower grew by I per cent between 1985 and 1986. This 

contrasts with the reduction in the Civil Service as a whole. The 

Government doesn't control local authority manpower directly. It sets a 

financial regime for local government but decisions on manpower are taken 

by individual local authorities. 

But isn't this a terrible weakness in the system if you can't control local 

authority manpower? 

That is because local authorities are separate decision-making entities. 

Central government sets a framework and tries to exert downward pressure 

in a number of ways, through the financial regime and through 

rate-capping. The Audit Commission tries to encourage greater efficiency 

by ensuring that councils follow best practice. One of the main themes in 

the Green Paper on the financing of local government has been the 

objective of increasing local accountability and transparency in the costing 

of local government services so that electors can exert pressure for 

efficiency. 

Is the Government not fuelling wage pressures by index linking benefits? 

If wages in general did no more than follow the index linking of benefits, 

we would less worried about pay settlements than we are. Personally I 

have never been convinced that benefits have a huge impact on pay 

generally but I agree that the level of benefits can be a factor at some 

points in the earnings distribution. 

Mr Howell 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Howell 	The forecast mentions the increase in employment but a major element in 

this is the increase in part-time jobs. Isn't this a false comparison? Do 

you think there is any value at all in this table? 

Sir T Burns 	Yes I do otherwise we wouldn't present it. Its made clear that they are 

part-time jobs: we are not trying to disguise the fact. 



Mr Howell 	In describing manpower changes in the public sector you convert 

0 	part-timers into full time equivalents. Would it not be more consistent to 

do the same in presenting employment figures in the economy as a whole? 

Sir T Burns 	It is much easier for the employer to convert part-time into full time 

equivalents but I believe that that we don't have the information to make 

this conversion for the private sector. 

Mr Browne 

Sir T Burns 

Mr Browne 

Sir T Burns 

What evidence do you see pointing to greater moderation in wage 

settlements next year given the continuing high profits of companies and 

skill shortages? 

We think that there are a number of influences which can't be defined 

precisely. The main influence is the lower inflation rate. Company 

profitability has some effect but we don't anticipate a large change here. 

There is akinflexibility due to the the going rate and I agree that the 

pressures in the labour markets suggest that the supply of the skills is 

tighter than it was but I don't think this is yet at a level sufficient to offset 

the downward pressure on wages from lower inflation. 

What has the Government learned from recent experience about the best 

way of intervening in the foreign exchange markets between direct 

intervention and interest rate changes? 

We regard intervention as short term and tactical but to have an impact in 

the longer term you have to consider the implications for monetary policy 

as a whole. 

Mr Mitchell 

Sir T Burns 

What is the underlying trend in unit costs? 

I think the figure for 1986 overstates the underlying trend and that of 1987 

understates it. That is because the forecast rate of growth in 

manufacturing output (and hence in productivity) for 1987 is 4 per cent 

which is above the longer term trend. 



• 

FROM: A ROSS GOOBEY 
DATE: 18 NOVEMBER 1986 

CHANCELLOR 	 cc Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 

TCSC - 17 NOVEMBER 

You will be receiving a full note of the meeting from Miss Evans. 

2. 	There were several items to which it was intimated the Committee 

will revert on Thursday. 

Your statement on "This Week, Next Week", that you wish to 

the pound no lower, was interpreted as putting a base under 

unannounced exchange rate target range. Sir T Burns encouraged 

them to ask you exactly what was meant by the statement. 

The contrast between the 1985 Autumn Statement that "export 

volumes have not been very responsive to price and cost changes" 

and the 1986 Statement that "with the lagged benefits from this 

year's gain in competitiveness 	 exports should continue to 

grow steadily" was drawn out by Wainwright and Mitchell. There 

is clearly a danger in imputing too much of the export volume growth 

to the lower sterling rate since this gives the "devaluers" 

ammunition. 

Mr Browne was referred to you after asking whether the Government 

could not go for a supply-side tax cut in the expectation of higher 

revenues. 

As Sir T Burns will no doubt report, he was pressed very hard 

to give a breakdown of the housing clement of the RPI estimate for 

1987, revealing the interest rate assumption. My own view is that 

such a precedent might be unfortunate although, again, it could 

be emphasised that, like the exchange rate, it is only a working 

assumption. 

1251/1  • 
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11/7.In general, the Committee was not very hostile, although they 

did seem keen to elicit a confession of change. John Townend was 

taking the line that, if you take back the excess costs of the miners' 

strike from the 1985-86 numbers, growth in 1986-87 of programmes 
is 4% real. 

8. 	
The balance of payments forecast is widely seen as the unrealis- 

tic figure in the document. 

A ROSS GOOREY 




